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.Abstract

The thesis comprises (1) 8 critical interpretation of Swets's
contribution to information retrieval, (2) development (i.e.
"ext ensLon " ) of the formalism, as so interpreted, and (3) a
description of an experiment that identifies hypotheses consistent
with the extended formalism. The early sections of the thesis
place the original contribution by Swets in the contexts of both
signal-detection theory and information retrieval theory. It is
then argued that as the origin&l theoretical contribution is
ambiguous in key respects, an interpretation of it is necessary.
The interpretation given constitutes an initial development of
Swets's work but other developments, not simply a consequence of
the interpretation of the original description by Swats, are also
put forward. The major one of these is the explicit incorporation
in the formalism of logical seerch expressions. Elementary logical
conjuncts of search terms are seen as (1) being weakly ordered by
"document ordering expressions", and (2) having pr-obability-pairs
attached to disjunctions of them defined by the ordering. A major
part of the thesis is the identification of novel hypotheses,
expressed within the extension of the original formalism, which
relate to triples of: (1) instances of information need in medicine,
represented by prespecified partitionings of a medical-literature
data base (MEDLARS), (2) an analytical document ordering expression,
and (3) an algorithmically-derived set of terms characterising the
information need. An enhancement is suggested to data base manage-
ment programs that at present employ only user-specified logical
search expressions by way of search input, this enhancement
stemming directly from the extension of the original formalism. The
broad conclusion of the thesis is that when the original contribution
of Swets is suitably interpreted and extended, a robust, hospitable
conceptual framework for describing information retrieval at the
macroscopiC level is provided.

(iv)
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context of the present stu~y and summary of its contribution

The term 'information retrieval' in the title of this thesis refers

to the proble~ and process of identifying, in a set of records of

objects (the 'data base'), a subset that matches as closely as

possible some prescribed subset. The latter is agreed to be

specifiable only through enumeration of its members, not through

ita members bearing an attribute not borne by members not in the

subset. (Were this not the case, the problem would be a trivial

one.) An example makes this clearer. A set of records relates to

car components, the records containing information on such attri-

butes as colour, cost, size, supplier, etc., but not on the nature

of the material, say. An information retrieval problem, as distinct

from 8 data base management problem, would then be that of forming

an inventory of components made totally of copper, say, using only

the information actually recorded to do this.

The above problem has been given much attention by workers in

the areas of computing and librarianship/information science where

the records of interest are descriptions of documents. Here the

problem is that of selecting from the attributes of documents as

have been assigned to them by an 'indexing' process those that will

best identify the documents actually sought. The latter are referred

to as 'relevant' documents. Just as individual inspection of car

components would indicate whether each was made of copper or not,

so it is assumed that inspection of all document records would

indicate which was relevant Or not - notwithstanding the possibility

of inconsistency in such judgements if the process were repeated.

The problem of information retrieval has assumed greater importance
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since (1) the actual search process was 'delegated' by human to

computer, with the advent of computer-accessible data bases in the

1960s; (2) the coded descriptions of documents used in the search

process became more complicated; and (3) the difficulty of dis-

tinguishing relevant from non-relevant documents increased as the

sizes of data bases increased. This greater importance is perhaps

due most to a perceived need for less ~ hoc, i.e. more controlled,

retrieval procedures, and to 8 related need for a scientific knowledge

as to the accuracy of such procedures.

This thesis looks at one approach to information retrieval con-

tained in the increasing body of literature On the subject put

forward in the 1960s. This was a contribution by J.A. Swets, put

forward in 1963. Swets provided, it is maintained, a simple,

hospitable, conceptual framework for information retrieval which,

when suitably interpreted and extended, allows rigorous, controlled

investigation of the phenomena it describes. The main value of the

framework (or 'formalism' as we shall refer to it) is in (1) the

tight distinction it makes between 'information need' and 'query',

with 'relevance' being seen aB attaching only to the former; (2)

the fundamental importance it attaches to the partitioning of the

data base by the information need; and (3) its joint treatment of

(a) information retrieval as such and (b) the matter of retrieval

effectiveness: both prOcess and result are treated together. It

will be maintained that the formalism ~ a formalism has two main

features. First, hypotheses expressed in it are capable of 'falsifi-

oation' in the claSSical positivist sense: it is not in any sense a

metaphysical theory. (Put another way, prediction is possible using

hypotheses expressed in the formalism.) Secondly, it is a macro-

soopic formalism in that although it describes information retrieval
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in a particular way, it docs not seek to account for the properties

of that procedure by appealing to tho existence of laws or relation-

ships at a deeper level. (It offers a descripti.on of how things

are, rather than why they are.) This is not to say either that

Swats's basiC formalism is not hospitable to concepts other than

those originally introduced by him, or that it would not be

profitable to combine Swets's formalism with other mare 'microscopic'

formalisms with benefit, just that the formalism in botb its original

form and the extended form bas a natural macroscopic character.

This thesis is concerned not only to clarify the contribution

made by Swets, although it is concerned to do this where tho original

presentation was ambiguous or insufficient. It also attempts, as

implied by its title, to extend and apply the formalism. The main

extension offered by the writer is the re-expression of the formalism

in terms of discrete random variables, rather than in terms of the

continuous random variables used by Swets. These are related to

elementary logical conjuncts of search terms. A second extension

is created by introducing mOre than one type of record attribute.

The applications of the formalism that are introduced are to the

following problem-areas. First, the identification of optimum logical

search expressions (from optimum search queries expressed as sets of

record attributes); secondly the use of document age as an indicator

of documentary relevance in weighting expressions; and thirdly the

use of the formalism in providing improved search queries when partial

information on the success of a predecessor query is known.

This thesis also includes a description of an experiment, con-

sistent with the extended formalism, designed to generate hypotheses

(expressed in the formalism) relating to 8 particular data base, to

particular ways of defining relevance and search query, and to
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particular forms of another variable that wO shall introduce. Since

the hypotheses are generated by the experiment they cannot at the

same time be evaluAted (falsified) by it, but they are expressed in

this thesis in a form that will allow them to be contested in later

work. The experiment is novel in methodology in that the sets of

relevant documents with which it works are defined by objective,

behavioural evidence, and in that the queries that form part of the

retrieval processes examined are generated in a controlled and

algorithmic manner.
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1.2 The Structure of this Dissertation

The first substantive part of this dissertation, Section 2, is a

literature review. This has been restricted to the key theoretical

papers and experimental reports which prompted the project, and

such other papers as relate closely to the present study. The

approach in this section attempts to be indicative rather than

analytic. Section 2 is followed by the part of the dissertation that

relates to the first major objective of the research: the analysis

and extension of Swets's theory. In that the analysis there includes

detailed analysis of Swets's published work (as Section 3.2), and

in extending the theory attempts to cite all relevant work by other

authors, this section is in part of an analytical-review character.

The reviewing function has thuB been apportional between Sections 2

and 3 1n what seems to be the most useful way. The 'kernel' of the

thesis, so far as the extension of Swets's formalism is concerned,
is contained in Section 3.3.2.3.

The third substantive part of the dissertation, Section 4, is

8 description of an experiment undertaken to generate hypotheses

expressed in the formalism developed in Section 3. The results of

this experiment and their analysis are presented in Sections 4.4 and

4.5 respectively.

The general conclusions of both the theoretical and experi-

mental investigations are given in Section 5. This is expressed in

torms of the concepts and notation developed in Section 3. and as

such is more accurate and complete than the intuitive summary given

in Section 1.1, and the interim summaries at the end of Section 3.2,

and forming Sections 3.4 and 4.5. Some suggestions for further

research are also given in Section 5, along with a brief discussion

of the technological implications of the findings.
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1.3 Terminolo~y and Notation.

The concepts of 'information' and 'information need' will be treated

as primitive entities. This stance is consistent with the approach

implicit in Swets's work, but it is also one that is independently

accepted as a basis for describing and extending his theory. The

phenomenon of interest will be the assertion of relevance: the

marking of documents as sources of information in reference to some

perceived information need. This phenomenon is observable in

principle and may be observable in practice or in an experiment.

The notion of information need will not be explored beyond this - the

observed behavioural fact embodied in an assertion of relevance will

be taken to be the object of interest. This fact may be taken by the

reader to be evidence of something deeper, but it is the fact alone

that provides the main variable of the theory. In that sense and

others, Swets's theory should be regarded as a macroscopic theory.

The phrase "information retrieval" has been kept to. It might

be argued that document-handling systems do not present the user with

information of interest (e.g. documents) but instead only references

to documents (and possible abstracts). This seems a pedantic

objection however, and the established term is freely used.

Unfortunately no common unambiguous usage attaches to the

terms 'theory', 'model', 'formalism' or 'hypothesis'. In the face

of this ambiguity reference is made to the conceptual framework put

forward by Swats, and its extensions, as the Swetsian formalism.

This is in sympathy with the notion that a formalism is a conceptual

language in which statements about some area of phenomena of interest

are described. Though a formalism must be self-consistent (or at

least not obviously inconsistent) it is not in principle refutable

by experiment. It does not predict. Thus 8 formalism is regarded
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simply as a framework of definition and deduction and not, by

virtue of its isolation from phenomena that prompted its formation,

a device capable of prediction. Any assertions made within a

formalism, but not deducible from it (not tautologies in it) will

be referred to as hypotheses. If made within the Swetsian formalism,

we will refer to them as Swetsian hypotheses, even if historically

they were not made by Swets. The combination of Swetsian formalism

and Swetsian hypotheses, i.e. the science of information retrieval

put forward by Swets, will be referred to as Swetsian theory. The

term 'model' in its usage as either theory or hypothesis will be

avoided, but we will use the term in its narrower sense of approxi-

mating function, in later sections. In summary then, we have:

SWETSIAN THEORY

SViETSIAN SWLTSIAN
FORMALISM HYPOTHESES

(expressed in
the language of
the formalism
but not deduc~
from it)

At the risk of repetition, we emphasise that a hypothesis, unlike

a formalism in isolation, is vulnerable to experimental testing as

well as requiring experimentation for its identification. Accord-

ingly, an experiment that failed to support hypotheses (expressed

within a formalism) would not be evidence of weakness in the

formalism. It would simply be evidence that better hypotheses were
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called for. Only a demonstration of logical inconsistency in tho

formalism, or a demonstration that all possible hypotheses

expressable in it were unsupportable experimentally, or a lack of

simplicity in the formalism, can lead to a formalism being rejected.

A further terminological point is that the description of the

Swetsian formalism in Section 3 has been made as simple as possible.

In particular, the term 'document' has been used as a conveniont

shorthand for 'reference to a document', and 'term' has been used

freely when'value of a document attribute' (or just 'document

attribute', depending on the entity being regarded as a variable)

would be mOre satisfactory in principle. (An exception to this

practice is discussed in Section 3.3.2.6 when different types of

attribute are considered.)

In the text single quotes (, •••') have been freely used in an
-attempt to add clarity: emphasising that ambiguity or insufficiency

1n meaning attaches to a term or phrase, to introduce an important

term, or to give an instance of a variable. Double quotes denote

literal quotations. Context should make clear what ie intended.

A common mathematical notation has been followed throughout the

text, even where this entails recasting the notation of other workers.

This has been made as simple and conventional 8S possible, e.g. by

signifying all random variables by upper case letters (though not

all upper case letters denote random variables), and instances of

variables in lower case. Although 'F' has been used to denote

'Fallout', the starred version 'F1' refers to one of several

cumulative probability distribution functions. The probability

function has been denoted by 'Pr' to avoid confusion with

'PreCision', 'P'.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

As mentioned in Section 1.2, this section provides an indicative

review of the key theoretical and experimental papers which prompted,

or have run parallel with, the present study.

The seminal paper which introduced the Swetsian formalism into

information retrieval was published in Science (AAAS) in 1963

(Swets, 1963). In this paper, Swets prefaced his introduction of

the formalism by a lengthy review of measures of retrieval effective-

ness, and it seems clear from the structure of the paper, from his

discussion, and from the full title of his paper: "Informs tion

retrieval systems: statistical decision theory may provide a measure

of effectiveness better than measures proposed to data", that his

prime objective was 'measuring retrieval effectiveness' rather than

offering-a complete theory of the retrieval process. That is, the

formalism was apparently an accessory to this goal, not a goal in

itself. Nonetheless, his approach to his prime objective did involve

setting up a novel formalism of information retrieval (which he

referred to as a "model") based in fact on one branch of statistical

decision theory, namely signal-detection theory. Swets made 17

citations to earlier work, but none anticipate his own work in the

specific matter of applying the signal-detection approach to infor-

mation retrieval. No other papers have been identified by the author

that do so. (There were occasional references to "signal" and

"noise" in earlier literature on documentation (for example Maron

and Kuhns had mentioned "semantic noise" in 1960, and Moss has

reported that the Classification Research Group in England discussed

"signal to no i ae" prior to thia date (Moss, 1973),) but these terms

were invariably used metaphorically. No structured, analytical
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approach along the lines of signal-dection theory, and preceding

the 1963 paper of Swets, has been found.)

Swets made reference in his 1963 paper to the possibility that:

ItAnextensive testine program, originally designed for the study of

signal detection in psychology, could be directly translated and

applied to retrieval systems." (Swets, 1963: 250) This remark in

fact anticipated his undertaking such a program, the results of which,

together with a repetition of the basic formalism, were later

published in American Documentation (Swets, 1969). These results

were reported slightly earlier in a research report and a published

symposium paper (Swets, 1967a and 1967b).

A paper by B.C. Brookes (1968), published in the Journal of

Documentation at about the same time as Swets's American Documentation

paper, both applied the formalism of the 1963 paper to a sample of

data obtained from the Cranfield experiments, and suggested a

modified version of one of the novel measures of retrieval effective-

ness that that paper had proposed. Robertson, as part of an

extensive review of measures of retrieval effectiveness, offered

analytical commentary on Swets's work, and in particular stated a

theorem that proved one of Swets's measures to be equivalent to a

modified version of another of his (Swets's) measures - the modified

version introduced by Brookes (RObertson, 1969) •

.Apart from the papers cited above, no analytical commentary on

Swats's work existed up to 1973. This is not to say that the 1963

paper had not been widely read Or cited: it was in fact frequently

cited in the literature of the later 1960s, and occasionally the

basic formalism was repeated. One early British review entitled

"Information retrieval and the computer" published in 1964 as a

research report was the first to do so, including in it an amended
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version of ono of Swets's figures (13arnes, 1964). The 1963 paper

was also reprinted in several SOurce books (Kochen, 1967a,

Saracevic, 19708). But, surprisingly perhaps, Swets's work did not

attract the substantive analytical criticism from information

sCientists, librarians and data-base managers that might have been

expected.

The above set of papers represents the area of published

knowledge that was accessible to the author at the commencement of

his study. This study itself led to several contributions which may

possibly have served to draw further attention to Swets's work

(Heine, 1973a, 1974, 1975, 1977a).

More recently, papers have appeared that concentrate on specific

parts of the Swetsian formalism. An exception is the paper by

Farradane (1974), a critical review again oriented to the problem

of measuring retrieval effectiveness, and including both indicative

and analytical comment on the Swetsian formalism. Papers by Bookstein

(1974, 1977) have explored further the effect on retrieval effective-

ness of ordering the basic events (the possible values of the

weighting function) by likelihoOd ratios, thereby improving under-

standing of the role of such functions and of the attainable limits

of retrieval effectiveness. A paper by Yu et sI (1976) attempted to

extend the formalism so that it could accommodate the notion of

"relevance feedback", i.e. it introduced information transfer as a

heuristic process into the formalism. Robertson (19778) in a further

major review paper on "Theories and models in information retrieval"

offered criticism of the mathematics and structure of the Swetsian

formalism, and on the compatibility of the formalism with the theor-

etical approaches of other workers. Very recently, a paper by

Hutchinson (1978) has extended the formalism by introducing two
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bivariate probability distributions in place of the univariate dis-

tributions originally suggested by Swets. (The idea was said by

him to have been stimulated by discussion with B.C. Brookes and S.E.

Robertson.) The extension is essentially based on the supposition

that 'relevance' can be construed as a quantitative variable, i.e.

that 'degrees of relevance' can usefully be recognised. As such, 8

fairly major amendment to both the formalism and the Swetsian

hypotheses is involved which still awaits experimental investigation.

The author's own 'bivariate generalization' of the Swetsian formalism

does not anticipate Hutchinson's fundamental modification, since it

is concerned with fixed sets of relevant documents and two (or more)

weighting variables defined by observable document attributes of

different type - not by variety in the marks used to denote documents

as relevant or not. (Heine, 1977a)

As a-further category of literature, the textbooks/monographs

in the subject area have to date variously portrayed the Swetsian

formalism. The works of Stamper (1973), Vickery (1975), and Paice

(1971), surprisingly make no mention of Swets's work, although

chapters by these authors are offered headed "Signal transmission",

"Conceptual and mathematical models" and "The retrieval process"

respectively. A monograph by Kochen (19748) entitled "PrinCiples

of Information Retrieval" cites the 1963 paper of Swets, but neither

summarises nor criticises Swets's theory. The works by King (1971) and

Salton (1975a) give concise expoeitions of the formalism, the former

without critical commentary but effectively linking some aspects of

the formalism with that of others, the latter offering 8 brief

criticism of it. The fullest treatment is in the monograph by van

Rijebergen (1979a) which gives both a summary of the theory and

analytical commentary on it. Four criticisms of the theory are
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offered by van Rijsbergen but it is perhaps fair to say that no

distinction is made between Swots's formalism and hypotheses that may

be expressed in that formalism, and that the emphasis is on the

formalism as a tool in evaluation rather than 8S a device for portray-

ing the roles of relevance decisions, questions and weighting

functions in the retrieval process seen as a whole. Placing

Swetsian theory in the context of 'evaluation' (or 'testing') is in

fact a general feature of all the above works and in the author's

view an Unnecessary one in view of the capaCity of the Swetsien

formalism to describe what information retrieval 'is' in fundamental

terms.

A last category is that of the annual review literature. The

theory attracted various indicative or expository commentary in the

early volumes of "Annual Review of Information Science and

Technology", but has not been discussed to date in "Advances in

Librarianship" or "Progress in Library Science". A review paper by

Van Rijsbergen in "Progress in Communication Science" (1979b) also

treats the Swets theory briefly, again within the context of retrieval

effectiveness.

Looking back at the literature on Swetsian theory at the time

of writing, several features stand out. First, there has been an

increasing although still rather tentative interest in the theory,

an interest perhaps reflecting a growing concern that an adequate

science of information transfer appropriate to document-handling in

general and data-base design in particular is still lacking. The

increasing reliance of document users on information retrieval when

implemented through computer-based systems (rather than on shelf

browsing in local library collections) may be one cause of this.

Secondly, there seems to be an increasing appreCiation that the
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formalism offered by Swets should not simply be seen as an

apparatu s for defining novel mea sures of'retrieval effec tivone ss,

but as a hospitable, concise theoretical framework for describing

and understanding the retrieval process in its entirety with the

possible exception of the relevance -judgement process. This feature

is perhaps implicit in the growing number of papers on diverse

aspects of the formalism, and perhaps because of this and the general

synoptic power of the theory it has been referred to as "The most

highly developed of the theories on information retrieval "

(Robertson, 1977a: 131). Thirdly, despite the simplicity, hospi-

tality and falsifiability of the theory, there have been only two

published accounts (Brookes, 1968; Swots, 1969) of experimental

attempts at testing hypotheses expressed in the Swetsian formalism.

Both attempts were however, in the author's view, based on an

insuffic-iently rigorous methodology, so that apart f'rom the work later

described in this thesis~ one can say that the Swetsian hypotheses

have simply not been tested experimentally. (To say this is to give

only provisional admission to hypotheses put forward by Swets: we

shall later argue that Swets did not put forward hypotheses that were

unam biguou s.)

The points made above will be justified in the following text,

which seeks not just to criticise the Swetsian formalism but to

extend it so as to remedy the inadequacies and ambiguities it

originally had.
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3. SWETS' S 'J.'HEORY OF INFOR11ATION RETRIEVAL

The formalism describing information retrieval and proposed by

Swets had already been widely accepted in psychological research.

This is evident from Swets's previous and later writings in the

latter area (for a bibliography of same, see Green and Swets (1974)),

and also from citations made by Swets in his two key papers on

information retrieval (Swets, 1963, 1969). For example, Swets's

1963 paper cites one of the classical papers on signal detection

theory in psychophysics by Tanner and Swets (Tanner, 1954), and his

1969 paper cites two of the main reference works in the area (Green

and Swets, 1974 (1966 edition]; Swets,1964).

Since the signal detection formalism is the basis of Swets's

theory, and since his two papers on information retrieval give a

relatively brief account of it, the following section has been

included to fill this gap. An understanding of it is both necessary

in order to be sble to see where the information retrieval formalism

departs from the basic psychophysicsl formalism, and desirable in

pointing to assumptions that could be re-examined in any future

refinements of the information retrieval formalism. Some of these

refinements will be developed in later sections, or have already

been made Or touched on in published information retrieval

literature.
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3.1 The Historical Origins of the Sienal-Detection Formalinffi

The signal-detection formalism has origins in electronic engineering

(especially in regard to the receipt of e~ectromagnetic signals in

the presence of noise) and statistical theory (in hypothesis testing),

in the 1940s and 1930s respectively, as well as in psychophysics in

more recent years. These origins are discussed more fully in a

review paper by Swets (1973) which gives as the key source papers

for hypothesis testing the works by Neyman and Pearson (Neyman, 1933)

and Weld (1950). For a list of source references in the electronics
and Swets

area, the reader is referred to Greeni(1974:1). The review paper by

Swets just referred to also relates signal detection theory to

previous theoretical work (not couched specifically in signal

detection terms) in psychophysics. The key papers on the formalism

as originally applied in psychophysics appear to be by Tanner and

Swets (Tanner, 1954), Smith and Wilson (Smith, 1953), and Munson and

Karlin (Munson, 1954). The literature in this area, now extensive,

has been thoroughly reviewed in the monograph by Green and Swets and,

in one specific aspect, by Egan (1975). Key papers are reprinted in

Swets (1964). Perhaps indicative of the widespread acceptance of

the theory, and of its apparent Buccess in describing observational

data, is the fact that about 50 papers per year are currently being

published in the area as a whole, divisible into about 12 more-

specific areas of application such as memory, vigila~ce, the

diagnostic process, and recognition.
The basic situation that statistical decision theory, and more

particularly signal detection theory describes is that where an

observer receives, from some fallible device, stimuli or

observations which relate to one of two possible events. The

'observer' is human or animal of course in psychological research,
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but can be construed more abstractly as an observine and decision

making process. In view of the objective of our discussion, we

adhere to the latter construction even though this represents a

slight chanee to a portrayal of the psychophysics literature. The

two input events may be labelled 'signal' and 'noise', the under-

lying intuitive notion being that events labelled 'signal' are

somehow of greater importance to the observation process - even if

the importance is introduced arbitrarily in an experiment. These

events are, however, labelled rather confusingly by many writers

as "signal+noise" and "noise" respectively. This is apparently in

recognition of two facts. One of these is that in most psychological

experiments in which the theory is introduced the signal chosen is

deliberately corrupted or complicated in some manner, and to a

variable extent. For example, an audible signal transmitted to a

human subject in an experiment will usually not simply consist of

a waveform of one frequency and amplitude, but will have added to it

other waveforms of varying frequency, amplitude and phase. Since

this complicated signal is to be compared by the human observer with

instances of noise (other transmitted information so labelled),

trivialization of the experiment is prevented. The other fact is

that there are, ineVitably, small random variations within the

instruments generating the signal which add a stochastic character

to it, variations which might mOre properly be referred to as 'noise'.

The formalism of 'observation' is then advanced as follows.

A 'receiving apparatus' extracts information from the events to which

it bas (through its design) access. These events are said to be

'transmitted' to it. It does so with two characteristics: (1) the

extraction of information is transient Or Markovian (the device is

assumed, ideally at least, not to be an integrating device: receipt
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of an event causes it to 'forget' its response to the previous

event); and (2) it is 'imperfect' or 'fallible' in its extraction

of the information. By the latter is meant that an event

(transiently) recorded by it cannot be predicted with certainty

from a knowledge of the event input to it. We also suppose that

the output of the receiving apparatus, for input of binary

character (i.e. a stream of events each of which can be labelled

'I' or '0'), is a real number. It is emphasised that the mapping

of a sample event to 8 real number is both non-deterministic and

Markovian. The diagram below captures this simple idea. Z denotes

the function mapping input events to values in the real line,

denoted Re, and z is a sample value of Z.

signal('1') fallible receiv---~------~~ ing apparatus
or noise('0')

output

I

Re.

z

/
number outcome
space

The receiving apparatus forms only part of the observation process.

The essential remaining parts of the process are as follows:

(1) a data structure, 1n which information is stored on (a)

the estimated relative frequency of occurrence of the

input events ill and {ol; (b) estimated values of the

likelihood ratio, ~(z), of the individual events Z = z;

and (c) following Coombs et 81 (1970) the maximum-likeli-

hood "utili ties" of four events (at present undefined)

denoted by U (m, n = 0,1).mn
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(2) a signal-detection a1eorithm which performs, for each

event input to tte receiving apparatus, the evaluation

of the logical expression t(x)'f3 uaing the information

in the data structure. The paramoter (or 'threshold value')

P is also calculated from the data structure. When the

expreesion evaluates to 'true', the algorithm aBserts that

the input event conforms to one hypothesis (H say),o
otherwise that it conforms to the alternative hypothesis

(The utility values U referred to above aremn
attached to the four outcomes: H true and asserted tom

be true (false), n = 0 (n = 1), m = 0,1.)

The concept of 'observing process' may aleo admit, as either

a complication to the description just given, or as an alternative

description, the notion of variation in the character of the input

events beyond the simple '1' and '0' classes. Instead of an input

eignal '1', we might consider inputs labelled '1.1', '1.23', '0.99',

etc., these appearing in place of '1' in an unpredictable manner.

The latter 'stochastic randomness' can then be regarded in one of

two ways, determining two characterisations of the observation

process. On the one hand we could assert that stochastic randomness

in signal is not 'knowable' to an observational process, by

definition of the latter. The process cannot then distinguish

between non-binary variations in signal, since (by definition) only

the response of its receiver is accessible to it. If an assumption

as to the existence of stochastic randomness in the input signal is

built into the observing process, the effect can simply be seen

by the process as one determinant of the random function Z, i.e.

it adds to the random behaviour of the receiver that exists in any

case for binary input. On the other hand, the observation process
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not necessarily equivalent, in the sense of 'implying the same
*assertion for each input event'. as will later be discussed.

Thirdly, the likelihood ratio l(z) can be expressed as the ratio

of two probability densities, fez I s ) and fez 'n):

l(z) == fez I s)/f(z In) (defn)

where s denotes' signal received' (e.g. the character '1' in a non-

stochastic input stream), and n denotes 'noise received' (e.g. the

character '0'), when continuous probability density functions are

used to model receiver output behaviour. The observation process

then has, in its data structure, either an array l(z) (one real-

number value for each recognised output value (sampled from Re) of

the receiver, z); or a set of 3-tuples (i.e. three arrays):

(z,f(z Is), fez I n ) }, The requirement of economy of storage in the

data structure suggests the former structure be used. A fourth

point is that the observation process also has stored, as we

indicated earlier, an estimate of the value of Pr(s)/Pr(n) - the

Ba-called prior odds of signal to noise - and four value.s of the

variables U (m·,n=O,l). These five values aLlow the process tomn
fix the parameter P in the following way. (The approach follows

Green et al (1974: 20-5) and Coombs et al (1970: 168-71), the latter

also being recently cited by Bookstein (1977).) Our problem is:

given a set of values of the utility variables:

Uoo = utility of event 'signal received and 'signal' asserted'
() 0)

UOl == utility of event 'signal received and 'noise' asserted'
« 0)

UIO == utility of event 'noise received and 'signal' asserted'
« 0)

U11 a utility of event 'noise received and 'noise' asserted'
( ~ 0),

and of Pre s)/Pr(n), what is the optimum value for (4? The criterion

This point is taken up in recent information retrieval literature
by Bookstein (1974, 1977), though perhaps with inadequate
emphasis given to earlier work in signal detection theory (e.g.
Helstrom, 1960).
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for optimality may be chosen to be 'the value of ~ that maximises

the expected total utility'. Denote expectations by E( •••), and

the total utility for the assertion' •••' by U(, •••'). Then for
*a set of input events labelled S Or n we have:

E(U('signal') I z) UOOPr(s Iz) + UloPr(nl z )

and E(U('noise')I z ) =: UOlPr(s Iz) + UllPr(n I z).
- by definition of E( •••). We require a decision proceDS that is

such that if E(U('signal') I z) ~ ~(U('noise') I z) then 'signal' is

asserted, else 'noise' is asserted. This inequality is equivalent
to:

Pr( s I z)

Pr(n I z )

(1)

But from the definition of conditional proba bility,

PrCs I z) ..
Pr (z ( s ) Pr(s )

Pr(n , z) =
Pr(z I n ) Pr(n)

, and
Pr(z) Pr(z)

so that ' (1)' can be rewritten as:

Pr(z I s)

Pre z 'n)

Pr(n)

Pr(s)
(2)

The right hand side is a constant, now identifiable with a , and

the left hand side is by definition the likelihood ratio for the

event z, l(z). Accordingly our decision rule is equivalent to:

assert 'signal' if the inequality '(2)' is true, else assert 'noise'.

The above likelihood ratio rule is workable since it is based

on 'knowledge' or 'information' that we have prescribed to be part

* Strictly, since probability functions are associated with sets,
we should write '{z}' for 'z' in what follows, 'fz3' denoting a
Borel set - a subset of the Borel field, which contains all
possible subsets of the real line. This is avoided hore for
simplicity in presenting the 'utility argument'. Induced density
functions on the other hand are functions of z, not fzJ.
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of the observation process. We also add that in the psychophysics

area, when a decision is based on the above inequality, the

obeorvat Lon process is referred to as "an ideal observer". Various

alternative decision rules Can also be defined, all of which

involve a test of the form l(z)~(3 (Green and Swets, 1974: 20).

So far the discussion has been in decision-theory terms -

except insofar as the events of interest, the z values, have been

ordered. Signal detection theory is a more specific form of decision

theory in which probability distributions determined by one or other

analytical expression are assumed to describe (i.e. model) the

distributions of Pr(z Is ) and Pr(z I n }, One very common assumption

in applying the theory is that the two latter distributions are

describable as normal density functions, i.e.

Pr( {z ~ (z, z+dz) ~ ( n )

( 2 ~ (( )2/271<rl )-2 exp - z-;;_
2CSj_2)dZ

(27r<r'2 2)-t exp(_(z_~)2/
2202 )dZ

_ the subscripts '1' and '2' referring to the signal and noise

distributions respectively. (The subscripts's' and In' would be

more suggestive at this stage, but the ones given are consistent

with later notation used in information retrieval~ The following

diagram illustrates these functions:

probability
density

z
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The figure assumes (1) that Z is continuous (as the concept of a

Normal distribution does also); (2) that the receiver records

higher values for input signals than for input noise ~l >~2); and
( ) ( 2 23 the variances of the two functions are the same erl = 62 ).

The latter point leads to an important further consideration. To

assume that the (ideal) observation process decides to output

'signal' if and only if l(z»(l , is not necessarily to assume that

a value Zc exists such that l(zc) =(J and the observation process

can output' signal' when z> z. In other words a decision based onc

likelihood ratio values is not necessarily equivalent to a decision

based on values of the receiver. (By 'equivalent' here we mean

'partitions the outcome space in the same way'.) That this is true

ia intuitively evident from the following diagram:

probability
density

z

At two pOints, za and zb' fl and f2 are such that fl/f'2 = constant

(=p say). By the likelihood-ratio decision rule, the observation

process should identify as 'signal' all those events that map to

the interval z £ [za'Zb] I whereas by the receiver-value decision

rule the process should identify as 'signal' either (1) all events

mapping to the interval {~ ,~), choosing the lower value of z ora c

(2) all events mapping to the interval (zb'OO)' choosing the higher

z -value. Two conclusions follow. First that if the receiver reallyc
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does behave like this, then the likelihood ratio rule is

preferable. Secondly that there would appoar to be no advantage

to an observation process in having a receiver that responded in

the receiver-value rule way: discrimination between input events

of the two types can be weakened in the region of higher z-values.

There will be no difference between the two algorithms if and only

if l(z) increases monotonically with z. It follows that if the

two decision rules are equivalent, the process must constrain fl

and f2 so that that is true. A summary of the constraints on fl and

f2' for various common analytical forms (Normal distribution,

binomial distribution, gamma distribution) is given by Egan (1975,
Appendix E, Section E.3). In passing the author offers the view

that there is no adequate and coherent discussion in the signal

detection literature as applied to psychophysics, on the optimality

of observation processes for which equivalence between these

decision rules obtains. This is so notwithstanding an immense

amount of discussion on the monotonicity of l(z) and z in solely

mathematical terms. The author has not found constructive comment

on this point, but the matter is in any case not central to this

thesis. Possibly in modelling human or animal behaviour in general

(i.e. other than in respect of relevance-judging) it is a reasonable

hypothesis that information on z, Pr(z' e) and Pr(z I n ) is not

stored separately, but instead stored more economically (with two-

thirds the storage space) as z and l(z). In that event the decision

would necessarily be based on an 'l(z»B • test, rather than a

IZ'»ZC ' zc =t-l(P)' test. It is also plausible that such l(z)

values are stored sequentially in increasing order, on the grounds

of economy, which would reduce the storage requirements to the

values of l(z) themselves, i.e. reduce storage by a half again. If
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this were so it follows that the (unstored) Z values associated

(mathematically) with the l(z) values are again monotonically

related to l(z) as a matter of necessity. It is then immaterial

whether we view the (ideal) observation process aa one making

decisions on the basis of one rule rather than the other since they

are equivalent. However, if the process stores both l(z) values and

z values, and these are not monotonically related (in which case the

process is, b~ definition, 'non-ideal'), then decision is better

when based on the l(z) values rather than the z values. (The

process's storage and decision mechanisms could not be bettered by

storing the z-values ~ well, and deciding on the basis of a

'z > zc: zc..l-1( ~ ), test.)

Before proceeding we summarise the signal detection theory as

it has been presented. Binary information is transmitted to an

observation process Or observer, which (or who) receives such

information via an imperfect receiving device, the output of which

is a numeric value. The process is required to generate a binary

output for each input event. From information as to (1) the

estimated relative frequencies of Occurrence of the two characters

in the input stream,(2) the estimated utilities of decisions made,

and (3) the estimated response characteristics of the recording

device for each type of input event, the process determines a further

numeric value, ~, and then makes a decision as to the nature of the

input on one of two grounds. One of these is: 'if l(z»(j then

choose One hypothesis as to the character of the input event, else

choose the alternative hypothesis';

Zc~1-1(8 », then choose (etc.)'

There are still further fundamental points that need clarifi-

the other is 'if z:>z (wherec

cation, in the author's view. First, although we have presented the
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observation process and in particular its receiving apparatuD as

non-observables, this is simply a reflection of the way in which

they have been (and apparently must be) treated in psychophysical

experiments. (The mapping function of the ear, for example is not

directly observable, let alone stored utility values for each

possible auditory signal.) In other experiments however, these could

be observables. The observation process could be an algorithm,

possibly under human control, for example. (See Coombs et al (1970:

167) for an instance of psychological evidence, presented in terms

of signal detection theory, but without a human observer.) Secondly,

despite widespread misunderstanding Or at least arbitrary assumption

on the point, signal detection theory does not require one to Bssume

that the distributions of Pr(z In) and Pr(z' s) are Normal. The

literature frequently describes these distributions BS Normal,

partly to avoid unduly abstract discussion, and partly in acceptance

of the hypothesis that the random action of the receiver will be

dictated by the random sum of many unknown, equi-distributed, and

independent random variables. (In such cases the "Normalising"

probabilistic effect described by the Central Limit Theorem would

take effect.) But it must be stressed that many other analytical

forms of distribution have been considered in the literature, as

described in the standard reference sources already cited. (Interest-

ingly, however, no literature has been identified in which the

analytical forms used to describe fl and f2 are different for a
*given observational process.)

• That this was true in the case of Swats's application of the
formalism to information retrieval is one of the criticisms of
the application made in van Rijsbergen's monograph (19796:158,
and first edition, 1975: 109).
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Thirdly, although we presented the view that the docision woo

made on Bayesian grounds, using the ~ priori information we have

described, this notion was introduced in order to avoid the notion

that r was chosen arbitrarily by the observation process. One

alternative approach is to assume a 'guessing observer' who employs

a value for P that is randomly distributed (in some way) about its

assumed optimum value. The point being made here is that signal

detection theory does not need to assume that p is computed in any

fixed way, only that decisions are made on the basis of a (relatively)

fixed ~ value while external (e.g. experimental) conditions are

fixed. This is simply a consequence of the definition of observa-

tional process: it does not preclude our defining more general

entities.

We have not so far said what evidence there is to support

hypotheses expressed in the signal detection formalism in the case

where the receiver response values z and the likelihood values l{z)

are unobservable - as is the case with experiments on human subjects,

say. The evidence used is in fact the manner of variation of the

paired data: (probability of response 'signal' given that the input

event is a signal; probability of response 'noise' given that the

input event is noise), or in fact any other set of paired

probabilities relating to the four experimental events. The

variation is associated with a set of fixed experimental conditions,

and a specified observation process, with each condition allowing

for a sufficiently large number of input events that values for

these probabilities can be measured with relatively small estimated

errOr. (The variation of experimental conditions can itself take

various forms, e.g. that of informing a human observer what the value

of Pr(s)!Pr(n) will be. and varying this value, or altering the
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'motivation' of tho observer. Then if hypotheses oxpressed in terms

of a choice of fl and f2 are true, the probabilities chosen (e.g.

Pr( s ) ,signal' assorted), Or Pr (n I'noise' asserted)) will vary in

a way related to f1 and f2• The probabilities of interest are

predicted by signal detection theory, under the 'l(z) incre~seB

monotonically with z condition' as:

experimental event for probability
fixed experimental con-
d i tion s

signal input and 'signal' asserted Prl = ~:fl (z)dz

signal input and 'noise' asserted Pr2 0: ~/J f1 (z)dZ = 1 - Prl
-(110

noise input and 'signal' asserted Pr3 0: ~;f2 (z)dZ

noise input and 'noise' asserted Pr4 = ~(l f2 (z)dz = 1 - Pr3
-00

Pr2 and Pr
3

are identifiable with, respectively, the probabilities

of Type II errors, and Type I . errors, in statistical hypothesis

testing. Prl is also identifiable with the 'power' of the

statistical test used. The following. conventional diagram illus-

trates the nature of the Pr1 as areas under a probability density

curve (for z assumed to be continuous).

p ro'tlability
den3~ty'

z
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might be definod so that the data structure recognized such

variation in t1:e input signal. In this case the process asserts

that the input is distributed OVer some set of intervals

{o<. i' iE I}, and the purpose of its signal-identification

algorithm is to assert the truth of one of a set of hypotheses

{Hi' iE r}, perhaps using a mOre complicated store of threshold

values Bi and utility values {ui ,mn iE I}.
We have described the influence of the random behaviour of the

receiver on the observation process BS a whole in the above terms,

since it removes several common sources of confusion in respect of

the theory, and since the formalism to be applied to information

retrieval is of a relevant character. We add, looking ahead, that

the first interpretation given above relating to a binary input was

the one considered by Swets in applying the formalism to information

retrieval.

Before proceeding, various points require further comment. In

describing the outcome space of the receiving device to be the real

numbers, we implied that the output was a continuous variable.

This is not eBsential: the outcome space can be discrete. (See

Egan (1975) for example, who devotes two chapt~rs to discrete

outcome spaces - the positive integers in fact.) Secondly, we

Buggested that the 'deciding part' of the algorithm was based on

the truth of an inequality: 1(z) 'B .. In fact although the over-

whelmingly larger part of sienal detection theory is concerned with

criterion-inequalities of this form, it may be the case that in

some observation processes the simpler criterion: z > zc'
(zo = 1-1 (0)),is tested and its logical value used as the basis

of the assertion as to which hypothesis is correct. The two criteria are
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Under tho assumptions that fl and f2 (1) remain fixed during an

experiment, and (2) have prescribm analytical forms, it is further

assumed that the effect of varying conditions during an experiment

is such as to produce change only in the value of ~ selected by

the observation process. This is taken as evident (i.e. observable

outside the process) in the way that variation in the four

probabilities Pr. is constrained. Thus experimental evidence will
1

tend to confirm the assumption (for a particular choice of forms

for fl and f2) if variation in experimental conditions causes the

experimental values of Pr. and Pr. (any i,j, (ifj» to vary in a way
1 J

similar to the variation in the values of Pri and Prj that are

predicted by fl, f2 and a varying value of(). The question then is

just how much variation in the discrepancies between experimental

and predicted values of such pairs of probabilities should be

permitted before the assumptions are regarde1 as failing. Dis-

crepancies will exist in practice due to (1) uncontrolled randomness

in the experimental arrangement, (2) guessing and 'non-ideal'

behaviour in the observation process, and (3) 'learning' by the

observation process (i.e. changes in the stored values of l(z),

etc.) and (4) sampling errors in the measurement of Pr. and Pr. due
1 J

to the experiment's sampling of z values; as well as due to

insufficiencies or inaccuracies in the assumptions made, as

expressed in the language of the signal detection formalism.

The statistical problem of testing hypotheses expressed within

the signal detection formalism does not appear to have been treated

in any depth by psychologists Or statisticians, the treatise by

Green and Swets devoting only 11 pages (of an appendix) to the

topic. (Green, 1974: Appendix III, Section II1.3 "Data analysis").

The usual approach to demonstrating the validity of such hypotheses
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is instead semi-intuitive, with the probabilities Prl and Pr
3

plotted onto what is called a "ROC graph", ROC' standing

historieally for "receiver operating charac terist Ic"; (Swets

(1973) has recently suggested "relative operating characteristic"

as being mare in keeping with the related mathematics of hypothesis

testing.) We not e also the term "proper ROC graph" u sed by Egan to

denote ROC graphs arising from a varying l(z) criterion, rather

than from a varying z criterion. The ROC graph is usually scaled

so that the probability values recorded On it are mapped to the

equivalent standard score values using the inverse of the com-

plement of the standard Normal probability integral. That is, an

experimental probability value, Pri, is mapped to a value of zc'
isay zc' by means of:

Pr1 ........ z! · <Pc-l( Pr1), where ~c (z!)_ ~~ (21,. )-~'exp(_u2 /2 )du.
- z~

Fig. 3.1-1 and its caption elaborate on this notion. For scaling

of this kind, the property that fl and f2 are both Normal densities

implies that paired (Pr1,Pr3) values will lie on a straight line

when ~ is varied. When the slope of the line is unity,the functions

fl and f2 will (if both ere Normal) have the same variance, not

necessarily unity. Unfortunately however the straight line and

unit slope properties fOr experimental data are not easily verified

(see Green and Swets, 1974: 401) since even for samples of 600

events, the variations in the values of Pri due simply to sampling

errOr are large. (For N=600, and Prl=O.l say, the standard error

in Prl is approximately 0.012; i.e. approximately 68% of measured

Prl values obtained with samples of this size will lie within the

interval 0.1+0.012. Transforming to equivalent values of zc'

expressed as a standard Normal score, gives an equivalent interval
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for Zo of [1.185,1.353}) The diffioulhos of testing a choice

of analytical forms for fl and f2 are accordingly formidable, not

just because of high estimated standard errors in the parameters

of fl at f2, but because different analytical forms tend to produce

very similar ROC graphs (see especially Green ann Swets (1974:401

and chaps. 3, 5). This is due to the Pr. being cumulative probab-~ .
the more basic distributions of Pr(z I s)ilities, in contrast to

and Pr(z In }, A further variable element points to a weakness in

the ROC-graph approach. This is that although Normality of both fl

and f2 implies a straight )ine ROC graph (when Pri values are trans-

formed to standard normal soores and plotted in those Bcores), the

converse is not true. For given any ROC graph, and any density

function fl, a density function f2 can be found yielding that graph.

The additional supposition that fl and f2 have the same analytical

form would thus be a neoessary additional hypothesis in any claim

that experimental evidence supports One of the distributions being

Normal, when this is argued solely from the ROC graph, i.e. when the

fl and f2 distributions are not direotly observable.

Two further and final conoepts referred to in the psychophysics

literature are now briefly desoribed. First, we note that it is

possible to define a distance between the distributions fl and f2•

One such distance is d' defined by:
= }'l - JA2d' _ (defn)

2for the case where f1 and f2 have a COmmon varianc e er. See for

example Egan (1975). When the variances differ, d' is undefined.

This distance can be identified with geometric distances appearing

in Figure 3.1-1, namely GG1, GG2 and GG3 (:Egan: 68), and provides

one measure of the capaoity of an observation process to disoriminate

between signal and noise. The seoond ooncept is that of 'psycho-
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metric function'. This is defined (e.g. Egan, 1975: 48; Green

and Swets, 1974: 181), as 8 functional relationship between (1)

sets of paired values of Prl and Pr2, i.e. {(Prl,Pr2)}j defined by

the process's chosen values for p, and for constant prior odds

Pr(s)!Pr(n) , and (2) the latter values themselves. Intuitively,

the psychometric function reflects the change in the discriminAting

power of the observing process (as evident in fl and f2) for various

levels of signal to noise.

Before leaving signal detection theory in its psychophysical

context, the context which apparently prompted Swets's work on the

description of the information retrieval process, we summarise its

main features:

(1) The signal detection formalism, distinguishes, through

its structure, between (a) the overall discriminating power of an

observation process (expressed through the location of the ROC

graph, or as a value of some measure of separation of fl and f2),

and (b) the specific di scri.mtnatory power of a process when a

variable criterion used in the process and determining its response,

ie assigned a value. The distinction just given might be said to

constitute the main 'explaining power' of the formalism.

(2) The formalism is flexible in allowing for an arbitrary

choice of distributions fl and f2• Statements about fl and f2 are

hypotheses expressed in the formalism.

(3) A fundamental feature of the formalism is its 'macroscopic

character': it actually depends, for its definition, on unexplained

random behaviour. It does not describe a deterministic situation.

It is thus necessarily a probabilistic formalism, like those

pertaining to quantum mechanics Or gaB mechanics say, and unlike,

say, those of Newtonian mechanics or electromagnetic field theory.
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ROC graphs in standard form. The ordinates z(sl s)
and z(s In) are standard scores corresponding to
empirically-measured probabilities Pr(s' n ) and Pr(s Is),
on the assumption that the probability distributions
underlying these are distributed N(O,l). Three
idealised observation processes, 01,02'0~ have each been
the subject of a series of experiments, ~ach experiment
yield ing data in the form a p.sir . of values of Prl and
Pr~ lying on the curves shown. The process 01 yielded
data lying on the straight line AB, indicating that the
process is consistent with a signal detection hypothesis
that fl and f2 are both Normal and of the same variance.
Observation process 02 has yielded data lying on the
straight line CD, indlcating consistency with tho
hypothesis that fl and f2 are Normal but of unequal
variance. Process O~ yielded data lying on the curved
line EF, indicating the fl and f2 cannot both be Normal.

Fig. 3.1-1.
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(4) The formalism portrays observation as essentially a number-

assignment procoss, rather than as a truth value-assignment process,

i.e. AS a loeical process in the technical sense. Historically,

this has probably been due to a need to describe phenomena that are

naturally complex, i.e. where a portrayal of observation in terms

of set-operations would be unfeasible, although the author has found

no work which explicitly discusses this alternative approach and

rejects it.

(5) Lastly, the emphasis in attempting to contest hypotheses

expressed within the formalism has been on data portrayed as a 'ROC
graph', i.e. as essentially a plot of Prl against Pr3• With a degree

of hindsight from the author's own work, and from the emphasis in

ourrent work in information retrieval, it is perhaps surprising that

data mOre oriented to the characterisation of the signal has not

been used. In particular a graph of Prl against another (conditional)

probability: that for the event 'signal input given signal asserted',

would provide a more natural focus of interest. For 'rare' Signals,

this would appear to provide a much more sensitive characterisation

of the influence of observation upon signal transmission.
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3.2 Tho Formalism used by Swats to describe Information Retrievnl:
Description and Intcrpretatio1!_.

The heading of this section is perhaps surprising, in that it might

seem that a more satisfactory approach to Swets's work would be to

separate 8 description of it from an interpretation of it. In the

author's view however, this is in principle impossible owing to

various major ambiguities in Swets's presentations.

As mentioned in Section 1.1, the theory described 1n Section 3.1
was first applied to the information retrieval process by J.A. Swets

(1963, 1969). Swets was the first worker (1) to treat information

retrieval from the point of view of signal deteotion theory, (2) to

develop such an approach, and (3) to attempt to relate experimental

results to the theory.

The signal detection formalism was introduced by Swets in his

1963 paper under the broader heading "statistical decision theory".

The formalism appeared in the context of a review of methods of

assessing retrieval effectiveness. It may seem merely a histor~al

point that a formalism should have been introduced in the context

of an "evaluation" paper, but this led to two weaknesses in his

presentation which will become apparent: (1) the formalism was not

introduced in a careful rigorous way, and (2) it was seen essentially

as a basis for the assessment of system performance rather than 8S

8 pervasive theoretical structure providing unity to the whole

retrieval process and serving, or having the potential to serve, 8S

a means of optimising that process. This context (i.e. the

evaluation context) is apparent 1n both tbe mini-abstract of the

1963 paper(" statistica1 d eei sion theory may provide a mea sure of

effectiveness better than measures provided to date"), and by the
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title of Swets's later American Documontation paper: "Ef'f'ectLveness

of information retrieval methods". Because of thie, it has been

unfortunate that Swets's work has usually been discussed in the

context of evaluation rather than in the context of the formal

characterisation of the information retrieval process qua process.

The 1963 paper began with a review of published quantitative

measures of retrieval effectiveness. Swets then introduced the

heading 'Proposal'. He briefly discussed statistical decision theory,

Citing Maron and Kuhns (1960) and Wordsworth and Booth (1959), and

introduced signal detection theory as an "analogous" form of it. He

wrotea

"The measures taken of the input to a detector •••must be

assigned to one of two events - the detector system reports

either that noise (random interference) alone existed or

that a specified signal existed in addition to the noise.

Similarly, a retrieval system takes a measure of a given

item in the store, relative to a particular query, in order

to assign the item to one of two categories - the retrieval

system rejects the item as not pertinent or retrieves it."

(p.247)

The basic signal detection formalism is thus introduced, not in the

context of human assessments of the members of a stream (or set) of

documents (whioh might have been expected perhaps from Swets's

earlier work on human subjects aB observers), but in the context of

the more abstract processa a system identifying documents as

relevant or non-relevant to a need, in response to a query. The

term "pertinent" in the above quotation is clearly being used as a

synonym for the present-day term "relevant tI, notwithstanding dis-
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tinctions in meaning between these two terms introduced by other

writers (e.g. Rees and Saracevic, 1963). An eloment of confusion

is perhaps introduc ed where Swets wrote " •••or tha t a specified

signal existed in addition to the noise." It will become apparent

that what was meant is that only input events of the form "noise"

or "signal" are involved in the application of the formalism, not

"noise" and ··signal plus noise" as iB usual, perhaps inevi ts.ble, in

psychophysical experiments.

Having introduced the concept of a retrieval system BS one

describable in signal detection terms, i.e. as an observation process,

Swets made the following disclaimer:

liThe primary aim here is not with a process, or with system

design, but with the measurement techniques that accompany

the process description. The process modelled is presented

here, though very briefly, because it provides for the

measurement technique. Tbe model is described in the

language of the retrieval problem to display one possible

ooordination between the elements of the model and tbe

pbysical realities of retrieval. It is suggested, however,

that the measurement techniques may be used to advantage

whether or not this particular coordination seems entirely

apt." (p.247)
It seems epparent, therefore, that the formalism was seen by Swets

as provisional and not necessarily a representation of "physical

reality" _ to use bis phrase. Tbe formalism, be was suggesting, was

provided simply as a background sketcb to explain tbe meaning of

certain quantitative measures that were to be described. With hind-

sight, this disclaimer seems surprising and unnecessary. Unlike the
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human eignal detection situation, the signal detection formalism

8S applied to information retrieval denla entirely with observables,

and ita "aptness" is direct and apparent, not a matter for con-

jecture. That Swots's investigation of the matter may not have

convinced him of this may have several causes. First, he may not

himself have clearly distinguished between human signal detection

of relevance, and detection by an explicit retrieval process acting

as a proxy for human deoision-making, notwithstanding the definition

adopted by him in the first quotation given above. Sinoe this

distinotion may not be obviOUS, it is treated in more detail as

follows. In the author's view, two signal deteotion proc aeae s

relevant to information retrieval can be defined'

Signal Detection Process I, A human observer, X, is.~on-

fronted with document descripUons and has to d ecLde , which

descriptions denote documents that are (unknown to him)

relevant, and which non-relevant, in respect of some

information used. The identifioation of documents as

relevant or non-relevant could be on the basis of either

(1) another observer, Y, labelling the doouments in just

this way, or (2) X inspecting the doouments subsequent to_

his decision making, with his own (non-verbal) notion of

information need diotating his labelling of them as

relevant or non-relevant. In this situation the decision

process is hidden in that s, fl,f2 and ~ are not direotly

observable. The situation is therefore close to that

involved in psychophysical experiments, but it is not a

situation treated in Swets's writings, and to the author's

knowledge the process has not previously been considered in

the literature of information retrieval.
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Sienal Detection Process IIJ An abstract process (in fact

an algorithm) examines each· document description in a Bet

of same. Some document descriptions relate to documents

relevant to some information need, some to documents that

are not relevant. On the basis of a query i.e. a search-

statement in Bome form (which ia input to, and forma part

of the algorithm) the process labels documents as relevant

or non-relevant. The labelling is fallible. No human

intervention is involved other than providing to the

algorithm a search statement (and perhaps other parameters).

Given an identifiable subset of relevant documents, z,fl,f2
and ~ are all directly observable.

The two processes just described are conceptually different although

a deeper, philosophical approach to the study of observers and the

transfer of information, beyond the scope of this dissertation, might

lead to some unifying view. Swets clearly addressed Process II, in

our terminology. What is being suggested therefore is that his

evident doubts On its validity may have been associated with his not

distinguishing it from Process I.

A second cause of Swets offering the disclaimer quoted above,

not independent of the first reason just given, may have been the

imprecision attached by Swets to certain terms, in particular the

terms "pertinence" and "query". This statement will be justified

shortly.
A third reason is that Swats's approach was relatively informal

in character. Had there been a careful, formal description of the

process, the caution he attached to its introduction would not have

been neoessary. and what we have labelled as Process II could have
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rather than as a somewhat COvort background justification for novel

measures of effectiveness. That it dealt entirely in observables,

whatever deeper basis those observable might have from other pOints

of view, would have been an additional reason fOr giving the

formalism more emphasis than he did.

Swets then introduced the formalism more fully as follows'

"Let us assume that when a search query is submitted to a

retrieval system the system assigns an index value (call

it z) to each item in the store (an item can be a document,

a sentence or a fact) to reflect the degree of pertinence

of the item to the query. (Maron and Kuhns have described

a particular procedure to accomplish this assignment, but

let us regard such a procedure, in general, as a feature of

all retrieval systems.) Now it may be that for a given

need, or for the need as translated into a search query,

the items in a given store do in fact vary considerably in

pertinence, from a very low value (or no pertinence) to a

very high value (or full satisfaction of the need). On the

other hand, all of the items may in fact (according to

expert opinion of the user's opinion) be either clearly

nonpertinent or clearly pertinent to the need. In either

caS8 the retrieval system, being imperfect, will view the

items as varying over a range of pertinence, indeed, because

of the error which will exist in any retrieval system, the

value of z assigned to a nonpertinent item will frequently

be higher than the value of z assigned to a pertinent item.

"Thus we assume that the retrieval system assigns a

fallible index of pertinence, z, and that there exists,
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apart from the retrieval system, a knowledge as to which

items are 'in truth' pertinent and nonpert Ln ent v " (p.247)

The above quotation brings out several points. The first is an

answer to the fundamental question: If, in signal detection

theory, the basis is a fallible detection device coupled with a

decision process, the two being regarded jointly as an observation

process, what are we identifying with this concept in regard to

the retrieval process? The answer, according to Swets, is that

the "fallible detection device" is the combination of query and

number-assignment process. Thus, in the sense of the treatment

given in Section 3.1, each query (among other variables) defines

a separate observation process. The fallibility, as Swets

clearly describes it, is such that two documents, one relevant

to the need, the other non-relevant, can have z-values suggesting

the reverse. (Here, as elsewhere, Swets's term "pertinence"

has been translated by the author into the currently more acceptable

term "relevance".) A second point that the quotation brings out is

that Swets is inconsistent in the meaning he attaches to the term

"pertinent" (Le. relevant). In the last section of the quotation

(from "indeed, because of the error" to the end of the passage) he

describes pertinence as a binary attribute of documents: an item is

either "a nonpertinent item" or it is "a pertinent item". Again,

items are" 'in truth' pertinent and nonpertinent." But in the

earlier part of the quotation he attaches a different, almost

quantitative meaning to the term. He uses the phrases "degree of

pertinenc e of the item to the query" and "the items •••do in fact

vary considerably in pertinence". There is thus an inconsistency

in his presentation, one expressed in signal detection language aa
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that between aSBuming simultaneously (1) a signal of constant form,

and (2) a signal of variable form, (and even (3) a signal of

randomly variable form, i.e. a stocbastic signal). Possibly Swets

was influenced in his description by copious (and unsubstantiated)

references in the information retrieval literature to quantitative

variability in relevance. But it seems clear from the subsequent

development of the formalism by Swets that the binary input avent

was the one intended, SO that the point is just a semantic one, not

a scientific one. This is not to say that a revised version of the

formalism Swets then described could not incorporate quantitative

or qualitative variability in the relevance assigned to documents that

are input to retrieval process.* It is just to say that Swets's

formalism was originally not of this character. This statement is

not affected by the fact that in his American Documentation paper

Swets analysed the results of experiments in which variability in

relevance was assigned to documents prior to processing. The analysis

was 1n fact of the "Cranfield data" of Cleverdon and Keen (1960). In

that analysis, represented graphically in Swets (1969) as Swets's

Figure 12 and by 8 brief comment on p.79, Swets applied the binary

input formalism to sets of relevant documents defined using different

document "relevance levels". (These levels were "1" (most relevant),

"2", "3" and "4" (least relevant). The four sets of relevant docu-

ments, for individual sets of data. were based in effect on inclusion

criteria of the form. all documents with relevance levels from 1 to

J, where J ranged from 1 to 4.) From a signal detection point of

view however, this represented four separate implementations of the

basic binary formalism, each 'signal' being defined in a different

way. (In the case of signals defined aB 'those documents of

* Hutchinson (1978) has more recently suggested this as described
in Section 3.3.2.2.
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relevance 1 to 2' for example, the Bet of signals is 8 subset of

thoce defined by 'those documents of relevance 1 to 3', etc.) A

prior labelling of documents as signal or non-signal (noise) is of

course necessary if the binary response of a retrieval system is

to be judged correct or not.

We now recall that the situation being doscribed is that where

there is binary input and binary output, the two together defining

a 2X2 table of events. Signal detection theory exists in order to

predict the frequencies of occurrence of input/output events assigned

to each compartment of this table, for a given observation process.

But in introducing Swets's application of this to the information

retrieval process we have not accounted for the random variability

in the detection ~evic~ a necessary featUre of the formalism. If

this variability is not (for a given observation process) due to

variability in pertinence, to wbat is it due? Swets does not discuss

this point explicitly, but perhaps because it is obvious. the

variability in z is simply due to variability in the set of attributes

assigned to each document by the producers of the data base. This

variability exists irrespective of the choice of set of documents

eaoh member of whioh is regarded as a 'signal', and of whether such

labelling is to incorporate some subjectively-recognised notion of

'degree of relevance', or some other more specific attribute sufficient

to denote a document as 'signal'. To emphasise this point. the

signal detection formalism introduced by Swets has randomness in it

which is solely the result of action in the reoeiver, i.e. 8

stochastic-signal model was ~ intended. The reoeiver, being a

fixed, non-stoohastic algorithm assigning z-values to documents, bas

a randomness in ita aotion due entirely to variability in the set of
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attributes attached to documents for a given quostion and similarity

measure.

The decision-making part of the observation process was then

desoribed by Swots as follows. A threshold value (or "acceptance

criterion" or "cutoff") is defined such that documents with z values

higher than Z are retrieved, and documents having z< z arec c

rejeoted. (The physical form of 'retrieval' need not concern us.

the document descriptions concerned could be brought to the attention

of the user of the process, or the documents themselves could.) In

a later statement (Swets, 1963. 249) Swets commented. "Strictly

speaking, it is assumed in statistical theory that the z-axis •••

is a scale-of-likelihood ratio •••". A formula in support of this

statement is quoted, in terms of prior odds and utilities (anticipat-

ing the later accounts by Coombs, and Bookstein) showing how this

criterion can be objeotively determined. The formula differs only

in notation from that described 1n Seotion 3.1 here. (The

quotation just given can again be criticised 8e loosely worded.

"statistical theory" oan assume either type of criterion. The

difference, aB we sew in Section 3.1, is that use of a likelihood

ratio oriterion leads to superior performance (i.e. higher utility

values) only when fl and f2 are not suoh that l(z) increases mono-

tonioally with z.) The comment by Swats does Clearly show however

that he saw z as identifiable with either a value equivalent to the

value of the receiver output (i.e. the value we have labelled z in

Section 3.1).~ a value equivalent to a value of the likelihood ratio

of that z-value (i.e. the value we have previously labelled as l(z).)

Notwithstanding the two possibilities here, 1.e. the ambiguous

status SwetB gave to "z", all his subsequent discussion (and
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diagrams) clearly identify z with the receiver output value, rath~r

than its likelihood ratio. Before leaving this point we emphasise

that Swets was clearly aware of the value of the likelihood ratio

criterion, and that the best suc h cri terion was "determined by the

values and costs appropriate to a particular retrieval need"

(Swets, 1963: 248, and formula Quoted on p.249).

The effectiveness of the information retrieval process is then,

according to Swets, expressible via four probabilities of the form:

probability that a document is retrieved given that it is relevant

or non-relevant, which we label by the conventional information

retrieval terms 'Recall' (R) and 'Fallout' (F) respectively; and:

probability that a document is not retrieved given that it is

relevant Or non-relovant , (l-R, and l-F respectively). For com-

parison with Swets's notation we note:

Notation used

R

F

l-R

l-F

Swets's notation

Pr-eR)
P

Prp(R)

Pr_Cn)
p

f Cz)
P

f_(z)
P

Verbal eguivalent

Recall (= probability
that a relevant document
is retrieved)
Fallout (= probability
that a non-relevant
document is retrieved)
Probability that a
relevant document is rejected
Probability that a non-
relevant document is rejected
Probability density of
a variable z, usually
the receiver output value
in Swets's work, and
always this in the
present work. The .
probability is defined
for the set of relevant
document s.
As for above, but defined
for the set of non-relevant
document s,
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Then Rand l-R are related to fl(z), and F and l-F are relatod to

f2(Z), as follows. (The names Pr1 and Pr3 of Section 3.1 are

equivalent to Rand F respectively.)

We stress that the above relationships are· true only if z is

interpreted to be the reoeiver output valuo. If·z is construed as

the likelihood ratio of the receiver valuo (call this temporarily

x, BO that z=l(x», then Swets's definitions need to be replaced by

the following'

Swets does not describe or pursue the latter possibility beyond

the extent indicated earlier.
In terms of the 2X2 table, whioh aocording to Farradane (1974:

201) was introduced into information retrieval by Swets, the proba-

bilities can be described as ratios 8S follows.

Retrieved Not retrieved

Relevant a b ..
-.

e dNot relevant

(a,b,o,d are dooument frequenoies, so that a+b+o+d equals the size
of the data base so analysed.)

Then. and F • o/(o+d).

We note in passing that the 2X2 table has sinoe become a standard
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concept in the methodologies of those investigating retrieval

effectiveness. Numerous measures baaed on the tabla, or expressible

in terms of the frequencies in the table, have been suggested. Such

measures have been extensively reviewed: see for example Keen et

81 (1972), King (1971), Salton (1975a), Robertson (1969), Vickery

(1970), and van Rijsbergen (1979b). In view of the depth of the

review work done on this subject, such a review is not repeated yet

again here. We also note that it is widely acknowledged that

probabilistic measures based on the table, i.e. based on the degree

of coincidence of the sets of relevant and retrieved documents,

represent only one approach to moasuring or assessing retrieval

effeotiveness, B point also, incidentally, emphasised by Swets.

Fuller approaches also involve (for example) operating cost, form of

presentation of output, the retrieval system's epeed of responso,

and the s~bjact soope of the data base.
Two hypothetical familiee of ROC graphs arising from variation

in the information retrieval process were then desoribed by Swets.

One family is characterised by pairs of density functions (N~l'~l)'

N(r2'~» where crl=~=~' the variation being in the value ~1-f2)/cr.

The other family is determined by pairs (N(fl'~l)' N(f2'~» such

that ~1-~2.~1-f2)/4, the variation being in PI-~2. No basis for
defining such families was offered, although both types are con-

sidered in the literature on signal detection theory as applied to

psychophysics. In the first-mentioned ROC graph family, Swets also

illustrated the effect of plotting the family when the probability

values are transformed into standard Normal scores, when a family of

straight lines results. He demonstrated how values of ~1-r2)/~=~
(in his notation) can be used to calibrate the negative diagonal and
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SO uniquely oharacterise eac h ou r-v e by a number. The latter graphs,

relabelled, are reproduced here in Fig. 3,2-1 (based on Swats, 1963,

249 and Fig, 8), The "Normal deviate" scores uR and uF are defined

using the complement of the standard Normal probability function I,
fo (u) • 1- f (u). r(27r)-t exp(-/) d.,.

lA.

That is, for a probability value P, u is defined by Ic (u)r.p, or

u~ fo-l(p), For Recall probabilities, R, based on an unstandardisod

Normal density function, N(rl'~)' the value of u=uR is thus

uR= Ic-l(R), where uR is expressed in units of (zo-fl)/~l' Thus

uRaO oorresponds to zc=fl' Similarly Fallout probabilities, F, based

on a N~2'~2) density function are associated with a value of u=uF
obtained as uF= f~l(F), expressed this time in units of (zC~2)/~2'

Thus uFcO implies zocjl2' Hence if fl/'2' as is usually the oase in

signal detection prooesses, uRcO does not imply uF-O. On the other

hand a linear relationship between uF and uR follows immediately from

the relationship eaoh variable has with Z Ie

-E.-
Since ~2/~1 >0, the ROC graph (a straight line) determined by choosing

different threshold values, zc' has positive slope, and the slope is

in fact unity when ~1=~2' The value of uF is in practice always less

than the value of uR for any point on such lines since f2-jJl< 0, In

the case where ~lz~=a; this reduces to saying that for any point

lying on a line of value E, the two ooordinate values differ by ~,

sincel
.. E-

Swets discussed the problem of which value to choose for z aso

followsl
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0.01
O~01 Fallout

ROC graphs for N('l'~) and N('2'~2) density functions,
0.99

Fig. 3.2-1.
for the case where ~=~=~t and for various valuos of
(Pl-P2)/cr ( = ~J. (After Swets (1963: Fig. 8).)
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"If the user is willing to examine a good deal of non-

pertinent material in order to reduoe the chance of

missing a pertinent itom, the outoff should be low.

Alternatively, if time or money is an important factor

and a miss is not very serious, the cutoff should be high.

Similarly certain ~ priori probabilities may affect the

level of the desired cutoff. If the user has good reason

to believe the store [i.e. data base] contains the item he

wants, he may ohoose to make a relatively thorough search,

if he is doubtful that the store oontains the item he

requires, he may prefer a token search, of only the items

most likely to be responsive to his query." (p.248)

The latter seems fairl7 clearly in agreement with the decision to

choose Zc on the evidence of prior odds and a set of utility values

attaching to possible outcomes, as described in Section 3.1. The

last sentenoe is 8 little obsoure however in that it hints again

at the notion of degrees of relevanoe. What seems to be intended

1s1 '•••he may prafer 8 token searoh, of only those items that are

attached to z-values most likely to yield relevant documents.'

Swets then addsl

"In praotice, the level of cutoff may be set ••• by the

choice of a form of query. The ohoice of an 'and' or 'or'

relationship among a set of key terms, and the selection

of the number of key terms, are ways of determining the

breadth of the query and thus the level of the z-axis

outoff."

The point being made seems a fundamental one. Previously the "query",

expressing an enquirer's need for information, was introduced 8S the
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basis for assigning z-values to each document. Now an additional

role Is suggested for itl that the query should form an input to

the decision to calculate the threshold. (This is presumably in

addition to the other input information we described in Section 3.1:

prior odds, utility values and a stored array of likelihood values.)

This represents a radical change in signal detection theory which

conventionally sees the recording device as independent of the

decision process. The suggestion seems a most useful one since the

behaviour of the receiving device must be dependent on the form of

the question. The introduction of Boolean operators to define the

query a8 a Boolean expression was, as can be seen from the quotation,

also touched on. It is regrettable that Swets did not develop this

point, or indeed attempt to explore the range of meanings that the

term "query" can connote. With hindsight, this seems understandable

though, since at that time equivalences between Boolean exprossions

and funotions based on oomparisons between sets were not widely under-

stood, not by workers in the information retrieval field at least.

This point will be carried further in future seotions.

We have now seen that Swets identified the range of response

of an information retrieval process to B single query, with a ROC

ourve (and its E-value).- The particular value of z (and thus ac

particular point on the ROC curve) would be chosen arbitrarily or

would be influenced by knowledge as to prior odds, utility values,

the form of the fl and f2 distributions (or equivalently the likeli-

hood values fl/f2 at eaoh value of z), and the query form, the

latter being left as a soft (undefined) ooncept. This question

naturally leads one to further questions suoh aSI "Will the ROC

graphs (or indeed other graphs based on fl and f2) vary from query
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to query, for a given set of signals (i.e. Bot of relevant docu-

ments)?", "Will such graphs vary when the set a of relevant

documents change, in reference to different information needs, but

remain of constant size?", and "Will such graphs change when sets

of different size are defined?" Such questions are largely experi-

mental questions. The formalism alone, aB will be demonstrated later,

will partly predict the variation with query for a given query form:

for example when the query has the form of a logical expression of

varying logioal structure. It does so through an analysis of the

(immediate) outcome space of the receiver. But such questions are

essentially hypotheses to be tested experimentally rather than

questions about the formalism. There is room for adding practical

constraints as well: Will the ROC graphs and other graphs vary with

the 'subject' of the data base taken as a whole? Will they vary

with the depth of indexing of documents (e.g. with the expected number

of terms assigned to documents), with the size of the set of indexing

terms, the manner of assigning terms to documents (human assignment

versus algorithmio assignment), or the manner in which the terms

oomprising the query are chosen? The variability in all the oom-

ponents of the information storage and retrieval process will

determine the variation of the distributions fl and f2, and

associated variables, and in partioular the ROC graph. Ae a response

surface or combined effect of such oauses, the ROC graph thus

provides (as do also other related graphs) one criterion by whioh

optimisation of the retrieval prooess oan be judged.

Returning to Swets's description, it is noted that Swets did

suggest that ohanges in the ~of a query [the writer's emphasis]

were unlikely to influenoe the ROC graph for a given document
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collection, retrieval language and depth of indexing (and, possibly,

for a fixod information need to which different forms of query

relate.) AB previously noted, no precise meaning was attached by

Swets to this term "form" however. This assumption was first intro-

duced by Swets as followsl

"Of course, the assumption that a real retrieval system

has 8 constant effectiveness, independent of the various

forms of queries it will handle, is open to question.

It seems plausible, however, that the sharpness of the

retrieval system's query language, and its depth of

indexing, and also the heterogeneity of items in store,

will determine a level of effectiveness that is

relatively invariant over changes in the form of the

query. In any event the assumption is subject to

empirical test, and its importance is sufficient to

justify the effort of testing." (p.248)

The "level of effectiveness" mentioned in the above was presumably

intended by Swets to be "!", or some other variable characterising

the ROC graph, but we note that for a fixed value of Fallout

[Recall] the Recall [Fallout ]value will increase monotonically with

1, eo that either one of these probabilities could be substituted.

(That is, effectiveness could be assessed through the variation of

R, at B fixed F value of 0.1 say.) Although, as emphasised above,

Swets was suggesting that the ROC graph was invariant to the form

of the query (by implication, for a given information used) it soems

that he also viewed the graphs as invariant to the information need

itself, i.e. for various queries pertaining to various needs. As

this was not stated explicitly by Swets, this interpretation may
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therefore be unwarranted, but his 1969 paper reports extensive

analyses of experimental data in which data pertaining to different

informa tion need s* were "pooled" (i. e. confound od). So po ssi bly in

bis using the phrase "form of query" he was mis-stating his own

position, and invariance in the ROe graph in the face of simult-

aneous variation in information need and query was intended. The

underlying presumption was, perhaps that the query pertaining to

each need was formed in some more or less constant way. By way of

clarifying the difference more fully, we note that two information

needs may be characterised by the two queries:

Ql ::{ta 'tb' tc't d'te 1
both queries (so specified)

and Q2 :I {ti,tj,tk,tl,tm 1
being of the same "form" (i.e. both

expressed as a set of attributes). Then One hypothesis would be:

Hla The ROC graphs for Ql and Q2 are the same (are drawn from

the same population of ROC graphs). This hypothesis embodies

the thought that the ROC curve is invariant to queries of

constant form and size, irrespective of information neods.

Another hypothesis would bea

H21 The ROC graphs for Ql = fta,tb,tc,td,te 1

(etc. )

are the same, i.e. the ROC graph is invariant to query form

for a given need, where 'query form' is defined to mean here

'of the form of a set of terms, of arbitrary size'(in dis-

tinction to a Boolean form, say), the sets being subsets of some

parent set.
* We shall later have occasion to criticiso the experimental design

yielding this datal the statement here is generously worded in
order not to introduoe that weakness at this stage and obscure
tho pOint made here.
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Yet another hypothesis, defining query form to be 'a set of terms

of constant size' and, like H2, exploring the effect on the ROC

graph of various query forms for a given information need, would be:

H3: The ROC eraphs for Ql

and Ql'.. £ tf' te' th'ti't j J
etc.

are the same.

So one ambiguity we are pointing to is that Swets appeared to suggest

that H2 was true, but in the experimental analysis reported in his

1969 paper he assumed Hl to be true. Another, oompletely different,

interpretation of the preceding quotation is however possible. This

is that in referring to "various forms of query" Swets had adopted

a new meaning of query (i.e. observed a different usage of it),

namely query as a synonym for information need. (This rather olumsy

and oertainly misleading usage is embodied in the phrase "relevance

to a question".) If that were his usage, in this particular part of

his oontribution, then he was suggesting that the whole signal

detection process should be thought of as a fixed one pertaining to

all instanoes of information need, all similarity measures, and all

instances of query (in the former sense: as a set of attributes).

Swets's method of data analysis involving the treatment of confounded

data (rather than data pertaining to individual combinations of need,

weighting function and query as 8 set of attributes) might appear to

be oonsistent with this. However, in the writer's opinion, the

hypothesis is suoh a sweeping one that it can be seen immediately to

be invalid*, and accordingly it seems much more likely that one of

* This is in fact demonstrated in the experimental work described
in Section 4 of this thesis.
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the earlier interpretations of the passage was intendod by Swets,

and that the later treatment of confounded data was a consequenoe

of several conceptual errors: (1) that invariance in a set of

processes can be demonstrated by defining a (static) composite

process, and (2) that modelling 8 process (in Swats's case using

Normal density functions) is equivalent to recording data on it.

(The author's later extension of Swets's work departs from both

thene assumptions.)

The 1963 paper contains discussion on several further points.

The difficulty of distinguishing ROC graphs "on quite extreme

variance ratios" was commented upon as is the difficulty of obtaining

"enough data to reject the normality assumption". He also remarked:

"The slope of the [ROC] curve at any point will serve as

an indax of the particular accoptance criterion, and of

the breadth of the search query, which yielded that point."

(p.249)

The first statement here follows from the definition of the ROC

graph, the values of Zc determining unique pairs of probability values

that form the co-ordinates of the graph, and conversely, but only if

the ROC graph is "proper". (We recall from Section 3.1 that such a

ROC graph is determined by a likelihood ratio criterion, or by a

reoeiver-output value criterion in the case where this is monotone

with same.) If it is not proper, the ROe graph may have two points

with identical slopes, and the statement by Swets is false. The

second statement is not clarified or justified by Swets, and creates

even more semantic difficulty in that it involves a new usage for

the term "query". Previously a "query" was defined as an input to

the receiver, i.e. to the z-value generation process. Accordingly
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the entire range of z-values is B refleotion of the ohoice of query.

Now a seoond definition is being introduced, in which 8 query is

being identified with a point or interval within the range of z.

It is not a casual contradiotion, as Swats goes on to repeat the

seoond (implied) definition on three further occasionsl

"It is clear that the difference in the slopes at two points

of a steadily rising function is 8 straightforward measure

of the effective change in the breadth of a search query."

(p.249)

"For any given query or form of query, these two probab-

ilities (R and F Jean be plotted as 8 points in the unit

square of Fig. 6." (p.250)

tI ••• the slope of the curve at that point is a measure of

the query breadth." (p.250)

The second definition of "query", to which the last four quotations

relate, is a vague one sinoe "breadth" is not defined. That two

contradictory definitions of "question" should have been introduced

may also account (along with the contradictory definition of

"pertinence", and the ambiguity in the hypothesis of invariance in

the ROC graph) for the scarcity of criticsl discussion of Swets's

work in the years following its appearanoe, and also for some con-

fusion about the formalism. Farradane, for example, haa criticised

the formalism on just the ground that it involves a variation in

the query. This is to conoentrate on the seoond definition, however,

and to ignore the constancy of query required (per the first

definition) to assign z values to documents. (Farradane, 1974 and
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pers. ~.). We postpone further discussion until a later section

(Section 3.3.1.2) since an extension beyond Swets's signal approach

is called for.

Before summarising this treatment of Swets's presentation of

his formalism, some further comments directed at his 1969 paper are

offered. This paper again described information retrieval in signal

detection terms. The interpretation of E as a measure of separation-
of fl and f2 was further clarified, and a related distribution-free

measure, L, was introduced defined bys

.! • r·R.dF •
Z,=-DO

This paper also commented in a little more detail on the range of

forms that fl and f2 could take, negative exponential densities

being described as well as the Normal equal variance and non-equal

variance cases. The sienal detection formalism was not however re-

examined in any greater detail. "zitwas again described as if it

were the output of a receiver rather than BS a likelihood ratio of

same - the possibility of which the 1963 paper had mentioned.

"Relevance" was used in place of the 1963 paper's "pertinence", and

Recall or Recall ratio was now used for the probability of retrieval

conditionsl on a document being relevant, i.e. the now-conventional

u aag e was observed. "Fallout" was not introduced as a term however,

although as before the conce£t was freely used. Unlike the first

psper, the second did comment on the probability that a retrieved

document is relevanta the "Precision(ratio)", or "Relevance (ratio)"

8B it was once called which we will denote by P. Swets did not

pursue the relationship between Precision and Recall and/or Fallout

however, restricting his contribution here to (1) the observation
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that a pair of P and R values does not allow all compartmentv of

the 2X2 table to be reconstructed from it, and (2) a figure showing

an "ideali aed" graph of the Recall-Precision relationship.

Although Swets did not say so directly, he seemed to imply

(p.75) that an invariance existing in the ROe graph is not inherited

by the Precision vs Recall graph. This implication is however true

in the formalism. The relationship P:GR!(GR+(l-G)F), linking

P,R,F and G, where G is the 'Generality of the Bet of relevant

documents' (signal to noise ratio), is valid in the formalism.*

That is, it is not an empirical relationship but an exact one

following from the definitions of these quantities. If therefore

in consideration of different information needs. with (in general)

varying G values associated with them, it is found that the R vs F

graph is invariant for some class of queries, it cannot be the case

that the P vs R graph is also invariant. G is explicit in their

relationship. Swets may well have understood this intuitively,

althougb the only explicit reference to the influence of eignal to

noise ratio sensu stricto is through his estimate of same 8S an

input to the determination of z , in the 1963 paper. (The.!. priorio

odds are equal to, or an estimate of Generality). Figures for

signal to noise ratio proper, i.e. with the phrase used BS a synonym

for the Generality of a relevant set forming a subset of a data base,

are in fact given in 8 discussion of examples towards the end of

the 1969 paper (pp. 87-8), and tte data quoted on same together

with other data allow a Recs11 vs Precision relationship to be

inferred there. But unfortunately further needless semantic con-

fusion is introduced by Swets when he refers to "noise-to-signal"

* We can equally refer to G as the 'Generality of the information
need as represented in a set of documents' wit~out changing the
oonoept itself.
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ratio as an attribute of the retrieved eet. That is, he uses the

phrase at that point as a synonym for Precision when expressed as

a ratio and inverted. (E.g. when 4 relevant items arc retrieved

along with 30 non-relevant items, the total number of relovant

items being 10 and the size of the data base being 3000 items, the

noise-to-signal ratio (per Swets) is 30:4, or l/Precision, whereas

from the point of view of the basic signal-detection formalism,

the noise to eignal ratio is 2990alO.) In the author's view, the

ambiguity attaching to this concept is another reflection of

uncertainty, in the original presentations of the theory, as to

whether it was signal-detection by humans, or by machines acting for

human beings, that was being described. We refer again to the two

processes labelled "Signal Detection Process I" and "Signal

Detection Procoss II" given earlier in this section.

Swets does not clarify the basic concepts he uses beyond the

stage of the 1963 paper. If anything, the issue of whether fixed

or variable relevance in the signal is assumed is oonfused further,

when he writes:

"It will become clear, by the way, that the deci sion-theory

measure can be applied when judges use several, rather than

two, categoriee of relevance, and that it uses to full

advantage the output of a system that ranks or otherwise

scales all items in the store according to their degree

of relevance to the query at hand." (p.73)

This and later passages show that he uses "degree of relevance" for

what he rather more clearly referred to in the 1963 paper as "a

fallible index of relevanoe", i.e. a z-value that "reflected" a

likelihood of (binary) relevance in the way that we earlier described
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at length. Again, in the 1969 paper, input to the process is

treated aB binary in the presentation of tho formalism.

The larger part of the 1969 paper ie a report of the ROC

graphs pertaining to data obtained in three experimental investi-

gations (Cleverdon et al (1966), Salton et al (1966), and Giuliano

et al (1966).) Swets worked on "pooled" data in the first two

cases, but the Giuliano data related to separated instances of

information need and query. The ROC graphs from the experimentsl

data were fitted by straight lines "by eye", in an attempt to

demonstrate the suitability of Normal-density forms for fl and f2

(for averaged data). One is inclined, on this graphical evidence,

to agree with Swets's view that a straight-line fit is acceptable

or "very good" in most cases, though no explicit comment on the

sensitivity of such a test is offered. (The inclusion of theoretical

ROC graphs based on negative exponential densities for fl and f2'

which are "by eye" almost straight lines over the ranges of Rand F

yielded by the experimental data, is 8 prima facie indication of

the insensitivity of the test.) In the case of the Giuliano data,

Swets commentsl

"The data points, surprisingly, do not show much greater

scatter about a line, but substantially greater variation

in the slopes is evident." (p.8l)

We do not discuss the analysis in greater detail here for several

reasons. First, it was itself an analysis of earlier experimental

work that we would need to comment upon 1n great detail. Secondly,

Swets's analysis was presented only in graphical form (as ROC

graphs), no numerical analysiS was offered. Thirdly, there is 8

oritical and invalidating conceptual weakness in the data analysed,
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8 point taken up further in Section 3.3.1.2.: The experiments

concerned, with the possible exception of Giuliano and Jones's,

involved pseudo-sete of relevant documonts, eince they were defined

with reference to a ~erbal description of information need (or to a

linguistic form) rather than to information need as a psychological

(and not ~ priori-verbal) procQss. It is accordingly very

surprising that analysis of such data was undertaken at all, given

that Swets's own formalism placed such an emphasis On information

need as the primitive entity, evident in the signals transmitted

to the retrieval process, and treated the question as a variable

articulant in a variety of forms serving to optimise identification

of such signals. Later work may indicate that the distributions fl

and f2 are insensitive to this feature of the experimental design

of the data analysed. but for the moment at least the results are

at least of unproven validity, and in the author's view are meaning-
•

less.
Swets concluded his second paper with a discussion of examples

relating to the number of non-relevant documents retrieved for

different Recall values, in effect concentrating more on the

Precision/Recsll bslance, and offered several conjectures as to the

kinds of E-value that should be reallseable in the future. In-
keeping with the developing technology of the time, he also intro-

duoed the notion of I'on-line" dialogue as a means of improving

questions (through feedback), thereby again emphasising the role of

questions in information retrieval as variables. He conjectured

that E-values of 3.0 or 3.5 may be obtainable for such systems.- -One feature o~ the formalism in its simplest form that may

prove to be a significant weakness is in part prompted by the
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oriticism of the Recall concept by Cooper (1973, 1976). This

feature is the supposition that dooumentg in a data base can be

marked in a way that denotes their relevance to an information need,

i.e. it relates to the postulate of a partitioned dsta baso.

Although this Deems a simple concept in principle, and although

such marking can be implemented in experimental tests of appropriate

hypotheses, it nevertheless romains true that in an operational

environment relevant documents are not known in advance of the

retrieval process being implemented. That is, Recall is an unknown,

and relevance judgements are (in practice) made On retrieved seta,

not on tho whole data base. This weakens the formalism in that it

can then be seen BB describing a feature (the signal) that is an

observable only in principle. It would, aocordingly, appear

preferable to have a formalism centred on the retrieved set, or on

suocession of retrieved sets, if one sees the retri~val process

(for a fixed information need) as a heuristic one, guided through

the data base by a sequence of successively more-accurate questions.

(We ignore the complication that knowledge-aoquisition itself will

be, presumably, heuristic at a deeper level.) Indeed one may con-

jecture that Swets's usage of the term "noise-ta-signal" ratio at

the end of his 1969 paper, which he clearly related there to the

retrieved set, may have boen prompted by this thought. If so, one

is again prompted to think that a useful further development of the

formalism would be along the lines wo have labelled "Signal Detection

Process I", or towards a structure embodying both of Processes I and

II. Possibly comment in the literature pointing to the symmetrical

treatment of the relevant set and the retrieved set (with 'degrees

of relevance' serving as the analogue of receiver output valuos)
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will provide such a structure. Hutchinson (1978) has devoloped

a bivariate formalism, onid to be basod on a comment of Robertson's

relating to the generalisation of the 2X2 table (1969: 8).

Robertson has noted Fairthorne's concern for symmetry in the 2X2

table (Fairthorne, 1964). The author has offered a brief symmetrical

treatment of one measure of retrieval effectiveness based on measures

analogous to Fallout and Recall, namely l-F and R respectively (and

equivalent to the earlier Western Reserve University measures of

"Specificity" and "Sensitivity". respectively), with "Retrievality"

forming the appropriate analogue of "Generality" (Heine, 1973b:33).

Possibly there are precedents in the signal detection literature

itself. The major task of developing a unifying signal detection

formalism is not attempted in this dissertation however, although

the argument is carried a little further, by way of the extension

of the theory into "heuristics" in Section 3.3.3.3. The author's

view is that the theory in its original form should, at least at the

present time, be seen as the basic one, upon whioh this and other

generalisations of it Can be built. But intuitively there remains

a reasonable doubt that a formalism building on an entity which,

though observable in principle (and in experiments) is unobservable

in practice, is expressed in its optimum form.

Lastly we note that the matter of estimation, in the inter-

pretation of the results of retrieval experiments, is only briefly

mentioned by Swets (e.g. Swets, 19691 74). Considerable credit is

due to Robertson (1975) for drawing attention to the need for this.

Swets's approach was 'scientific' rather than formal-inferential,

in that the degree of scatter of data points (for confounded data)

around ROC graphs pertaining to models of processes was portrayed
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for what it was, without levels of confidence in the accuracy of

the mOdels (as population desoriptions) being estimated.

Two summaries of Swets's contribution will now be offered. The first

is informative with some additional disoussion, the second

shorter and indioative.

Informative summary with further discussion.

The information retrieval prooess Can be described as a signal

detection process, the latter being an abstract representation of

the process of observation. Both a formalism, and descriptive

hypotheses expressed within that formalism, are involved. The signal,

as an attribute of a document, refleots (or 'is') a notion of

'relevance' to an 'information need'. Both the latter notions are

left undefined, i.e. are primitive concepts in the formalism.

Unlike the situation desoribed in psyohophysical applications of

the theory, the randomness in the receiving device, oonstrued as a

combination of query and analytic mapping funotion, is due not

exolusively or primarily to a stochastic randomness in the input

events, but instead solely to a randomness in the behaviour of the

receiving device for signals of constant value. In practioal terms,
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this randomness is due simply to variety in the sets of attributes

attached to documents, as detected by a 2-tuple of query and

mapping function. The mapping fUnction measures the similarity

of query and attribute-set, i.e. maps each distinct pair (query,

document) to a real number on the basis of their similarlty. The

output of the 'detection device', a set of possible values, is then

input to a decision process. The latter is essentially of the form

of a threshold value, having the effect that only documents mapping

to values greater than or equal to the threshold value are identified

as relevant, i.e. retrieved. A question is thus to be seen as a

variable entity for a fixed information need. Such notions, like

various others, were implicit rather than explicit in Swats's theory

and are extricable only when terms such as "pertinence", "query",

and "query form", used ambiguously by Swets, are given an

interpreta tion.
Notwithstanding the basic concept of relevance as a binary

quality (documents being either relevant or not), Swets did briefly

consider the notion of variability in relevance, just as he also

considered in passing the usefulness of inputting likelihood values

of the similarity-measure values, to the decision process. It is

again partly implicit that Swets regarded the information retrieval

process as one varying from need to need, and query to query. This

is notwithstanding his stating that hypotheses describing invariance

of 8 certain character (in fac\ shape of the ROC graph) can usefully

be advanced. Suoh hypotheses were both ambiguous, and not clearly

distinguished from the formalism itself, and the two together

(hypotheses and formalism) were not primarily advanced in order to

provide a joint characterisation of the retrieval process. Instead
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definition of novel measures of retrieval effectiveness, and to

the applications of those to the evaluation of particular retrieval

processes.

Despite the (immodiate) origins of the theory in work on

psychophysicB, Swets's theory is not a theory of the perception of

relevance in doouments by human beings. This is so since the

entities involved are all observables - at least in experimental

situations - unlike the entities that make up the theory as it is

applied to experiments on auditory etc. perception. As applied to

information retrieval, the theory is a description of the behaviour

of processes acting as proxies for human behaviour.*

The strength of Swets's theory appears to lie in four areas:

(1) It accounts in a systematic way for the presenoe of error

in the information retrieval process. Error is not viewed as some-

thing explainable at the microscopic level, and avoidable, i.e.

the theory does not concern itself with the question: 'for a given

document, was the correct decision made on it by the decision

process'. Instead error is regarded as a macroscopic phenomenon

capable of systematio, objective description through probability

distributions. This macroscopic view is, aB was also stated in

Section 3.1, a necessary feature of the signal detection formalism.

(2) It clearly distinguishes between on the one hand the overall

discriminating power of an information retrieval process (for a given

partitioned data base, retrieval language, query, but not 8 fixed

threshold value) e.g. through! and A' and on the other hand the

realised or existing discriminatory power of it when the threshold

* The processes are, moreover 'social' rather than individualistic,
in that they are designed to respond to the needs of large groups
of persons with diverse information needs, over lengthy period3
of time.
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value is fixed, e.g. through the evaluation of R, F and P. These

two attributes are clearly distinguished by the structure of the

formalism.

(3) It relates to human judgements (relevance, query form,

assigned attributes) in a clear manner, but at the same time presents

an area of study capable of objective analysis. All the phenomena

within the retrieval prOcess are in principle observables: query,

fl,f2,l(z), zc,R,F,G,P,~ in a testing situation. The hypotheses

of invariance in fl and f2, a major feature of the theory and

describing general characteristics that underlie joint variation in

human judgements of relevance and queries used to identify relevant

documents, are accordingly falsifiable.

(4) The formalism appears to provide, through its conceptual

simpliCity, a fertile area for further studies of information

retrieval. As a consequence of its simpliCity, there is a "semantic

pressure" leading to clarification of meaning in a field in which

terms have perhaps been used all too loosely in the past. (e.g.

'weighting' as both document weighting and term weighting, 'query'

as either linguistio statement, Boolean expression or set of document

attributes, 'degree of relevance' as both an input-event or an

output-event qualifier, 'retrieval system' as both the process as

a whole or simply a combination of data base and retrieval soft-

ware, 'signal to noise ratio' as pertaining to either the

partitioned data base as a whole. or just to a retrieved set. Although

the tendency of Swets's formalism to lead to clarification of the

meaning of such terms now seems apparent, it is a reasonable criticism

of Swets's presentations of it that on numerous points these were

unclear.
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The focus of the theory on the two distributions we have

labelled fl and f2 presents a firm foundation for hypothosis

formulation and testing. Aa such the theory encourages a scientific

development of informstion retrieval (rather than any more

specialised philosophical or mathematical developments). These

distributions can, for example, be hypothesised to bez invariant

with respect to query (for given need), or invariant with respect

toz query (as a set of terms of fixed size), choice of similarity

measure, retrieval language, data base, level of exhaustivity of

indexing, etc., for invariance delimited in some way. Some such

matters can be examined in the formalism, but prima facie at least

they are experimental questions. Swets himself carried out an

analysis of experiments by other workers but his results are given

graphically rather than numerically, are based on questionable

experimental designs, and based (in two cases out of three) on

averaged data in which, moreover, signal to noise ratio (G-value)

is an uncontrolled variable.

His snalyses may also be criticised as having been insuffiCiently

concerned with PreCision, but his concentration on the Fallout

concept instead (i.e. on what is now referred to as Fallout) is

consistent with the main hypotheses he sought (or appeared to seek)

to establish. These were that (1) the ROC graphs for confounded

data do not vary widely with retrieval method for a given data base,

and (2) Normal probability density functions for fl and f2 determine

such curves. Swets's concern for Recall and Fallout may appear

surprising, given the emphasis on Recall and Precision as the main

probabilistic measure of retrieval effectiveness in more recent

literature. The reasons for his preferring Recall and Fallout were
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possibly as follows: (1) These enable the frequencies in all com-

partments of the 2X2 table to be reconstructed, which is not the

case with Recall and Precision. (The accepted view now on this

point appears to be that there is no need for this to be done:

effectiveness should be directed at the transmission of relevant

documents, not that of non-relevant documents: the fraction of non-

relevant documents rejected is thus of no consequence. (See for

example, Good, 1967», (2) The invariance asserted to exist by one

of the hypotheses is related to fl and f2 and therefore to Rand F)j

(3) Rand F are directly relatable to the errors of statistical

decision theory, through ~S' F (Type I error), and ~e1-R(Type II

error) respectively, (4) The signal detection formalism is primarily

concerned with Rand F. The relationship with P is implicit and

depends on the value of G, and (5) The overwhelming emphasis in

the literature on signal detection theory in psychophysics is on

probabilities equivalent to Rand F: and this can be accepted as

a prototype literature (at least in the early stages) for analogous

work in information ,retrieval.

! last ground for criticism can be seen to be Swets's neglect

of the use of logical search expressions in information retrieval.

These do not appear anywhere in the formalism as given by him. The

usage of Boolean logic as part of the retrieval algorithm in

practice is not obviously relatable to the essentially random

variable approach that Swats put forward.

Sweta's main contribution may in the end prove to be the

priority he gave to relevance (signal) as against query (detection

device) in portraying the information retrieval process. On the

other hand, the weaknesses in his work. in the suthor's view. are
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primarily: his neelect of the logic of retrieval; and his neglect

of thedistinction that should in principle be made between formalism

and hypothesis. Swets's papers have nonetheless provided an over-

view of a radically new formalism in information retrieval, rather

than a detailed formal presentation ~ novo, and the perhaps

inevitablo weaknesses in them should be looked at constructively.

Such weaknesses as there were, were basically weaknesses in

presentation only, indeed in a sense they demonstrate the potential

of the theory for opening up a new field of study.

Indicative summary.

Although Swets's concern was apparently to introduce and justify

several-novel measures of retrieval effectiveness, in so doing he

introduced a major formalism describing the entire retrieval process.

The formalism has three main strengths: (1) It accounts in a

systematic way for the presence of error in the information

retrieval process; (2) It makes a clear distinction between (a) the

discriminating power of the process, for a given retrieval language,

question, and number-assignment method, evidenced through the

separation of two probability distributions, and (b) the bias in

that process introduced by implementing a decision threshold at

different levels, and (3) It offers 8 simple structure within which

the essentially subjective notion of relevance can be accommodated,

as well as objective, controllable entities such as question,

similarity-measure and threshold. The most basic feature of the

theory is the priority accorded to the partitioning of the data
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base (i.e. the relevance judgements), over the question, tho

latter being introduced (implicitly) 8S e variable. In its

presentations by Swets, the theory had numerous woakness and

ambiguities, principally a failure to distinguish formalism from

hypotheois. to make completely explicit cortain concepts (e.g.

"questions"), to state hypotheses clearly, and to incorporate into

the formalism the conventional use of Boolean logic in information

retrieval. The treotment of the Precision of the set of documents

retrieved was inadequate. These and other points are the object

of later discussion extending the formalism.
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3.3 Relationship of the Form8li~m with other concepts i~
1E.f.£.rmationRetrieval, extensions and applicAtions of
the FormaLa am ,

3·3·1 Relationship of the Formalism.~ith other concepts in
Information Retrieval.

3.3.1.1 The concept of Retrieval effectiveness.

The problem of defining and measuring the effectiveness of information

retrieval is a large one. It was the starting point of Swets's own

work, although the signal detection model could alternatively have

arisen through analyses of other areas (e.g. of the interaction of

questions and relevance judgements). The topic of effectiveness is

now covered by a vast literature, representative facets of it being:

economics of operation, speed of retrieval, accessibility of docu-

ments referenced by the data base, and an assembly of measures

concerned with the degree of overlap between what we have termed

'signal' and what is identified by the retrieval process as 'signal'

_ represented by the sets of relevant and retrieved documents

respectively. The balance that should be sought, in any given

operational situation, between these different concepts is a complex

managerial task, and we refer to King (1971), Lancaster (1968),

Salton (1975a), and Vickery (1970) for introductory comment on the

problem in its broadest aspects. On the specific problem with which

we are concerned, the measurement of set overlap, the literature

reviews by Bourne (1966), Keen (1971), Rees (1967b) and Robertson

(1969) 88 well as Swets himself (1963), provide useful historical

survey pegs. As mentioned in Section 3.2, Swets's introduction of

the 2X2 table allows for convenient representations and comparisons

of the various measures. Before reminding the reader of the measures
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usually accepted at the present time, three general o1servations

are madel

First, we recall that Cooper has questionod the validity of any

concern with documents that are not retrieved (or "unexamined

documents" as he terms them) (1973, 1976). This is on the ground

that "unexamined documents are without utility (i.e. have zero

utility) to the system user"(Cooper, 1973: 371). In the writer's

view however this is simply a consequence of a definition of utility

that ascribes zero utility to documents that are not retrieved.

Instead of ascribing negative utility values to documents not

retrieved and which the user would have benefitted from seeing, were

they to have been retrieved, negative utility is reserved to

designate documents that the user has inspected but rejected as

useless. Opportunity cost, in other words, is not recognised in the

argument. In recognition of this, the writer does not support

Cooper's view, although his argument is clear and almost persuasive.

Nonetheless, as mentioned in the conclusion of Section 3.2, Cooper's

work is valuable in drawing attention to the retrieved set as the

only "reality" of the 2X2 table in operational systems: to recognise

opportunity cost 1n the way we have just mentioned certainly does not

overcome the problem that under operational conditions (as distinct

from experimental conditions) such utili ties are unknowns.

Secondly, we note that a postulate that there are 'kinds of

relevance' or 'degrees of relevance' is regarded by some, perhaps

reasonably, as pointing to a weakness in the probabilistic measures,

in that the latter do not distinguish between relevance of different

characters. It seems that one can do little at this stage except

say that (1) 'signals' may be represented by different sets of
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relevant documents (and that in the case of stipulated 'dogrees

of relevance' such sets are, by definition, nested); (2) either

ordinal or qualitative generalisations of the 2X2 table are

suggested by such notionsl and (3) redundancy in the 'information'

carried by signals may (at the denoter-of-signal's behest) involve

a smaller set of documents being defined as relevant than if

redundancy were not recognised. This matter carries through into

signal detection formalism in a simple way: sets of relevant

documents, defined in different ways in respect of the same

information need. engender different distributions fl and f2 for a

given query and method of assigning z-va1ues.

A third observation is really a different elaboration of the

view that the satisfactoriness of a set of retrieved documents, to

a person with an information need, cannot simply be measured by the

proportions that form the 2X2 table. Instead, it is argued, the cell

freguencies as such need to be considered, as well as any ordering

of the set of retrieved documents determined by the retrieval

process. This view was also put forward by Cooper (1968), summaries

of which are offered by Salton (1975a: 247) and van Rijsbergen (1979a:

160). It involves categorising the need for documents (as distinct

from the need for information) in various ways. The unconventional

categories involve the user specifying a need for one, n, or all

relevant documents in the retrieved set. The retrieved set is

assumed to be partitioned. with a simple ordering of the component

subsets being defined by the process (i.e. a weak ordering of

retrieved documents obtains). Cooper then defines "expected search

length" (esl) as the expected number of non-relevant documents (say

m) that need to be discarded, in a weak ordering of the retrieved
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set, b~fore reaching the figure of n relevant documonts identifiod.

In effect this entails looking at all permutations (i.e. sequencos)

of items in the ~ subset (r .e. the subset in whicb a tally of n

relovant documents is reached), and calculating the expectation of

m-m' , where m' is the number of non-relevant items discarded

hitherto. The esl is then defined to be m'+E(m-m'). with E( •••)

operating on a discrete-uniform distribution over the set of sequences.

Although a probabilistic concept, expectation, is involved, esl

refers to a eiven instance of retrieval: hypotheses of invariance

are not implicit in it. The notion of weak ordering is in fact a

possible ingredient of the Swetsian formalism when an extension of it

to describe a discrete receiver outcome space is made, but fuller

discussion of this point is postponed until later sections (3.3.2.1-

To define the usual probabilistic measures of retrieval
and retrieved

effectiveness, we first denote the sets of relevant,{documents by A

and B respectively, each being a subset of some data base S, and

the number of items in a set W (say) by Jlwll. Thena

Precision, p IIA noll nB U fa,= UBII
Recall R II:

ILA noll IIA II Jo.KA II
Fallout F • U(S\Aln 8" lis , A II /0.

II$\AII

(The set S \ W denotes the set complementary to W, in S.) The

probability that a document in S is relevant to an information need

is denoted by the Generality of the set of relevant documents;

.. Generali ty, G = JLBJlIlS II
G is not a measure of effectiveness as such, but (from a signal-

detection viewpoint) the value of the signal-to-noise ratio in the

data base ae a whole. It follows from the above definition that:
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GR
GR + (l-G)F

The value of P for \\B II cO. of R for II A 11:;0,and of F for IIs\ AII~o

, Rand F not both zoro, Le. H1311 ,to.P

can be defined arbitrarily. although the last of these is never met

in pz-aotice.

A general measure that is a function of both Rand P has been

advanced by the writer (1973b) on the basis of a metric proposed by

Marczewski et al (1958). In the above notation, this metric D, is

defined as

D(A,B) .. IIAA81l
UAU 811

, AUB! ¢,

where AAB denotes (AUB)\ (AnB). D is one measure of the degree

of similarity (nearness) of A and Bt i.e. of the extent to which the

sets of relevant and retrieved documents coincide. As such it is a

special case of a more general function discovered by van Rijebergen

(1974) which we label E" hence, namely:

E" ..

where ~E rO,l] in general, and has the value t in its D form, and

in the forme advanced earlier by Viokery (Cleverdon et aI, 1966)

and Jardine and van Rijsbergen (Jardine, 1971a). The general function

is derived from fundamental considerations of measurement, namely

the problem of finding a general function that maps the Cartesian

product [O,lJ X [O,lJ, representing the possible range of the

Prec ision-Recall rela tlonship, onto the IIscale" set [0,1], subjec t

to six limiting conditions. The analytical form quoted above is

arrived at after one fUrther definition is made relating to the

relative importance attached by the user to Precision as against

Recall. The general function can in fact be applied to any two

variables defined on rO,l] X [0,1], such as Recall and Fallout, as
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remarked by van Rijsbergen, and can be furthor genoralised.

Although there ia a degree of arbitrariness in chooBing~=i,
equally

a user who valuesian increase in marginalthis corresponds to
or Precision

RecSlli- a reasonably neutral position. In relating the general

evaluation function to Swots's work we choose, also arbitrarily, the

D form of the general function which has this 0( value. In this

case we also note that: (1) (like all forms of·the general measure)

D is normalised sO that its value falls in the range [O,lJ. It

takes the value o when A=B, unless A=¢=B when it is defined to have

the value 0, and takes the valu e 1 when A and B are disjoint (when

A6B == AUB.) D needs for its calculation only three of the four

cells of the 2X2 table, the tally of "non-relevant documents

rejected" not _being used. This is consistent with our earlier

criticism of Cooper's 'utility-based' approach: whereas Cooper

disregarded all non-retrieved documents. we are taking into account

those non-retrieved documents that are relevant. (2) Like all forms

of the general measure, D, in offering a composi te assessment of

both Recall and Preqision effectiveness, provides a single criterion

by which an optimum of 8 retrieval process can be identified.

(Otherwise two separate optima would be identified.) Given that

in the Swetsian formalism there is an underlying criterion, namely

the threshold value zc' determining the values of eaoh measure of

effectiveness, it would seem to be useful to have a means of

identifying a unique optimum Zc value. (3) As a function of the

basic Swetsian measures of effectiveness, namely Recell and Fallout,

D may be written:

when the signal-to-noise ratio, G appears explicitly. Substituting
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the expression quoted earlier for P in terms of G,R, and F, gives

D as a function of Rand Palone,
D(R p) R+P-2RP, = R+P-RP Rand P not both zero.

Both expressions can be verified by Bubstituting for R,F,G, and P

the appropriate functions of the variable names for cell-frequencies

in the 2X2 table. To emphasise the dependence of D, R,F and P

(but not G) on the threshold criterion, zo' we could write D(zc)'

R(z ),F(z ) and p(z ) for these names in the above identities.c c c

In relating D to R,F,P and G through the Swetsian formalism, it

should also be emphasised that the above relations both refer to one

instance of retrieval process; i.e. they do not relate to data that

have been 'averaged' (i.e. pooled or grouped). In general, the mean

values for Rand P, for a eet of processes, cannot be substituted in

D(R,P) to yield the mean value for D. The relations aTe valid for a

specified value of z •c
It might be asked what functional relationship connects Rand

P when the relevant sets and retrieved sets are a constant distance

(as measured by D) apart. This function is given immediately by

the expression for D(R,P),

P m
R(l-D)

•

Graphs of P vs R for various values of D are illustrated in Figure

3.3.1~1-1. The continuity implied by the graphs is not strictly

correct, for any data base is finite and accordingly Rand F can

vary only discretely in practice.
The way in which D varies with z in the Swetsian formalismc

(through D=D (G,R,F» has already been indicated. We note also
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that a sample of D values may ~n ~ractice be defined by variation

in (1) z, (2) the query chosen to express a given informationc

need, (3) the measure of similarity chosen for a given need, or

(4) the data base (for a set of relevant documents common to two

or more data baBes), for some specified information need. One

might also use D as an indicator of retrieval effectiveness when

there is variation in the retrieval process brought about by

different sets of relevant documents pertaining to different needs,

for all other variables held constant. Statistics based on such

samples of D values can then be defined. Lower D values will point

to instances of more effective retrieval, e.g. to mOre effective

measures of similarity of document and question ~. ~ ••

A fundamental theoretical problem based on the measures of

retrieval effectiveness is the following. Given some assumed joint

distribution of (1) Precision and Recall, or (2) Generality, Recall

and Fallout, what is the distribution of the general measure of

effectiveness! The solution to this general problem is relevant to

the prediction of values of say D that will be observed for different

assumed analytical distributions of P,R,F and G. (For different

retrieval processes, G is a random variable, even though it is a

constant for any given process. P,R and F are however random

variables in any given process owing to their variation with z .)c

This problem was treated by the author (from a probabilistic, rather

than 8 statistical point of view) (1973ba 195) with the following

results:

(1) If the joint density function of the bivariate random

vector (P,R) is f(p,r) (p,r e [0,1]), then the density function of

the random variable D (with values d ~ [0,1 J), which we label p(u),
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is expressible 8S:

¢(u).r s ( v(l-u)
1-&4 u(1-v)+2v-l v) . ( (u(l-v~~2v-d dv

(1)

(2) If the joint density of the trivariate random veotor

(a,R,F) is h(g,f,r), (g,f,r € [0,1]) then the density function of

D is p(u), where

One simple analytical function pertaining to the first case

above is that where Precision and Recal14are distributed uniformly

and independently: i.e. one in which it might be Baid that the

variation (of whatever experimental form) generating the (p,r) paired

values is such that the retrieval process is random to the observer.

The situation does not appear to have been treated previously in the

signal deteotion or information retrieval literatures. The expected

value of D under these conditions can be found as follows. We assume

(P,R) to be uniformly distributed over [0,1] X [0,1], i.e. that

f(p,r) ..L, p,r E [O,lJ. Substitution in (1) gives the density function

for D as: I

¢(u) .~
1-""

2v dv
2(u(1-v)+2v-l)

whioh simplifies tOI

¢(u) .. 2u log (l-u),e2(2-u)

The meaning of p(u) is that the probability that D lies 1n (a,b]

is given by:

Pr(a < D' b I I>
.,b. [0,1). L p(u) duo

The expectation of D in this situation is then obtained by evaluating
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An analytical integral does not exist, and numerical methods need

to be used. These yield E(D)~0.71. A sketch of the density p(u)

is shovm in Fig. 3.3.1.1-2, reflecting that lim p(u)co and
""-+0

lim p(u)=2. As can be seen, the bulk of the probability is centred

on higher values of D. We thus have the intuitive picture that if

Precioion and Recall are distributed independently (with expected

values of 0.50 in each case), the distance between the sets of

relevant and retrieved documents will not be 0.50 as might be

expected, but a higher value, namely 0.71.

u

Fig. 3.3.1.1-2

There is scope here for investigating other densities of (P,R).

In partfcular. as remarked by the author (1973b) it would be

instructive to examine the consequences of assuming that (P,R) was

distributed 8S a Normal bivariate density. It is however impossible

to do other than speculate as to the likely form of the distribution

of (P,R) at the present point given the uncertainties as to actual
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independence of the random variables Rand F in practico.

A distinction in kind exists between (1) effectiveness

measures of the probabilistic type (e.g. Recall, Fallout, Procision,

Marczewski-Steinhaus metric), expressible in terms of the co11-

frequencies of the 2X2 table and defined by a particular threshold

value zc' and (2) effectiveness measures describing tho range of

effectiveness in the latter senso, determined in a given retrieval

process by variation in z. Type '(1)' measures are qualitativelyc

different from type '(2)' measures in that they depend on extra

information for their definition, namely the value of z. Swets'sc

measures Land! are examples of the second type. A semantic

distinction between these two types of measure of effectiveness will

be used in the following text, to avoid ambiguity: 'probabilistic

measure'- will be used for the former type, and 'language measure'

for the latter type. Only in the former Case is a retrieved set

defined. A modification to the language measure ~ has been suggested

by Brookes (1968), namely:

=

Geometrical interpretations of ~and ! are given by Brookes in terms

of the ROC graph. In effect both measures are interpretable as

distances, as shown in Figure 3.3.1.1-3 (based on ordinates used for,
Figs. 1-2). For distributions fl and f2' both Normal and with

2 2 ~variances ~l and ~2 ' the value of ! is 12 multiplied by the

distance or, and the value of ~ equals the distance ON. Whereas ~

specifies the straight line AB uniquely, if !is used an accompanying

value for the slope of AB must also be given. (An exception is when
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the slope is unity, when both! and ~completely specify AB.)

Brookes also claims that

"From a statistical point of view, this normalising

factor [i.e. (C7'i2+<f"22)-i] is more acceptable them the

arithmetic mean of 6i and €2 because ita use simplifies

the analysis of sampling variations and the testing of

significant differences of the measure of effectiveness

since the sampling distribution is known." (p.50)

That two parameters were needed to specify the ROC graph when ~ll~

was commentod upon by Swats in his second paper, (Swets, 1969: 76).
(There are other comments on the Swetsian formalism offered by

Brookes (e.g. that the measure of similarity between query and docu-

mont is a continuous random variable), which we treat elsewhere.)

Robertson has proved that Swets's measure ~ is in fact

equivalent to (varies monotonically with) the modified version of E--
put forward by Brookes (i.e.~, so that if 1.is accepted ss a

meaningful measure, A,.. is redundant. (Robertson, 1969). The writer

has pointed out that the relationship between A. and ~ established

by Robertson may be written:

~.t err,:)
dt.where erfc(x) denotes the definite integral:

A further criticism of ~, noted by the author, relates to

Swets's assertion that:

"•••the value of A is equal to the percentage of correct-
choices a system will make when attempting to select from

a pair of items, one drawn at random from the irrelevant

set and one drawn at random from the relevant set, the

item that is relevant." (Swets, 1969: 77)
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Fig. 3.3.1.1-3 (After Brookes (1968: fig. 7).) AB is a ROC graph,
plotted as for Figure 2, in which both fl and f2
are Normal, but where the variances differ. Swets's
measure E measures the distance 01 (apart from a-scaling faotor of 12r i.e • .Eo = /2.or), and
aocordingly to specify AB uniquely the slope of the
line needs to be given as well as the value of !L.
Brookes's suggestion was that an alternativo measure
(1) should be used, defined as indicated in the text
and equal to the distance ON, and sufficient to
specify AB uniquely.
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This assertion is not proved, but appears to rafer to a standard

result in psychophysics, quoted by Egan aSI

"The area under a proper ROC ••• equals the probability

of a correct decision in the 'two-interval, forced-choice

task'." (Egan, 1975: 46, citing Green, 1966, and Swets, 1964)

But Swets's statement is meaningless since a system "makes no ohoice

at all" (to carryover tha anthropomorphism) unless a threshold

value on z or l(z) is given. Presumably a careful wording of an

exact statement would bring in not only the threshold, or set of

thresholds, but also both G and the matter of whether the ROC graph

is proper or not. However, in view of (1) the equivalence of A and-
! noted by Robertson, and (2) the rather artificial notion of an

information retrieval system examining all possible pairs of

documents, one relevant the other non-relevant, the matter seems

hardly worth pursuit.
It ha~ also been pointed out (independently by Harter (1975),

and the writer (1975» that t is identical with the measure.Q...

used as the basis of Fisher's "linear discriminant analysis"

technique. (Fisher, 1936) There, ~ provides 8 measure of separation

of the populations of individuals when the individuals are character-

ised by values of a set of describing variables. This coincidence

will prove useful at a later stage in applying Fisher's teohnique

to several information retrieval problems.

The measures! and ~ certainly do not exhau~t the possibilities

for measuring the separation of fl and £2. Becker (1968) for example

has identified seven different measures, for example ~1-f2)/(~l+er2)'

or
~...( 1'1(z )-1'2(' ».log.(f 1(0 )/t' 2(0» dz

-00



some of which ar-e similar to those described by Mathai et al (1975).

The whole area of retrieval system effectiveness is, like that

of document weighting, a fairly active one at present, recent

papers that offer significant new departures having been offered by

Radecki (197611) and Guezzo (1977), for example.

It seems plausible however that the fundamental notion of '8

set of relevant doouments', the COrnerstone of the Swetsian formalism,

is a robust and useful one. The probabilistic measures of effective-

ness, to which the formalism aotually relates, will equally plausibly

continuo to be used. This, in the author's view, gives the formalism

at least a prima facie appropriateness to information retrieval

practice. More user-oriented experiments are obviously required

however to discern what are the basic properties in documents that

users of information systems require, i.e. some further character-

isation of, Or taxonomy of "signal" needs to be sought. At least

as far as 'redundancy' within the set of relevant documents is

concerned, there is some evidence (Cleverdon et aI, 1976) that this

is low, again strengthening the concept.

I
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3.3.1.2 Query and information need.

The main questions we shall discuss here are (1) whether

'information need' is somehow more fundamental than 'question'

(already introduced in Section 3.2), and (2) whether Swets was

consistent in his desoription of the 'question'. The discussion

is related to published literature, and is based partly on previous com-

ment of the author (1977b).

Swets's basic position, as evidenced in the formalism he

advanced, rather than in either the accompanying discussion of it,

or his testing of hypotheses expressed in the formalism against

experimental data, was that information need is 'prior' to question.

The evidence for this is summarised as follows:

(1) The formalism itself acknowledges the partitioned data-

base as the fundamental entity. A question, as a description

in language of an information need, is seen as a variable

entity for a given need. Not only is it secondary or less

fundamental than need on this ground, a question does not

actually require to be expressed at all. (A question represent-

ing an information need has to be formed only when an individual

wishes to communicate his need to a third party: e.g. a

computing machine or another person searching on his behalf).

For an information retrieval process to be defined (and for

a ~achine to implement that process) a question does require

to be defined of course, and as suoh it forms one essential

input to the 'reoeiving apparatus' that the formalism desoribes.

(2) It was frequently aoknowledged by Swets (e.g. Swets, 1963:

248) that questions will in part determine the effectiveness

of the retrieval process, since they in part define the
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process. In looser terms, queries oan be more-or-less

effective. Swets was aleo clearly awaro of the 'heuristic'

approach to retrieval (e.g. Swats, 1969: 89), the essenoe

of which is successive improvement in queries for a given

target set of relevant documents.

(3) Experimental data was analysed by Swets that was based

on sets of relevant documents*.

It appears moreover that despite inconsistent usage what Swets

intended by 'question'(or query) was a set of document attributes.

Such a speoific definition was not given explicitly by Swets, but

it is implied bY,for example,his interpretation of Salton's cosine

measure and Cleverdon's level-of-ooordination measure of similarity

of question and document record. Such a definition of question as

a'eet form query' Can be usefully abbreviated to SFQ. As emphasised

in Section 3.2, the term 'query form' was used ambiguously by Swets,

but it appears that (1) this was seen as a separate concept to SFQ,

and (2) it was a synonym for a logical, i.e. Boolean expression.

(Swats, 1963: 248) We shall at times refer to the latter, i.e. to

a question as a set of attributes linked by Boolean operators into

a Boolean expression, as a 'Boolean form query' or BFQ.

Since the notion of 'need' being prior to 'query' (in whatever

form) represents a fairly radical thesis in information science, we

briefly elaborate on it. The argument is also needed to support the

claim that Swets's own analyses were invalid. This will be followed

by an indication of the type of experimental design that is needed

in order to generate or test hypotheses expressed in the Swetsian

formalism in a legitimate way.

* The author maintains that these sets were inadequately defined.
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The notion of 'information need' is the fundamontal concept

in the study of information retrieval, its raison d'etre. The

'question' cannot be so since for any given need its form and

content (i.e. the choice of particular logical operators and

document attributes) are both variable. This view, although implicit

in Swets's 1963 paper, has apparently been widely adopted in only

one area of research in information retrieval: that of the study

of the heuristics of retrieval. For synoptic discussion of this

research the reader is referred to Salton (1971a: chaps. 10-13; 54-5),
and van Rijsbergen (1979a:l05), although both writers, as do almost

all workers in the information retrieval area, confusingly use the

phrase "relevance to a question". The latter phrase involves a con-

tradiction in concepts, from the Swetsian point of view. The phrase

'question Generality', for the ratio llAIi / Usil is also misleading.

This shoul!, more appropriately, be referred to as 'Generality of

the set of relevant documents' or 'Generality of.the need, as evidenced

in the data-base', as we anticipated in the last section. In a

different context, Taylor (1968) also takes up t~ viewpoint, as do

various writers whose work is reviewed by Rees et 81 (1967a) and

Saracevic (1970b) but it is a reasonable generalisation that a large

majority of information retrieval workers, as well as laymen, see

the relevance of documents as directed at 8 verbal artefact, i.e.

the question, whether in SFQ, BFQ or simply as a sentence or state-

ment in everyday language. Examples of theoretical papers or

monographs in which 'relevance to a question' is introduced as a
-

(pseudo) concept are readily found (e.g. Maron et sI (1960), Goffman

(19648, ·1964b), Sparck Jones (1971), Paice (1977), Ludwig (1975) and

the author's own earlier work (Heine 1974), though not in the later
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contribution (1975).) Although Saracevic's major review

distinguishes between these notions (i.e. between our own point

of view and the notion of 'relevance to a query') and brings out

the notion of a query as a variable (p.127), he fails to underline

the consequential weakness of the classical experiments.

The author emphasises that the point made here is not just a

semantic one, although in one or all of the purely theoretical

papers it may be the Case that the term 'question' can simply be

relabelled as 'need' without destroying the particular arguments

concerned. The evidenoe for this is in the literature on experi-

mentation in the area. The now-olassio Cranfield and Aberystwyth

experiments (see e.g. Cleverdon et al (1966), Cleverdon (1967),

Keen et al (1972), Keen (1973)), and numerous others, based partly

or whole1y on data from them (e.g. Sparck Jones (1971), Robertson

(1975), Barhydt (1967), Saracevic (1966) and Ludwig et sI (1975),

all involved experimental designs in which relevance judgements

were made against verbal artefacts describing real or hypothetical

information needs, not in reference to subjectively-experienced

information needs. As such, the arbiters necessarily needed to

assume or imagine what the context of each verbal artefact really

was, i.e. what the information need in fact was. In other words

the experimental approach that was used involved an artificial

situation in which the arbiter of relevance either (1) did not

know the need to which the question related, thereby enforcing

his giving an interpretation to it, or (2) was aware of both the

original need and the question given by him as an expression of

thAt need, introducing ambiguous terms of reference for the

relevance judgement. The information needs as such were not
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incorporated into the experiments explicitly or othorwise con-,
vincingly, and accordingly the questions had the nature of

arbitrary articulations. In diagrammatic form, in the classic

laboratory-style experiments we had tho followine scheme for

identifying 'relevant' documentss

a f'ixed document
.~ re Levancequestion collection.,. judge-

ments

ini'ormation need -...
(not always recognised ---...
and not an explicit - - -
part of the experiment) ___-

The classical experiment

The author suggests a more experimentally-sound evaluative

situation woul~ be one in which the relevance judgement, not the

question, was treated as the most fundamental entity. The question

(as say a statement in English) then appears as an adjunct to the

situation. As such, it may be an SFQ or 8 BFQ and of whatever con-

st~tution as may be required, and generated by a variety of methods.

This situation is illustrated by the Bcheme:

questions
(variable, for
a fixed need)

.- ~

documentinformation
relevance collectionneed ...-
judgements

The Swetsian experiment
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The author's argument is therefore that the correct fundamental

entity that One should seek to describe in system evnluation

experiments is the relevance judgement, not the question that is

variably related to it.

It is emphasised that in criticising previous experimental

work in the above way, we are detracting only a little from their

very significant contributions. That decisions should havo been

made to base experiments on the pseudo-concept of 'relevance to a

question' is moreover readily understood given that in practice

users often approach documents through their attributes (e.g.

through a card file, or through a post-coordinate term system) and

of course need to formulate a question in order to do so. An

experimental situation need not and should not follow this path,

however, and must recognise the essential variability 1n question

type and substance.

Having made the above criticism on the basis of Swets's

formalism, we are now faced with a surprising fact: that Swets's

own attempts at testing hypotheses expressed 1n his formalism

involved experimental data that were incompatible with it: i.e.

involved data based on unsatisfactory partitionings of data-bases

by relevance decisions. The consequence is that his analyses are

of completely unknown validity.

To remedy the weakness in experimental design discussed above

ls, at least in principle, a simple matter. It is to define sets

of relevant documents in assertional terms (i.e. to have users

say 'this is relevant', 'this is not relevant', etc.), or to look

for such sets through behavioural evidence of some type. Questions

directed at retrieving those documents, when dispersed in a data-
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base, can then be formed in various ways: algorithmically, or

chosen by arbiters. The ohoice of algorithm is a vast topic,

some possibilities being: questions in BFQ based on Boolean

minimisation of the sets of attributes attaching to relevant

documents (following Quine (1959) and noting Benwell (1974)),
questions as SFQ based on the clustering of document attributes

within the relevant set, or on the clustering of documents them-

selves within the relevant set (the most deeply-clustered document(s)

yielding the attributes), Or simply on the relative frequencies of

attributes in the set of relevant documents and the complementary

set. Part of the experimental researoh to be reported in this

dissertation follows this rationale.

Lastly, we attempt to clarify the point made by Swets that

queries of different "breadth" can affect the retrieval process.

What Swets may have meant here is that ROC graphs with different

oharacteristics may be generated by questions as SFQ oomposed of

different attributes but having the same number of attributes, and

with the attributes varying in respect of their frequencies of

assignment in the data base as a whole. (That ROC graphs so

generated are systematioally different in shape does not apparently

follow from the formalism however: We are merely oonjecturing

that this usage may have been behind Swets's use of the phrase

"question breadth".) Again, he may bave simply meant variation in

the number of attributes making up a query as an SFQ.

To summarise: (1) The Swetsian formalism gives priority to

information need, as evidenoed as a set of relevant doouments, over

any question or set of questions proposed in order to identify that

set among a larger set. A question is, in the formalism, a variable
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input to the 'receiving apparatus' element of the retrieval

process. (2) The data analysed by Swets failed to observe this

distinction: all three eets of data were based on an experimental

procedure in which the 'relevance' of documents was judged in

reference to verbal articulations. Accordingly the hypotheses

implied by Swets in his formalism remain untested (pace the lack

of explicit form of those hypotheses). (3) Questions can be

expressed in set form or Boolean form. (The two are not equivalent
and "Teak ordering function

although the specification of a threshold valueiin addition, will

secure equivalence between a pair of queries in these different

forms. This pOint, not considered by Swets, will be clarified in

8 later section (Section 3.3.3.1).) (4) A satisfactory testing of

hypotheses expressed 1n the Swetsian formalism would entail relevant

eets being defined in 'assertional form' in some way, i.e. by an

individual marking documents as relevant or not relevant in

reference to some information need known to him, but not in

reference to an arbitrary desoription of need in language, i.e. not

in reference to 'a question'. The formalism itself does not

anticipate either the way in which such assertion could be made in

an experiment, or the way in which questions should be chosen in

reference to suoh assertions.
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3.3.1.3 ThQ concept of clustering

'Clustering' is a tendency for the members of a set to be

associated in groups. The association can be expressed in the form

of a partitioning of the set, as a hierarchy of nested aubsets, in

terms of densities of members in a metric space of similarity

values (between set members), or in terms of overlapping groups

('clumps'). (see Cormack (1971), Everitt (1974), or Jardine and Sibson

(197lb), for example) The subject is now a large one (see for

example the review by Cormack and the general theory by Lance and 1Villiams

(1967» and has been variously applied in information retrieval by,
and van Rijsbergen

for example, Jardinei (1971a), Lunn (1957), Oddy (1974), Salton

et al (1975b), Sparck Jones and van Rijsbergen (1973). Review

literature in this area of application is cited by van Rijabergen

(1979a: 41). Our concern in this section is solely with the

relationship of the Swetsian formalism to the clustering aotion

although, as remarked in the preceding section, a clustering of the

attribut~ of relevant documents may provide for the algorithmic

generation of queries in an experiment to test hypotheses in the

formalism.
The essence of clustering is probabilistic dependence between

random variables. If a set of individuals, S, is mapped by two random

:variables of BernoUlli type~,J(and ~ say, to events {o) and fll,

then if X and Yare dependent, Cov(x,Y)lo. Each individual will

be associated with just one vector of values. (O,O),(O,l},(l,O)

or (1,1). Accordingly X and Y together partition S into four

subsets. The number of individuals in each subset will depend on

the way in which X and Y covary, and in that sense their covariance

determines the clustering of this type. (To discuss clustering of
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thQ hierarchical classification type would re~uire definitions of

distances of individuals to individuals, individuals to clusters,

and clusters to clusters. As these distances do not appear in the

Swetaian formalism, although the notion of a partitioned data base

does,we do not discuss them further here.)

The link with the Swetsian formalism is, in the author's view,

through the receiving apparatus, i.e. the combination of ~uery and

mapping function. Consider a question as an SFQ, e.g.

Q = {ta,tb, •••,tn}. This will determine a vector of values for

any given document record, according to whether or not each attribute

ie present in the record, e.g. (0,1, •••,0). If we denote this

vector by V, then the mapping function of the signal detection

process will map the pair (Q,V) to some z-value, not necessarily

using only the vector of values to do this. (For example, the

function may use information on the frequency with which each

attribute is used in the data base, as discussed later (Section

3.3.1.4).) In effect then, the mapping function Z partitions the

data base according to subsets of S defined by Z-l( ~ z1), where

z E Z(S). In this particular sense, clustering is just a synonym for

8 probability function on S. This probability function is implied

by the probability distribution induced by Z on Re. (This matter

will be put more formally in Section 3.3.2, which this section

partly anticipates.) In view of the mechanism underlying Z, i.e.

the action of the receiver (qua inputted query (as SFQ) and

similarity measure), this type of clustering is a joint effect of

these two inputs. Clustering of the relevant set, A, and its com-

plement, S \ A, through functions ZA and ZS\A defined again by the

query as SFQ and similarity measure, with these sets as domains,
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are likewise effected. The clustering, i.e. purtitionine, of

these sets is reflected in the induced distributions f1(Z) and

f2(z) of the formalism.

Lastly, we look briefly at a concept known as the "cluster
. and van Rijsbergen and Sibr,on

hypothesis" Jardine[ (19718), van Rijsbergen,L _ (1973).

This has been stated as "closely associated documents tend to be

relevant to the same requests". (We ignore here the objection

-conveyed. by the argument of Section 303.1.2, that relevance should

be judged vis-a-vis need, not query.) In effect this hypothesis

involves for its exact statement the comparison of two probability

distributions induced by a measure of similarity between two docu-

ments, for (1) all pairs of relevant documents, and (2) all pairs

of documents one of which is relevant. (In practice, in obtaining

approximations to these distributions, not all possible pairs may

be examined.) That these two distributions are separated, rather

in the manner in which the distributions fl and f2 are separated

in the Swetsian formalism, constitutes the hypottesis. However the

effect described differs from the Swetsian position in two funda-

mental ways. First, it is based on comparisons between document

records only: no query is introduced into the discussion as it

is wi th information retrieval. (The distributions are solely a

consequence of partitioning the data-base.) Seoondly, the dis-

tributions, although consequences of a partitioning, do not each

relate to one of the subsets of the data-base eo defined. A more

symmetrically defined hypothesis would describe the distributions

induced by pairs of documents taken from each such subset, i.e.

pairs of relevant documents, and pairs of non-relevant documents.

The natural development of studies of clustering of document
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attributes, when clustering is seen as the partitioning of sets

of documents by Bernoulli variables, is the study of dependencies

between the random variablas mapping documents to attributes.

The documents concerned can be in the set of all documents, or be

solely relevant Or solely non-relevant documents. This matter has

been carried a considerable distance by van Rijsbergen (1977), who

has examined it from the point of view of optimum document weighting

functions. (These are functions that take term dependencies into

account, unlike the usual ones based on assumptions of attribute

independence, van Rijabergen's concern being to select the best

analytical form for such functions and to estimate the parameters

of such functions from sample data.) The matter is also treated

in this thesis in a simple way in Section 3.3.3.3, where a novel

linear weighting function incorporating information on dependencies

is introduced. It is possible that the main contribution of

hierarchical clustering notions to information retrieval in the

future will be to tha question of optimum data base organisation

for the manipulation of records, rather than to the logiC of retrieval.
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3.3.1.4 The concept of document weighting.

As discussed in Section 3.2, the Swetsian formalism postulatee

the assignment of a numerical value to each document in a data

base, prior to a decision on procedure being implemented. This

value is determined by a function of (1) the attributes assigned

to the document by the indexer, (2) the attributes taken to define

the query as SFQ(i.e. in set form), and possibly also (3) attributes
•of attributes. Examples of the latter are (a) so-called "term

(attribute) specificity": the probability that a document has been

assigned the attribute, (b) the probability that a relevant document

has been assigned an attribute (to be subjectively 'estimated' by

the enquirer), or (c) information on the co-occurrence of pairs of

attributes, in the data-base or (as an estimate) in the set of

relevant documents,as discussed in the last section.

The usual names given to this procedure, outside the Swetsian

formalism, are "ranking algorithm", sinc e the assignment of values

to documents imposes a partial order on the collection, or

"weighting process", since the value to which each document is

mapped may be viewed as a "weight" attaching to that document. The

literature on systematic ranking/weighting is now extensive,

systematic reviews having been contributed by Evans (1973) and Sager

et a1 (1976). The ranking process also features strongly in

Salton's work (e.g. Salton, 1968, 1975a).

In the writer's view, the advantage of the Swetaian formalism

here is that it focusses clearly on the notion of document weight

(Heine, 19738, 1974), this concept being central to S'wets'sf'ormalism.

The notion of "term weight" (more generally "attribute weightH)

which enjoyed some popularity in the late 1960s (see, e.g. MatthewD
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et aI, 1967; Sommer et aI, 1969) ie seen in the formalism as a

secondary one. This is so whether the term weight is (1)

assigned by the indexer (reflecting an idea of the importance of

the term in denoting the subject of the document), (2) assigned

by the enquirer to each of the terms making up the query (again

to reflect the importance of the term in the enquirer's perception

of the subject of interest), Or (3) some function of both. The

literature on term weights has been effectively reviewed by Salton

and Wang (1973),and Sparck Jones (1973). The unsatisfactoriness

of the notion as it has been treated in the literature is, the

writer asserts, apparent ina (1) The failure to identify, and

formalise the description of, a communication channel between

indexer and enquirer, evidenced in the separate specifications of

'subject' notions by both indexer and enquirer, a weakness which

the Swetsian formalism overcomes through its explicit description

of that channel; (2) Its conceptual 'disregard' for the problem of

how documents should be weighted for a given set of term weights

(almost ell authors implying that a simple sum of term weights will

define the document weight); (3) Its being (further to the latter

point) 'one removed' as a concept from the matter of effectively

renking documents prior to identifying a 'signal' subset of them;

(4) The confusion in the literature between (a) the use of term

weights to simulete the action of Boolean expressions, and (b) use

directed at achieving more effective retrieved sets through the

use of document weights (as sums of term weights) aa a means of

ranking (the latter being clearly evident in for example Matthews

(1971», and (5) Ambiguity as to whether term weights should be

assigned purely subjectively, or should be objectively based on
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variables describing term specificity etc. The quostion of a

threshold value for retrieving documents weighted by 8 function

(usually sum) of term weights has boen largely ignored by writers

on term weighting. Matthews and Thomson even make the claim that

"a minimum score is used to eliminate irrelevant answers"(!)

(Matthews et aI, 1967: 51).

The most basic criticism of the early work on weighting is

however that it failed to consider the partitionings of data bases

by instances of need. The notion that weights might be determined

1n part by the relevant documents to be retrieved was largely dis-

regarded in favour of a 'subject' oriented thinking. This view,

that weighting can usefully be studied in isolation from relevance

judgements, is for example implied in the "Shannonian" approaches

to optimising the weighting function used (e.g. Zunde et aI, 1967;

Brookes, 1972).

However, the current work on the number-assignment aspect

(rather than on the matter of choosing the most effective terms)

of the optimal ranking problem, seems to centre on the incorporation

1n the document weight of variables reflecting the probabilities of

assignment of terms in the various sets of documents (the data-base,

the relevant set, and the latter's complement), or estimates

of these. Such approaches are more in sympathy with the Swetsian

concentration on sets of relevant documents. ~ ~ formulae of

this nature, of 8 variety of types, were apparently first introduced

by Barkla (1969). Miller subsequently (and independently) deduced

from Shannon theory a dooument weighting expression based jOintly

on (1) the specificity of each query term in tho data-base, and

(2) an estimate by the enquirer of the specificity of each term in
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the set of relevant documents, and involving a logarithmic function

of the two variables. (Miller, 1971) Sparck Jones, again working

independently, subsequently introduced an expression that was in

fact equivalent to Miller's but with the latter variable not present

(Sparck Jones, 1972). The analysis and comparison of tha closely-

similar weighting functions defined by these expressions has bean

discussed in detail by Robertson (1974) and Sparck Jones (1975).

Refinement of this work has oleo been offered by these authors

Robertson et al (1976), and as mentioned in the previous section a

significant departure in the area has recently been offered taking

dependencies between random variables involved (so-called "term-

dependence") into account (van Rijsbergen, 1977). Another recent
by

departure has been providedLSalton, Yang, and Yu (Salton et aI,

1975c; Yu et aL, 1977). Called "term discrimination analysis" this

involves assigning to each term in the query (in set form, as usual)

a weight equal to the product of (1) a change in the density of

documents in the space defined by (a) the attributes of documents,

and (b) a measure of the similarity of documents, with (2) a value

expressing the frequency of occurrence of the term in the text of

the document. However, in that document texts are not usually

included in data-bases (although abstracts increasingly are) this

method may have limited practical application.

Formal definitions of the function defined by Miller, the

cosine function of Salton, and related functions, are as follows*.

We denote the set of terms attached to a sample document, d, by Td,

a sample term by t, and frequencies of t in the data base, S, and

the set of relevant documents, A, by uS(t) and uA(t) respectively.

* We refer to 'functions' here since each analytical expression will,
of course, determine a mapping.
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The set of terms common to query and document is thus Q()Tdo Then:

I. The co-ordination level function of Cleverdon is:

II. Salton's cosine value is,

III. The logarithmic value of Miller and Sparck Jones is:

Here w. is the
1

probability that 8 relevant document will be assigned ti; and

si the probability that a document will be assigned ti'

the"specifici ty" of ti ° In fact Miller's work entails

the enquirer subjectively estimating wi. When wi = constant

(so that each query term appears with equal probability in

the set A) we have Sparck Jones's formula as a special case.

As expressed by Robertson (1972) this is:

IV. In amended form of the logarithmic formula, suggested by

Robertson, iSI
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in general equal to si-wi. The writer notes that whether

this formula will determine z values that are significantly

different from those of Miller's function will dopend on

(1) whether the Generality of the relevant set is small,

i.e. whether IIA II/U S II is small, in which case

and (2) whether the term concerned is

sufficiently common in the data base that uS( ti»> If AU,
in which case uS(ti)-uA(ti) = uS(ti). If both the latter

conditions are met, vi= si and so the earlier function is

(approximately) restored.

If the earlier function and Robertson's function do produce

z-values that are approximately the same, then it is likely

that the Precision vs Recall graphs determined by each

-function are precisely identical, since the rank order of

the documents may then be unaffected. This intuitive idea

Is made more rigorous in Section 3.3.2.4).
Lastly, w~ draw attention again, following Swats (1963) and

Bookstein (1974, 1977) to the optimality of the likelihood-ratio

weighting function over all other weighting functions. The~e are

two fundamental points here. First, this function is only defined

~ posteriOri. When the data base is partitioned in some way, by a

query as SFQ, plus possibly other set-operations, then a likelihood-

ratio attaches to each of the subsets, since each of the subsets
intersects with a set of relevant documents and its complement.

The subsets can accordingly be ordered by these likelihood-ratio

values. But this leaves open the problem of identifying an

analytical function, with operands restricted to, say Qn Td, {wi3 t

{Sil and (Vil, which will also give such an ordering. Secondly, the

use of the likelihood-ratio function as 8 weighting function defines
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only local optima. This is true in the sense that this function

is influenced by both (1) the actual identity, and number of the

terms used to define the query, and (2) the further Bet operations

that may be defined on the members of Qf\ Td•

The action of weighting functions will be described more fully

when Swats's formalism is formally extended to include the concept

of a discrete outcome space (Section 3.3.2.1).

In summary, we observe that the notion of "document weighting"

is just one component of the weight. The formalism does not treat

weighting as an isolated process but as just one component of a

retrieval process, along with query formation on the one hand, and

the partitioning of the data base by relevance judgements on the

other band. Moreover the formalism incorporates the notion into a

framework of evaluation, and in particular demonstrates the trade-

off between Rand F that will obtain by varying the threshold, a

point almost totally obscured in the traditional literature on

weighting.
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3.3.2 Extensions of the Formalism.

The last comparable block, Section 3.3.1, related Swets'e theory

to Bome recent work in information retrieval at large. In this

block we attempt to extend the theory, partly in order to remedy

certain weaknesses that have so far come to light, and partly to

provide a more robust theoretical framework appropriate to modern

retrieval technology. The approach is based in part on previous

discussion by the author (1973a, 1974, 1975). Other work of known

relevance is cited at the appropriate place in the text.
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3.3.2.1 A discrete, ordered recoiver outcome apace.

Despite the fact that the signal-detection formalism, as intro-

duced by Swats, involves continuous random variables, which we

labelled Zl and Z2' it is clear that the outcome spaco of the SFQ

and similarity measure - the apparatus for attaching values or

weights to documents - is not continuous. The number of realisable

values of QOTd will be finite (and of the order of H2QU for many

similarity measures), and even for a similarity measure that

produced a different value for every distinct attribute attached

to documents, the outcome space will still be finite since the data-

base is finite. This paradox attracted early criticism of the

original formalism, and perhaps has been one reason for the slowness

of its acceptance. One writer, fOr example, has written:

"•••The postulated value of z, as some continuous standard

of relevance, cannot be matched in practice •••• Brookes's

suggestion that they might happen to be integer values

arising in what is really a continuous variable looks like

very special pleading." (Farradane, 1974: 207)

The comment of Brookes referred to wasl
"•••this inference [that Rand F values lie on a straight

line when converted to standard Normal scores] requires

the variable z to be continuous. But in the Cranfield

tests the mediating variable was the 'level of co-

ordination', a discrete variable which takes only the

integral values 0,1,2••• Can the continuous variable of

the gaussian distributions be identified with the discrete

'level of co-ordination'? Swets does not mention this

difficulty. However, for the present analysis, it suffices
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to imagine that underlying the discrete variable 'level

of co-ordination' there is a continuous variable, z,

which conveniently assumes the value 1.00 •••, 2.00 •••,

3.00 •••, and eo on, as the level of co-ordination takos

the values 1,2,3, ••• This point can await clarification

if the implica tions of the Swets measure require it."

(Brooke a, 1968: 46)

In fact Brookes's Figure 6 has two minOr errors in it reflecting

the paradox: the y-axis is labelled "probability density" instead

of "probability", and Normal density functions are shown as

envelopes of the discrete distributions of probability on the values

of the level of co-ordination measure, which is incorrect.

Brookes's Figure 5, on the other hand, showB the role of the 'Normal

approximation' clearly. The paradox is however simply resolved by

choosing to regard the continuous Normal densities of the original

formalism, fl(Z) and f2(Z), as modellin~ distributions the purpose

of which is to yield definite integrals serving as co-ordinates of

the ROC graph. The latter, so obtained, is then a continuous line,

but it is such that the discrete ROC graph data obtained in practice

lies on or near that line. In other words the notion of continuity

can be seen as having been introduced simply for ease in com-

putation. This is of course a perfeotly reasonable and conventional

praoticel almost the entire body of classical science and

engineering is built on continuous functions which cannot be

justified in microscopic (quantum-mechanical) terms. To defend

the usage of continuous models in this way is however not to claim

that there is any pair of such mOdels that give accurate

approximations to the discrete functions f1(Z) in practice.
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The discrete outcome space of interest is a mapping by a

function Z" of each document to a real number. (We note that
-

Landry (1971) has attempted to build an indexing formalism on

mappings, but the following is not baaed on Landry's work.) The

author suggests ZItmay be seen as a composition of two separate

mappings: (1) a mapping from the set of documents into the set

of sets of type QnTd, i.e. from S to 2Q, and (2)a mapping from

each number of 2Q into the real line. If these functions are

denoted by Y and W" respectively, then by definition:

Z"(s) "' W"o Y (S).

(A more detailed approach would express Y a8 a composition of two

other functions: one mapping the set of documents to the power

set of the set of attributes, and the other mapping the latter power

set to the power set of Q. In effect this would distinguish the

separato roles of (1) indexing and (2) document term set-query

intersection. )

If we attach a subscript to Zitindicating its domain, SO that:

II " Ys(s)«» "' WSo

" " YA(A)ZA(A) .. WAo

" tI

ZS\A (S\A) "' WS\AoYS\A (S\A)

_ then we have at hand the three functions that should, more

literally, feature in the signal-detection formalism. As a matter

of terminology, we refer to Z" as a 'document weighting function'.

To clarify the workings of the functions described above,

consider a query (as SFQ) consisting of three terms,
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Tho power set of Q, 2Q, is then the set~

with eight (23) members. Each document in the data-base will be
"" Qmapped by ZS' and one or other of Z! and ZS\A' into 2 by a function

YS and one or other of YAand YS\! respectively. (The choice in

each case depends on whether the document is relevant or not.)

From the point of view of Boolean logic, the functions YS' YA
and YS\A may be viewed BS mapping each document in the appropriate

set into the set of elementary logic al conjunc ts defined by

Q ={ts,tb' .•••,tnl' i.e. into the eet of 2n (n =IIQII) elementary

logical expressions of the form:

i ib i 1
a c n "ta "tb A tc A ••• 1\ tn J ij • 0,1, n = "Q ,

1. 1_ where the tj J are logical variables, and where tj ha e the value

TRUE if and only if the term denoted by t. has been used to index
J

the document of interest, and where t~ has the value NOT (t~)!
J J

This set, which we denote LQ, can be put in one-one correspondence

with the set 2Q. For example, when n=3 as in the example given

above, the correspondence is:

* For example, t may denote the index form ARTERY, to choose
aarbitrarily a mediral term, in which case the corresponding

logical variable t records whether it is TRUE or FALSE that
a given document hgs ARTERY assigned to it. The writer is
indebted to E.D. Barraclough for pointing out that t may in
fact be given 8 broader constryctioi: ii mayoitselfadenote
a logical expression such as t A (t V t ) 1\ t. In particular,
it may denote an expre~sionlinrwiiC~ allUthe Yogical operators
are of OR-type, i.e. t V t V tV •••, reminiscent of the
'exploded term' concept in fiEDLI~E. One would expect the
latter form to be commonly used when the indexing vocabulary
ia hierarchically organised, since the hierarchy is equivalent
to a serios of disjunctions of terms.
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) to 1\ to A to
a b 0

t1 " to 1\ to
8 b c

to 1 A to" tba c
to AtO At1abc

t1 h t1 " toabo

tl A to 1\ t1
8 b 0

to 1\ tl 1\ tlabc

It is thus simply a matter of notation as to whether the outcome

space of the funotions Yi is characterised in terms of subsets of

Q or in terms of logical expressions of the type desoribed.

A complication that we note but do not pursue here is that

the funotions Yi can 'break up' the elementary logical conjuncts

even further, by ANDing them to further propositions that reoord

the entire sets of forms attached to individual documents. For

example, if two document s have been indexed by {t ,tb' t ,t ,t }a x y z

and {ta,tb,tp,tq,trJ, the functions Yi may be such as to
distinguish them, notwithstanding that the query (as SFQ) does not

contain any of the terms t ,t ,t ,t ,t ,t. Salton's cosinex y z p q r
weighting function is of this more complicated type. A second

complication is that the attribute attached to the document may

not be 8 term at 811 but instead a numerical value, for example

the present age of the document, x say. In this case the logical

variable of interest is x< Xc where Xc is some specified value.

Appropriate elemontary conjuncts are then of the form:
iii
t 8 A tbb 1\ ••• A t n A (x -e X ).
8 n c

Obviously the query, Q, must now include Xc as well 8S the search
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terms, t ,e ,

It is instructive to go back over what we have introduced from

a slightly different point of view. The elementary loeical

conjuncts t.. whLc h are members of L are assigned a particular
1 Q

permutation by a document weiehting function that strongly orders

them. That is, some document weighting functions will place the

ii in a given order, say:

nwhere the subscript i is an arbitrary labelling of the 2 members

of LQ, In general the ii will be weakly ordered, however, and this

can be represented as a partitioning of at least one such

permutation, ieee 8 'composition' of the members of LQ• In the

case of document weighting functions of the former type, the value
nof J must be 2 , and for document weighting functions of the latter

type, the value of J will be less than 2n,

It may be useful at this stage to portray the various functions

we have discussed, and the elementary logical conjuncts,
diagrammatically. Fig. 3.3.2.1-1 attempts this.

"The function Ws will in practice (for information retrieval

systems using explicit weighting of documents) attach a real number

to each member of LQ (or of 2Q), The numbers so generated are not

necessarily distinct. The simplest example is:

w~(t) • {

More complicated functions are as defined previously. For example



s

Y
•

Z" = WI! 0 Y"
• • •

W"
•

Real line

Fig. 3.3.2.1-1 Functions involved in the Swetsian formalism
taking discrete z-values into account.
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co-ordination level weighting is describod by means of:

(The different notation here is just to emphasise the dependence
"of Ws on the outcome space defined by YS.) In terms of search logic

"however, we should see Ws as simply ordering disjunctions of the
"previously defined elementary conjuncts. For example, wS(t) as

defined for co-ordination level weighting, is in effect simply

ORing events together as follows (for Q = {ta,tb,tc J):

- and then placing the new expressions in the order ahown*. Although

Our concern in this section is to redefine the Swetsian outcome

space, the reader will see that the discussion raises the question

as to whether the numerical values given by an analytical function

are of any significance as compared to the rank-order values of

logical expressions that the analytical function thereby determines.

Since, to answer this question, we need to redefine our concepts of

retrieval effectiveness so as to take the discreteness in the

outcome space into account, we postpone further discussion on it

until the next section. Our remaining concerns here are (1) to
U" "redefine the probability distributions induced by ZS' ZA and ZS\A'

and (2) to comment on two constraints on the modelling of these

induced distributions.

"* A different but equivalent viewpofnt is that Ws weakly orders
the elementary conjuncts.
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A real number, z, corresponding to the event {z 1 , which ia
H

also a member of 2S(S), defines three distinct probability values:

- the probability that a document is assigned that value,

given by

II II 1f( z) :: 2 -
S

- the probability that a relevant document ia assigned that
value, given by

- the probability that a non-relevant document is assigned

tha t value,

•The set of such values defines three induced distributions, denoted

by f, fl, and f2 respectively.
"z, belonging to 2 (s), is not also as

If it is the case that a value of
II

value of 2A(A) then we refer
"to z as an 'almost impossible' event for the function 2A, similarly

"for 2S\A. If the mapping of documents ia such that one of the

'allowed' numerical values of the analytical function is not mapped

to by any document then we refer to that value as a 'compound

almost impossible' (CAl) event. (For example, the co-ordination

level value of '2' is a feasible one for queries (as SFQ) of size

two terms or more. If the query and relevance-assignments are such

that no documents at all are assigned this value, then the value

is a CAl event.)

When we seek to model the induced distributions (i.e. pursue

the Same Objective that Swets did, but now for discrete distributions

rather than continuous), the following two fundamentsl decisions

have first to be made'
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II

(1) Are tho value of W1(~) to be within the scope of the

modelling functions?

(2) Are almost impossible, and/or CAl events to be within

the scope of the modelling functions?

The first of the above questions is critical for modelling
IIZS\A' since a very large proportion of the non-relevant documents

will be mapped to the event p; i.e. for most non-relevant documents

(perhaps 99% in practice for II Q II == 5) the elementary conjunct:

will evaluate to TRUE. This 'spike' of probability was completely

ignored by Swets, and to the author's knowledge has also not been

commented on by other workers. In effect it makes a nonsense of a

modelling distribution in the form of 8 Normal distribution for non-

relevant documents, unless it is understood that non-relevant

documents for which Qn Td = ¢ are disregarded by the model.

Diagramatlcally, what was suggested by Swets as a suitable model:

probability
density (non-relevant

documents)

z, document weight

should, if entertainsble at all, be replaced by:
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probability
density

(non-re le vant

documents)

z

_ where ~ here denotes a spike of proba bili ty d ensi ty accounting
"for non-relevant documents for which QnTd ex ¢, i.e. z .. ;:eWs(¢).

Whether a continuous modelling function 1s worth rescuing by such

means is open to question of course. The following diagram

illustrates the true nature of f1(z) and f2(Z), showing how serious
"it is to ignore the event Ws(¢) in defining fl and f2•

I I
I

c. 0.98 of I I
probability .

z

T
z

In the author's view, the ignoring of the probabilities
- 0 0 0 0attaching to the event ta A tb A toA •• Atn ' a consequence of

Swets not having defined the outcome space satisfactorily and in
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turn a cons~quence of his not having distinguished between formalism

and model, constitutes a severe limitation on the scope of the

original (implied) formalism. It also introduces an inconsistency

in Swets's treatment of experimental data. To see this more

clearly, we first define a document to be 'pertinent' when the
. 000 0query 1s such that the logical expression t " tb "t " ••• Ata c n

evaluates to FALSE. Pertinence, so defined, will vary from query

to query. (As usual, we define a query here as a set of terms.)

Since Swets's Normal densities clearly ignored the two

probabilities attached to the logical expression described, it must

be the case that he was concerned exclusively with pertinent docu-

ments, not with the whole data base. That is, Swets was describing

only 2% or so of a data base. It also follows that Swets could not

have been dealing with Recall and Fallout as he claimed but instead

only with the proportions of relevant and pertinent, and non-

relevant and pertinent documents retrieve~respectively. That is,

Swets was concerned with 'conditional Recall' and 'conditional

Fallout' (RI and Ft say) defined by

,
where kR and kF are usually non-zero parameters that vary with both

Q and the partitioning of the data base by the information need.

The following diagram illustrates the difference in scope of the

documents within the original formalism of Swets and those within

the extended formalism:

set of
relevant
documents

s
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The white area signifies pertinent documents, for a given query

as SFQ. The shaded area signifiea non-pertinent documents. Swets
-.

treated only the pertinent documents, notwithstanding his claim to

be dealing with the whole set of documents. The ROC graphs given

by Swets are misleading, since the Recall and Fallout variables

require to be relabelled 8S RI and Fl. A true (and discrete) ROC

graph is, on the basis of the work reported in this thesis, more

likely to be as shown below, with the axes now properly labelled as

Rand F, and with the intervals A R and A F shown being of the order

of 0.25 and 0.01 respectively for 8 query of about five terms.

1

IIte-~ true (discrete)
I ROC graph

Recall

o 1
Fallout

The second of the basic questions we need to consider is

whether almost-impossible events and/or CA! events are to be within

the scope of the modelling fractions. This is relevant in the

following intuitive way. Suppose we map all the event s q Eo 2Q to
"distinct values that are in fact the rank values of W (q). Calls

tho ranking function W. Assume, 8S will often be the case ins
practice, that for some of these rank values fl = 0 ~ f2' i.e.

variation
the events are CAl. Then thel of retrieval effectiveness

defined by varying a threshold value over the rank value is the
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same whether or not we include the CA! events. But their presence

will alter the number of values that a modelling function has to

address. This informal approach is made clearer in the next section.

Modelling functions, for a recognised discrete outcome space,

are thus subject to four definitional constraints, which we label

as follows:
w (~) within scope of model?s

Yes No

CAl events Yes
within scope of
model? No

Constraint 1 Constraint 3
Constraint 2 Constraint 4

Table 3.3.2.1-1

In this section we have recognised the outcome events that

are such an essential ingredient of the Swetsian formalism, as

discrete events. We have also mapped logical search expressions

to these discrete events. As mentioned previously b~ the writer

(Heine, 1975) a formal statement of the possibility of linking

weights and logical search expressions is due to Angione (1975),
with some prior less-general discussion of the matter by Uhlmann

(1968), Brandhurst (1966) and Iker (1967). A recent, relevant

'textbook' approach has also been offered (Mott et aI, 1972). A

classic, basic text in the logic area is Korfhage (1966). None of

these works offers discussion in a signal-detection context,

however. It is emphasised that the complete self-consistency of

Boolean retrieval and retrieval using document weights stated by

Angione, has been demonstrated in this section of this thesis only

for weighting function with domain QnTd• However it is believed

that the consistency between the two approaches is perfectly
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general provide1 a much richer domain is first set up. If the

set of all sets of terms assigned to documents is denoted by the set of

{dril, to use a term introduced

by van Rijsbergon, then the richer domain for say Salton's cosine

measure is simply the Cert esian product of lQnTdJ X f dril. Many

'document represent~tives'

more elementary logical conjuncts then need to be defined, but the

reasoning given in this section would still hold.

To summarise, we have in this section drawn attention to a

weakness in what is the most basic feature of Swets's formalism,

the outcome space. We have noted that events in this apace cannot

be continuous as described by Swets, cut must be discrete, notwith-

standing that the space itself is continuous. We have also noted

that this in itself does not invalidate the use of continuous

probability density functions, provided these are seen simply as

modelling functions. We have also succeeded in linking logical

searching, as used in conventional search practice, with the

formalism. This was by breaking down the operation of document

weighting in to two stages: a mapping from documents to elementary

logical conjuncts, the elementary propositions of which are logical

variables denoting term absence/presence, where the terms are

members of the query (as SFQ). and a mapping from these elementary

conjuncts to the real numbers. In Swets's description of the

formalism, the particular logical expression to 1\ tO
b1\ to 1\ ••• A toa c n

was not mapped to, implying that Swets did not describe all of the

documents in the data base. This follows from the exclusion of a

'spike' of probability accompanying the distribution of non-relevant

documents, i.e. from his portraying this distribution as 8 simple

Normal distribution. In any attempt to charaoterise the probability

distributions that the functions Zi induce, definitional constreints
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on the modelling functions used are required: four such con-

straints have been described.

Although the subject of this thesis is Swets'a theory, the

writer notes briefly here the possibility that the outcome space

that is the subject of the Swetsian formalism may be over-specific.

The random variables Wi simply record the effect of disjoining

logical search expressions in 8 pre-specified way. A stronger

formalism would stop at the probability distributions over the

elementary conjuncts, and not limit the way that these are dis-

jOined. Further relevant discussion on this point will be

introduced after we have redefined the basic probabilistic measures

of retrieval effectiveness (Section 3.3.2.3). This will be in

Sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.4.
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3.3.2.2 Tho distributions f1 and f2

We have seen that the basic distributions of interest in the

extended Swetoian formalism are induced, discrete distributions

defined on order-numbers of a set of weakly-ordered elementary

logical conjuncta. (The latter in general are weakly ordered, but

may be strongly ordered.) We have, in previous sections, defined

these two distributions as functions of a real-valued outcome

variable z, and denoted them as f1(Z) and f2(Z). But since z
serves solely as an ordering device, we will henceforth write these

as f1 (z)j and f2(z)j' j~ J, J an index set of the z-values, when

we wish to emphasise the relevance of this ordering.

At this stage it is timely to identify the new random

variables of interest, to reflect our abandonment of any primary

interest in the actual z values. Our earlier notation in fact

anticipates this change. We now define new random variables as

follows:

Zs maps all documents to the index set J

ZA maps all relevant documents to J

ZS\A maps all non-relevant documents to J.

The functions mapping LQ to J are labelled WS,WA and WS\A' where

W _ WI 0 W" , and where the functions WI map ths z values on to
• •

J. Thus

Zs - Ws 0 YS (S)
ZA - WA 0 YA (A)
ZS\ A WS\A 0 (S\ A )

_ as shown also 1n Figure 3.3.2.2-1



S (data base)

z = w 0 Y

1 2 3 • •• J
(integers)

.Fig. 3.3.2.2-1 Functions and random variables involved when
z values are replaced by their corresponding
rank values.
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It is of interest to know whether analytical 3xprossions

exist that will model the functions fl(Z)j and f2(Z)j' although

exactly how Buch modelling distributions should be evaluated is

a question postponed until after we have df ecu saed the measurement

of retrieval effectiveness. The binomial and POisson distributions

over the values of j t: J naturally suggest themselves. But how

realistic are they? The value of J is finite, 50 the Poisson

distribution, it considered at all, would need to be truncated with

the probability-tail values redistributed in some ad hoc way. This

may be unimportant if most of the probability is concentrated in

low j values, but this is true only for f2 in practice. However

even for f2 almost all the probability (perhaps 98% of it) is

concentrated on just one value, j = I, suggesting that a step-

function modelling approach may be preferable to one based on the

Poisson- distribution. The binomial distribution as model has Borne

oppeal when the particular document weighting expression used is
"co-ordination level. For then the random variable Z is of thes

form of 8 sum of Bernoulli variables a

where Xi has the value 1 if the document has form ti assigned to

it and the value 0 otherwise. "In this case Z Can be binomial,s

but only if two further conditions are truea The parameters of

the Xi are identical, and Xi and Xj are independent, i.e.

Cov (Xi' X
j
) = 0, i I j. The first of these assumptions is

equivalent to assuming that all forms heve the same specificity,

the second that no clustering occurs. Neither assumption is

realistic. When ZA and ZS\A are defined in a similar way (i.e.

using Bernoulli variables defined for the sets A and S\A) the
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assumptions seem even more vulnerable. In view of the weaknesses

in binomial-modelling for this, the simplest, type of document

weighting, and similar vulnerability in any attempt to apply the

Central Limit Theorem to modelling fl and f2' the question must

at present be seen as an open one. The writer emphasises that the

absence of any plausible model in no way invalidates the extended

Swetsian formalism. It does however argue for a less 'statistical'

and more 'scientific' approach to the matter: the distributions

fl and f2 should be examined for what they are in practice, without

excessive concern being shown for approximating them using analytical

expressions.

Two further points relevant to fl and f2 will be discussed

briefly here.

Hutchinson (1978) has radically, though perhaps controver-

sially, extended the scope of fl(Z) and f2(Z), by introducing the

"degree of relevance" as 8 parameter. In effect the two induced

distributed are postulated as having a conditional character. They

are replaced by functions that we can label fl(zIAj) and f2(zIS\Aj),

where A. denotes the Bet of documents each of which is of a "degree
J

of relevance" greater than j. (As mentioned earlier in Section 2,

this approach is influenced by Robertson's work. and by previous

literature portraying relevanoe as a oonstruct capable of

quantitative interpretation.) Hutchinson puts forward the hypothesis,

on this basis, that fl and f2 are then bivariate-Normal, not

necessarily with parameter f equal to O. Implicit in thi s is the

notion that the variable "degrees of relevance" Can take on all

real values, not just integer values, whioh seems an unreasonably

strong assumption, especially if users are disposed more to think
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in terms of types of relevance rather than in quantitative terms.

Also implicit in Hutchinson's hypothesis is the eseump t Lon that

f2 (zIS\Aj) relates only to pertinent documents since, ss we have

seen, any Normal portrayal of f2 will miss out those documents

defined by the logical expression:
o 0 0

ta ~ tbA· • • A tn'

The set concerned is thus not S\A., as we have provisionally
J

portrayed it, but,

CS\A .)n(s,
J

FALSE).

Hutchinson's contribution could be a very useful one, the writer

suggests, if Cl) the sets we have written as Aj here are taken to

denote sets of documents relevant to a given information need in

different ways, i.e. if qualitative criteria are introduced instead

of a pseudo-quanti ta ti ve one, and (2) it 'is seen as genera ting

hypotheses concerning fl and f2 rather than placing undue and

unreasonable weight on a particular ~ priori hypothesis concerning

their joint variation.

We note now 8 feature of fl and f2 which previous writers on

signal detection theory do not seem to have recorded. This is that

the moments cannot be independent. For example, consider the first

moment about the origin. The means of ZS' ZA and ZS\A are constrained

by.:. ~(ZS)~ G.E(Z1\) + (1-G) E(ZS\A)' This follows from:

E( Z) .. [ z fez) (defini tion)

.[ ( lIZi1 (f z J) II)
z ItS"

n 2.;1C£ z1) n All +112;1Cfz })n s\A"
'[ (• z

"S 1\
since An (S\A) • ¢
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It Z;l ((zJ) 1\
U S \l

l\ Z~l (~z1) "
HA \J

+

+

By a similar sequence of steps, the variances of ZS' ZA and ZS\A'

are constrained by*a

Relationships between moments, such as those above, provide

structural constraints on hypotheses expressed in the Swetsian

formalism. For example, a hypothesis that E(ZA) = k E(ZS\A) for

a fixed data bases fixed choice of weighting function, and a fixed

method of generating queries, for various information needs, is

incompatible with the second hypothesis: E(Z ) = const., when Gs

also is not held constant.

* For the suggestion that this particular relationship should be
sought, the writer acknowledges B.C. Brookes (pers.comm.).
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3.3.2.3 Re-dofinition of the probabilistic meaflllrOSof retrieval
effectiveness on a discrote outcome spnce! the
optimisation of the retrieval process; terminoloc~~
!!£.i!.

The probabilistic measures of effectiveness are easily redefined

in tho discrete formalism. In order first to arrive at definitions

of Recall and Fallout, we first denote the probability dis-

tri bution Baver
i i
t 8" t b"8 b •••

the events
i

1\ t n b, y:
n

qE 2Q, i.e. over the events

and

-for the sets of relevant and non-relevant documents respec tively.
It" is emphasised that each set denotes 8 probability distribution,

*not an induced probability distribution. The events to which the

individual probability distributions refer are as yet unordered.

Tben if we choose 8 Boolean searcb expression which is the dis-

junction of some Bet of elementary conjuncts, indexed by K say,

the Recall and Fallout values will be:

(for \ ..

L- i ib •••i t: i ib •••i
(ra~ n) FK (Sa: n

)k•••n k ••• n
kE:K kG K

V i ib i
(t a 1\ t " •••A t n )k

kE.K a b n

The associated Precision value is given by (GRI [ GR + (l-G)F] )K'

and the associated Marczawski-Steinhaus metric value is given by'

D .. ([F(l-G) + G(l-R)]/[F(l-G) + G])x:.

In the extended formalism, our concern is retrieval from the

data base using logical seal'ch expressions in a certain sequence.

The sequence i8 of course that determined by the numerical value

* An induced probability distribution is one defined by a random
variable, i.e. a function mapping a probability space to the
real numbers. (Darr, 1971)
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to which the elementary conjuncts are mapped, though an optimum

sequence is determined by the ratio rls. Suppose that the order

of these conjuncts is recorded by the variable J. This ia made

clearer by way of an example. If Q.. {ta' tb'tc1, and the docu-

ment weighting function is co-ordination level, then the values of
1 lbi i ibia caeJ, the weights defining the values of rand s , ara as
abo abc

follows:

Co-ordination Rank probe reI. doc. probe non-reI. doc.
value value (J) retrieved at that retrieved at that
(weight, z) weight weight

0 1 000 I f1(0) 000 I f2 (0)r - rl "' s c SI ..abc abc

1 2
001 010 100 001 010 100rabc + r + r b B + B b + Babc a c abc a c abc

I flCl) 1 f2(1)..r2 .. .. B2 .,

2 3 011 101 110 011 101 110r + r + rabe Babe + a b + aabc abc a c abc
I fl(2)

I .'

f2(2)= r3 = .. 93 c

3 4
111 I

f 1(3) 111 I f2(3)raba .,r4 := Babe .. 84 ::

The variables 1) and sf are defined as shown. We now denote logical

search expressions appropriate to each rank value by ei, e.g.:

Then for this example the Swetsian formalism is concerned with the

effects of using successively more general logical search expressions

Ej defined byl

- v j so 1.2,3.4.
1..5-j.5

That ie, El ..e4, E2 D e4Ve3 ' E3 • e4Ve3 Ve2 ' and E4 -
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e4V €3 V e2 Vel' For the jth search expression, the Recall and

and Fallout values arel

t·j,4 i ..j,4

with associated D. and P. values following as indicated earlier.
J J

The expressions ei can possibly be simplified using 'Boolean

minimization' techniques, but this is not pursued here.

The above example is readily generalised. Denote tho rank

values of the real numbers given by the weighting function to docu-

mente in the data base, by 1,2,3, .'., J. Denote by Q!i tho search

expression formed 8S the disjunction of all those elementary

conjuncts mapped to the integer i. Lastly define probabilities

attached to each ei as follows:

r : '"r1 .. L
kE Ki

i1 ib ••• n
{r a ·)k

Bb ••• n

i ib ••• i
{B a n

ab ••• n )k

where Ki is an index Bet determined by the weighting function, i.e.

the summations given here are over the probabilities associated with

the elementary conjuncts from which e1 is formed. Then the

document weighting function used will determine B sequence of

logical search expressions. El,E2 '.', EJ defined by'

j .. 1,2,3, ••• , J.
i=J+l-j, J

The optimum such function is of course that in which the ei are

ranked by ri/sI' Precision and other values follow as indicated

earlier. Accordingly 8 sequence of paired Recall and Precision

values ls determined by the weighting function' (R., P.),
J J

j • 1,2, '.', J. The!.!!. of such values {(R (j), P (j) , j=l,2, ••• ,J1
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is of course the Recall-Precision graph of interest:

1

p
•

Precision
...

oo Recall R 1

Note that if we retrieve using the search expression E
J
,

we retrieve all of the data base. Accordingly, in practice search

expressions defined by j «: J mu st be used, In con-

sequenc e of this, a maximum value of Recall exi sts, and is equal

to: R 1 -
00 ... 0 Since S' f s <=c Sand o 0

= rab = s: taAtb/\ ... /1.max ... n •
to

'" FALSE} , i.e. the set of pertinent document s for n terms, is
n

SI/ __ C 0 1a superset of t s : sE-S and t "tbA •••/\t 1 '" FALSE. i.e.a n+
the set of pertinent documents for n+l terms. it follows that

including an extra term in Q w :1 monotonically decrease the value

f 00 • • .0 h t . 11' th 1 f Rorand ence mono onlca y lncrease e va ue 0 max
(ANDing a new logical variable to an existing search expression must

increase (or hold constant) the set of items for which the

expression is FALSE.) It is thus apparent that the maximum Recall

attainable, in respect of a given data base and given information

need, Is determined by both the identity of the terms making up the

query and the number of such terms.

It is instructive to relate the preceding discussion to 'our
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earlier discussion of permutationa and compositions of tho members

of LQ• It is apparent that a documont weighting function mapping
ninto a permutation of the members of LQ will define at most 2

poin ts on tho R-P graph, but On e mapping into the parti t Lon s of

8 partitioned permutation (i.e. composition) of the members of LQ

will determine a lesser number. It is also apparent that the R-P

graphs determined by different composi tiona of 8 given permutation

will diffor only in the number of points defined, i.e. forming a

composition of a permutation determines a subset of the points

determined by the permutation itself. The following example makes

this point clearera

Then the permutation:

determines four (H,p) point S, defined as folloVls,

11 11 P ..G r =1~ / (Gr11 + (I-G) 11R • r , F .. s , s )

R .. H 01 F =
11 01 P = G (r 1\ r01 )/(G(r1\ 01)r + r " s + s r +

(l-G)(s 11+ s01»

R • 11 01 no F .. 11 et 10 P .. (etc. )r + r + r , s + s + s ,
R EO 1, F .. 1, P EO G/( G + (I-G» '"G

That 18 four (R,P) points are determined provided r!~ and s!~ are

not both zero. This will be the Case for a document weighting

function mapping the members of LQ into four distinct real numbers

ordered as shown.

If now we examine the composition'
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in which tho ordor of the two middle elementary conjuncts is

immaterial, i.a. if wa examine a document weighting function

mapping into just three real numbers, then it is apparent that

at moat three (R,P) points will be determined, and that these

form a subset of those given above. The points are defined by:

R r11 F = s11 P = (etc. ),
R ..,r11+ r1° + 01 F = s11+ s10 + 01 P (etc. )r , s ,

R ..1 F ."1 P • G

- end of example.

Most Recall-Precision graphs determined by partitioning tho

set of elementary conjuncts, and ordering the subsets SO defined,

will be 'poor' in the sense that the points (Ri' Pi) will tend to

clustcr~around the origin. (This will be true in particular if

the event pE 2Q is given a rank value near the highest rank values.)

The aim, from the point of view of maximising retrieval effectiveness,

is to identify, for a given query and partitioned data base that
*composition of elementary conjuncts which puts this graph a

maximum distance from the origin.

In the remaind~r of this section we address two problems

related to the preceding discussion I What does it mean to 'model'

the distributions fl and f2? and In what sense(s) can we talk of

'optimization' of the retrieval process?

* Sec Appendix A for related notes.
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Discrete probability ddat r-Lbut Lon s ml(j) and m2(j) Can be

defined, using Dome analytical function of z, so as to 'BpproximatQ

or 'model' the observed probability distributions fl(Z). and f2(Z) .•
- J J

In this case, for a direct oomparison of mi with fi (i=1,2), the

set of z values for the mi must be the same as that for the fie

If the functions fi are defined over the integers (rank valuo of

z values) then so must the funotions mi. Other approaches are

possible however, and one of these was implied by Swets. If we

define modelling distributions mi(z) over all possible z value

(i.e. over the outcome space of a d~cument weighting funotion, the

real numbers) then although direct comparisons with the fi are no

longer possible it is still possible to compare cumulative dis-

tribution functions (CDFs) of the mi and fie The observed CDFs are:

L .f i (z) c Pri (z E- (- 00 , Zc] ), i cl, 2z, Zo

where Pri denotes the probability that 8 document weight lies in

the interval shown when the dooument is relevant (i=l) or non-

relevant (i=2). These functions are simply related to Recall and

Fallout by:

* (z ) = (z£ (z ,00»R .. 1 - Fl Prlc c

* (-,. ) IE (z E (z ,00 ) ) •F II: 1- F2 Pr20 c

The comparison then is with modelled Recall and Fallout values,

denoted Rand F here, defined by'm m
(,)II

\z ml(z) dz
o

Bm • F ...
m·

(z) dz •

In Swets's presentation (in whioh formalism and model were

regrettably oonfused and, as we have seen, in which only pertinent

documents were defined as within the scope of the formalism), m1
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and m2 were portrayed as Normal distributions:

In this case Rand F may be rewritten 8S follows'm m

(

011

R (z) c ml ( z) dzm c
zo

.. ~o ((zc - /'2)/0'"2)

..t er re ( Zc-f-2)
(2<12

where 4>. {x} - [{2l1"}-t exp {_t2/2}dt • 1 -c} {x} {denniUon}

and 2erfc (x) ..~ (defini tion) •

It is of course possible to model the variation of Precision (p )
m

and other probabilistic measures of effectiveness with z , and thec

co-variation of say Rm and Pm' using these relationships as has

been described elsewhere by the ~uthor (Heine, 1974).
Still other approaches to modelling the actions of ZA and ZS\ A

are possible. We mention two. We can oompare, not the CDFs of the

mi and fi' but the Recall-Precision graphs that they detormine (i.e.

that ml and m2 determine, and f1 and f2 determine). Assuming that

the mi are defined as finite, discrete distributions (e.g. discrete-
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uniform, or binomial, or truncated-Poisson), and pertain to the

same z values (or their ranks) 8B do the observed distributions

fi(Z)j' we Can measure the Euclidean distances betwoen comparable

co-ordinate pairs. That is, we can compare:

R (J ) .. L f']_(z)j F (J ) .. L f'2 (Z)jc c
')oJ '')JJ c J c

and the associated PreCision value, P (Jc)' with:

R (J ) .. L m1(j) F (J ) '" L m2(j)ID c m 0
')J ",JJ c J 0

and the associated Preoision value, P (J ), simply by measuringm 0

the Euclidean distance between (R,P) and (R , P ) for each z (or j)m ID

value. (J is juat a varying threshold value. The modellingc

functions mi(j) are here defined over the rank values, j.) The

adequacy of the functions mi(j) as models is then indicated by

small valuos of the mean and variance of this Euclidean distance,

f'or all z (or j) values. Again. we can compare, for each value of

Z (or j) a measure of the distance between the retrieved set of

documents and the relevant set of documents, e.g. the distance:

6D .. D(A,B) - D (A ,B )m m m

where B is the set of documents actually retrieved (i.e. the set

sE-S such that js')Jo) and Dm is the 'modelled' distance calculated

from R , F and G. In this case we would again calculate the meanm m
value of AD, a small value indicating good modelling functions

mi (j). The variance of AD should, ideally, be small as well.

Lastly, we discuss what it means to talk of an 'optimum'

retrieval process for 8 given, partitioned data base, i.e. for 8

given instance of information need. First, suppose a query haa
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been opecified in set form (e.g. Q = (ta' tb' tc1where ta' tb

and t denote document attributes). Then a sub-optimal rotrievalc

prooess ~an be definod by ordering all elementary logical

conjuncta of the members of Q by their likelihood-ratio values.

If the logical conjunct is CAr, its likelihood-ratio value (0/0 )
is indeterminate, but its existence in a search expression is

immaterial. If the logical conjunct haa no non-relevant documents

assigned to it, the value is again indeterminate, but we can

usefully assign the conjunct a likelihood-ratio value greater than

the maximum value for elementary conjuncts not indeterminate, i.e.

prefer it as a search expression. Otherwise, we define likelihood-

ratio as:

If we wish, we can 'fine-tune' the likelihood values attaching to

elementary conjuncts to which no non-relevant documents are posted.

This is simply by ranking them according to the number of relevant

documents posted to them. To talk of likelihoOd-ratio as a weight-

ing function is a little dangerous perhaps, 1n that the values that

the function attaches to documents are known only ~ posteriori.

This is not the Oase for more conventional weighting functions

which depend on the.outcome of Q 0 Td and term specifici ty values,

say. But likelihood-ratio weighting nevertheless provides a

benchmark against which other, ~ priori functions can be compared.

The Recall-Precision graph it implies cannot be bettered for the

choice of Q concerned.

The pOint just emphasised is, in the author's view~ a critical

one. To pursue the 'ideel' weighting function is to pursue a will-
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o-the-wisp if it is not recognised that a joint optimum of query

(as a set of attributes) and weighting function (basod on

observable values) is required. To overcome the sub-optimality

of the use of a weighting function that does approach the effective-

ness of the likelihood-ratio function, the essential step is the

introduction into the retrieval process of a heuristio element,

i.e. one in which feedback to the enquirer allows for automatic

improvement in the membership of Q, 8S well as sub-optimisation

of the logic of the search 'expression used. For analytical reviews

of the literature of feedback in information retrieval the reader

is referred to Salton (1975a) and van Rijsbergen (1979a).

Terminological notel

Although, following conventional practice, the term 'document

weighting function' has been used up to this point in the thesis,

it can with hindsight now be seen to be an unsatisfactory one.

Since it plaoes an unreasonable emphasis on the cardinal values

employed to order (usually weakly) the elementary logical components

of the terms comprising a query, rather than that ordering operation

itself, another term seems preferable. Such a term should capture

the essential thought that the ordering (strong or weak) of the

elementary conjuncts of query terms serves to weakly order the

member records of a data base or a subset of it. The author will

henceforth use the term 'document ordering 'function' for this

purpose, abbreviated to DOF. The functions designated ZS' ZA and

ZS\A are examples of DOFs, the latter two pertaining of course

to subsets of the data base. When the emphasis is on the analytical

expression used to achieve such mappings, it would seem sensible
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to refer ~o a 'document ordering expression', abbreviated to DOE.

We will in future, rostrict the meaning of the term

'retrieval process'. This has been used previously in an

intuitive way, but will henceforth be used to denote tho triple:

partitioned data base, query in set form, and DOE. Each such

triple fully determines the functions fl(Z)j and f2(Z)j' This is

not to say that a pair of the latter functions is uniquely

determined: several retrieval processes may, in prinCiple,

determine the same pair of distributions. but since we will always

be referring to a pair of distributions in conjunction with such

a triple, we can say that a retrieval process refers to either

the triple ,2L·'thepair of distributions entailed by it.
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Since, as we have argued, the random variables of interest in

the extended Swetsian formalism are ZS' ZA and ZS\ A' and not
~ N "ZS' ZA end ZS'A' one can abandon interest 1n the cardinal values

that the latter functions determine. We can, accordingly,

describe the induced distributions of interest simply as ~l(j)

and f2(j), jE J, not, as previously, as fl(Z)j and f2(Z)j. The

pair of functions fl(j) and f2(j), jE J, constitute the natural

'unit of observation' in the extended formalism.

It is naturally of interest to know to what extent these

paired functions, determined by each retrieval process, are stable

or 'invariant'. In order to put this question more completely, we

need to classify the entities that determine fl(j) and f2(j). They

are as follows:

(1) The data base,

(2) The method used to partition the data base by instances

of information need, (implying a value for Generality),

(3) The question (as SFQ):

(a) The number of terms comprising it,
*(b) the identity of the terms comprising it ,

(4) The choice of DOE.

Such knowledge should provide a basis for strategies aimed

at optimising the retrieval process, as well as providing scientific

knowledge in its own right. Since our particular interest is in

the questions 'How should we determine sequences of logical

* The specificity of a term depends on its identity, as does the
extent to which it clusters with other terms in S, A or S, A.
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search expressions, El' E2, E3, ••• , E
J
, such that net retrioval

effectiveness (as expressed by soma criterion measure) Is

maximised?', hypotheses of very considerable interest are those

that determine such sequences. Two examplcs illustrate this

point. We may choose BS the criterion measure: mean distance

from the origin to the members of the Recall-Precision graph,

where the latter is determined by a pair f.(j). Then 8 hypothesis~

that two instances of document ordering expression are ordored by

this criterion, i.e. DOEi ~ DOEj, is of immediate practical use.

One should choose a sequence of logical search expressions

determined by DOE .• Such a hypothesis is, of course, expressible
J

in a strong form - without reservations as to choice of data base,

Generality etc. - or in a mOre qualified form. A second example

could be that if the user chooses, for the query, search terms of

'Type I' say, the criterion measure is inferior/superior to that

for queries formed from search terms of 'Type II'. The two types

of search term are ordered by the hypothesis. In the case of

each example. the extended formalism allows the hypothesis to

be stated clearly. It provides a logical framework facilitating

the statement of particular assertions.

Three further basic points are noted here. First, an experi-

ment can either generate hypotheses or evaluate hypotheses. For

example, we can specify factors (1), (3) and (4) above, but vary

faotor (2). The latter variation will then determine or generate

values for, say, one of the ,moments of fl(j) or f2(j), e.g. the

mean value of j for f1(j). The distribution of the latter

statistio, in a sample of pairs (fl, f2), oan be used to infer

the nature of the diatribution of this statistio in 8 population
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of pairs (fl, f2). The latter population is definod by the sample

being examined being stated to be a random sample of it. Rather

than identify the statistic with a moment of one or other fi' we

could instead identify it with Brookes's measurG ~, which is

determined by both fl and f2' or again with the mean value of

D(A,B) say, for jE-J, for each pair (fl, f2). If, On the other

hand, our interest is in evaluating population hypotheses, then

these need to be specified ~ priori, i.e. they are supplied as

guesses or fictions, or else on the basis of previous hypothesis-

generating experimontal work. The problem then is to see whether

an interval defined by the population mean and some multiple of

the standard error, for some speoified statistic and level of

confidence, Can accommodate the value of the statistic obtained

experimentally. The standard error of the statistio of interest

may, however, not be known. (This is the case with the mean value

of D(A,B), jE J. for each pair (fl,f2), and the vslue of !" for

example.) To see the problem of 'attaching meaning to experimental

results' in either of these terms, i.e. in terms of formal

statistical infereno~prooedures, is however rather artificial, in

the writer's view. For no concrete (i.e. non-statisticsl) meani~g

can be attached to the populations of (fl,f2) pairs to which one

refers. The population of partitlonings of a data base by

instances of information need oannot be speoified with certainty.

There is no way of 'enumerating' all possible partltionings, even
Sthough it could be said to be some subset of 2. Accordingly, in

the writer's view, there must be some scepticism directed at the

use of formal inferenoe procedures in analysing (fl,f2) data. To

some extent, an intuitive appreciation of the variability within
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samples is called for. Certainly, the main need at the present

time is for hypothesis generation, not hypothesis evaluation,

since no experimental data in the extended formalism have been

reported.

A second basic pOint is that when we refer to 'modelling

distributions' we Can mean either distributions in a population

from which the sample is (contestably) drawn, ~ we can mean a

sample distribution of analytical form serving as an immediate

object of comparison with an observed distribution. (Swets's

concern was with the latter. The relevance of the former has been

pointed out by Robertson (1975).) For example, we oan test the

assertion that an observed distribution fl(j) relates to a sample

which has been drawn from a population of relevant documents dis-

tributed binomially over 1,2,3, •••, J. The binomial 'model'

here isof the former type. On the other hand, we can say that

the observed distribution f1(j) is such that another distribution

of that same sample of relevant documents is binomial - and then

compare 'observed' with 'asserted' without reference to any
it

fiotitious population. A choice between these approaches to

modelling needs to be made. Obviously the pure statistical

approach allows levels of confidence to be attached to comparisons,

but it does so at the price of invoking what is, arguably, 8

meaningless population. (The doouments relevant to the particular

information need which has produced f1 and f2 are ill the doou-

ments so relevant.)

The third basic point is that stability or invariance in fl

and f2 cannot be demonstrated by confounding the distributions

* This philosophy of modelling, with no explicit referencing of
the statistical paradigm, is the usual one in say engineering
or physios.
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fl fOr a set of retrieval processes, doing the same for f2' and

then portraying the variation in measure of effectiveness for

these 'confounded' distributions. Swets did just this, in

portraying confounded data on a ROC graph, apparently implying

that the individual fi distributions (in his case f1(Z) and

f2(z) were somehow fixed. In view of the ambiguities in Swets's

presentation, this may not have been intended, however, although

it is the writer's interpretation of Swets's statement:
II... the assumption that a real retrieval system has a

constant effectiveness, independent of the various forms

of queries it will handle (i.e. different sots of

relevant documents (author)] is open to question.

It seems plausible, however, that the sharpness of

the retrieval system's query language, and its depth

of- indexing, and also the heterogeneity of items in

store, will determine a level of effectiveness that

is relatively invariant OVer changes in the form of

the query." (Swets, 1963: 248)

In view of the above considerations, and preceding arguments,

any experimental investigation of data expressed within the
to

Swetsian formalism need~abide by the following rules:

(1) Hypotheses concerning fl and f2 should clearly state

which of these two distributions is involved, or that

both are involved, and which moment (or other property)

is invo1vad •

(2) If the hypothesis describes the degree of match between

an observed property and 8 modelled property (e.g. the
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mean Euclidean distance between (R,P) and (R ,P )m m
points), this must be clearly stated. Such hypotheses

are different in kind to those solely describing

observed data.

(3) When distributions modelling individual fi distributions

are used, decisions must be made as to whether the event

w(¢) is to be within the scope of the modelling function,

and likewise whether CA! events are to be within scope

(4) The manner of specifying the partitioning of the data

base by information need, the DOE, and the manner of

specifying the query (as SFQ), need to be specified.

Neither Swets nor any other worker has put forward such rules,

nor put forward hypotheses oonsistent with the formalism advanced

in this thesis.

Lastly. we stress a fundamental difficulty to be encountered

in any experimental program investigating fl(j) and f2(j) pairs.

This is that whereas. by some means or other, the query can be

arrived at in an algorithmic way in an experiment, this is not

the case with operational retrieval practice. In an experiment

the set of relevant documents is known, and the query Can devolve

from that, but this is not so in practice. The only reasonable

stance, in the writer's view, is that experimental findings on

fl and f2' based on algorithmically derived queries, should be

taken S8 portraying what retrieval practice is capable of, if so

implemented. This is however not to say that algorithmically~

generated queries are alwsys superior to intuitively-arrived at

queries. Only suitable experimental research can answer this point.
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3.3.2.5 The R vs F and R vs P graphs

The treatment of the Precision vs Recall graph by Swats was

relatively limited, compared with his treatment of the Recall vs

Fallout (ROC) graph. There was no m~ntion of this graph in the

1963 paper. The 1969 paper only (1) defined Precision in terms

of the 2X2 table, and (2) provided a diagram of the P vs R relation-

ship that was implied by a given retrieval process (to use our

terminology) and 8 varying acceptance criterion. The diagram

concerned, Swets's Figure 2, was however not derived from an

individual experimentally-obtained process, the caption referring

to the graph being "Idealised example of empirical recall-

precision curve, fanned out by varying the acceptance criterion."

Swets nowhere notes the standard relationship linking the two

effectiveness measures he is most concerned with, namely Recall

and Fallout, with Precision, namely P=GR/[GR+(l-G)F).

The latter relationship was introduced into the context of

the Swetsian formalism by the writer, in both the original, Con-

tinuous formalism, and the extended, discrete formalism (Heine,

1973a, 1974). The writer has also introduced the relationship

between the Recall-Precision graph, and the extended formalism,

as described earlier in Section 3.3.2.3. Both the Recall-Fallout

graph and the Recall-Precision graph are des~bable as sets of

ordered pairs {(R(j), _F(j»1, and ((R(j), p(j)1, j~J, where j

serves to number the order of the logical expressions ei (described

in Seotion 3.3.2.3) determined by a chosen DOE. (It is recalled

that a DOE both creates the expressions e1 ~ orders them.) That

these two graphs, and similarly-defined graphs, depend only on

the (weak) ordering of these expressions and not on the oardinal
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valu~s that imply that ordering is B basic implication of the

extended formalism. To the author's knowledge, the action of

'equivalence' between different DOEs in these terms, has not been

clearly stated previously. In effect, we are saying that all

possible analytical expressions serving to map the mombers of LQ
to the real numbers, although infinite in number, can produoe

only a finite number of Reoall-Precision graphs (or of other

similar types of graph). Further to the discussion of Section

3.3.2.3, and ~ppendix A, an upper bound to the maximum numbor of

distinct R-P graphs can be found. Any analytical expression

mapping the set LQ to the real numbers can be identified with a

composition of the elementary logical conjunots.of the query terms,

and hence with one of the distinct R-P graphs.

Of some interest is the question of whether n(J ) can increasec

as p(J ) increases 88 J takes values: J, J-l, J-2, ••~t 1. Ac c

investigation within the continuous formalism has been reported by

the writer (Heine, 1973a), and was extended by Bookstein to a

discrete formalism (Bookstein, 1974, 1977). Whether in practice

this ie possible will of course depend on the specific information

need, query (as SFQ), data base, and choice of DOE. In the

notation we use here, Bookstein's result was that Rand P will

both increase 1£,

R(J )c <
(Bookstein defined Fallout and Recall slightly differently, these

being the sums of the fi values for z ~ zc' not the sums for

z> Zc as we have defined them.) Bookstoin proved also that when
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£1 and f2 are both Poisson, i.e. whon

-/\ .
e • At

j!
i c 1,2 j a 0,1,2, •••

and when AI> J\2' the inequality described ie never satisfied.

In fact it can be proved that this is also true when the fi are

each binomial, i.e. when'

j:0,1,2, ••• , J

and when Pl)P2. This is perhaps a more meaningful result since

j is in practice finite.
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3.3.2.6 The bi- and multivariate receiver-value formalism

A way of extending the ~wetsian formalism so that more complex

signal-receivers are recognised will now be defined. We may

imagine B retrieval process in which ~ querios are compared

with each document, and mapped to the real numbers by the same

number of functions. For example, a specific information need,

repreaented in the data-base by a set of documents A, is

associated with the two queries,

Qa• [aI' a2, a3, ••• 1
Qb KO fbI' b2,b3, ••• 1

where a and b denote attributes of different character. Then two

funotions. say Za and Zb' will map each document to two values,

say za and zb. Retrieval of documents can then be effected in two

distinct ways:

(1) We can retrieve all documents such that z > (z ) , wherea c a

(z) denotes a threshold value in the outoome spacec a
determined by 2 m W oY I and then retrieve a subseta a a

of documents such that zb > (ZC)b' where (zc)b is a thres-

hold in the outcome space determined by Zb = WboYb•

(These steps could be carried out in reverse sequence,

the sets of retrieved documents being necessarily the

Bame in the two cases, since simple set-intersection is

involved.)

(2) We can form 8 further real value zab = '?(Za'Zb) by

mapping tho pair of values (za,zb) pertaining to each

document, to the real line, and retrieve all documents

having Z b values greater than some threshold (z ) b.a c a

The above description can be generalised to cover the case of three
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or more output spaces, and reworded to take only tho order of
.

the z value into account. There is considerable scope for purely

mathematical research here, especially in respect of the (related)

questions: What Recall-Precision graphs result from the two

methods, for various distributions fi(Za) and fi(zb)? and: How

can the R vs P graphs be optimised through variation in i for

given S,A,Qa and Qb? We shall describe one application of the

bivariate formalism (using continuous modelling functions) in a

later section (Section 3.3.3.2).
Lastly, wo draw attention to the structural difference between

introducing 8 bivariate extension to the formalism in the way just

described (based on multiple receiver response), and extending tha

formalism through defining 'signal' in two or mora ways as introduced

by Hutchinson. As remarked in Section 3.3.2.2, the effect of

Hutchinson's extension is that the distributions f.(z) are replaced
1.

by conditional distributions fi(Z' Aj), where the Aj denote sets

of relevant documents defined subject to different personal criteria

of relevance of the document to a given need. Although Hutchinson

saw the sets Aj as defined by notions of "degrees of relevance",

they can be defined in a less quantitative way as just indicated.

A recognition that extensions of both types are legitimate

would open the way for a more general, unifying extension of the

Swetsian formalism. This is however not attempted in tr.is thesis.
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3·3·3 Applications of the extended formaliom

In this section we describe three applications of the extended

formalism. These relate to (1) the generation of A probability

distribution, for all possible logical search expressions, over

the Recall-Precision graph, (2) The incorporation of a quantitative

variable, the age of the document, into the DOE, and (3) the

generation of a suitable DOE when the retrieval process

incorporates feedback from the enquirer as to the relevance or non-

relevance of trial-retrieved documents. Of these applications, the

first and third are treated on the basis of the extended, discrete

formalism as introduced by the writer. The second application is

in the language of the original, continuous formalism of Swets,

but extended Ba aa to cover bivariate weighting. As such it

pertains only to pertinent documents as we have defined them.

Before discussing the three areas in detail, the author

reminds the reader that the most basic application of the extended

formalism is the 'obvious one'. Namely, that using the formalism

it should be possible to identify optimum DOEs, using some con-

vincing experiment. Once an optimum weighting expression has been

identified, this is immediately applicable to the problem of

generating optimum logical search expressions, i.e. it will generate

an optimum sequence of logical expressions (such as were denoted by

E. in Section 3.3.2.3) paired to increasing Recall values.
J
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3.3.3.1 The generation of the probability distribution, for all
possible logical expressions, over the Recall-Precision
graph

First we remind the reador that the term 'query' (or 'question')

has been ambiguously used in the information retrieval literature.

In general it haa meant either (1) a verbal statement against

, which an article of relevance is asked to judge the relevance of

individual documents (as in the Cranfield or Aberystwyth experi-

monts, or (2) an artefact serving to probe a data base. We have

previously argued that the procedure of '(I)' is unsound, i.e.

that the phrase 'relevance to a question' ia meaningless. Accordingly

we restrict our usage of the term query/question to the second

usage, and in particular identify a query with a set of terms.

Logical search expressions will be referred to here as just that,

although this is contrary to some writers' usages. (Salton uses

query as a general term to denote ~ Bet and logical-expression

constructions (e.g. Salton, 1915a: Chap. 4), as does van Rijabergen

(e.g. 1979al 96 and 106) although context usually makes the meaning

quite specific. Heaps (1978) on the other hand uses query/question

to denote just logical search expressions. A set of search terms

by itself cannot, of course, identify any set of retrieved docu-

ments, since !1i documents in the data base are mappable to its

power set.

The question addressed in this section is: 'If, for 8 given

query Q c {ta,tb' '••, tn1, 8 logical search expression is chosen

randomly from the set of all possible such expressions, what is the

probability of a given Recall-Precision outcome?'. We follow the

notation of Section 3.3.2.3.

It is sufficient to note that any logical search expression,
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the elementary propooitiona of which are the logical variables:

i
t a
8

, ... , 1
t n
nb

can be expressed as a disjunction of a combination of the elementary
i ib i
a A A nlogical con junc ts: t "t A •• • t ,i. = 1 or o. It follows

a b n J
. that to generate all possible logical search expressions, all we

need do is form the expressions that are disjunction of all the

combinations of these elementary conjuncts. As remarked in

Section 3.3.2.3, an arbitrary logical search expression ~ is

associated with Recall and Fallout values obtained by summing

individual rand f values, i.e.l

for

we have
'(ii i)L a b••• n
kE-K reb ••• n k

i ib ••• i )fan
ab ••• n k

A value for PK follows immediately, once a value for G has been

specified. Accordingly, the probability distribution over the

Recall-Precision graph, i.e. over the space [0,1] X [O,lJ, is given

byl

Pr(R=r,P=p) = II f EK ; RK=r, P =PiK

Figure 3.3.3.1-1 shows the nature of this surface for the following

example of modelled distributionsl

Example:

Assume Q • fta,tb,tc,td\,Where the four terms have specificitiesl

cl - 0.1
c2 • 0.01
03 • 0.001
04 ..0.0001



information need is such that G E 0.01.
iaib1e1dvalues of the r as follows. Assume that
abed

the probabilities of co-ordination level values 0,1,2,3,4 are div-

and assume the

Arrive at

tributed binomially for relevant documents, with mean 2.B. That is:

f'l(l)
f'1(2)
f'1(3)
£1(4)
f'1(5)

O.oOBl
0.0756
0.2646
0.4116
0.2401 •=

Assume further that these values of f'l(j) can be assigned to
iaibicidindividual variables r by the following rule:
abed

r DC - L
i /0u

Thus to 'break up' f'1(2) into its component probabilities we note

log (c )e u •

rOOOl ~-log (0.0001) _ 9.210eabed
0010 ~ ( )r ~-log 0.0010 ~eabed
0100 oC ( )r -log 0.0100 ~
abed e

rlOOO OC-log (0.1000) ..2.303
abed e

Dividing each r value by 23.026 (the sum of the values shown) and

multiplying by f'1(2) givesa

0001 0.0302r ..
abed
0010 0.0227r •
abed
0100 0.0151r c

abed
1000 0.0016r ..
abed
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Similarly, we can break up fl(3) by means of:

rOOll:: _ (log (0.0001) + log (0.0010))
s bcd e

(etc.)

and 130 on.

Tho values of on the other hand are assumed to be

given by the rule:

1 - 0000 )
sabcd

0000
sabed '" 0·9800.

In other worda. we assume that the spike of probability attaching

to the event QO Td ..¢ has the value 0.98, and the residue of'

probability is distributed over the elementary conjuncts in a way
product o,f the

proportional to thelspecificities of the query terms but depending
iuonly on those query terms for which t = TRUE. We aleo assume that
u

the random variables (X2N And (Xiv mapping non-relevant documents to

the events TRUE or FALSE for terms t and t , are independent.u v
ia1b1eidThe above rules determine probabilities r and

ia1b1eid abcd
8 as shown in Table 3.3.3.1-1. The probability distribution

abed
over the Recall-Precision graph, for the set of all possible Boolean

expressions based on Q, is then as shown in Fig. 3.3.3.1-1. We

note, incidentally, that for a data base of usual size, say 106

items, the s-probabilities would need to be rounded to one of the

discrete values: n/(106 -II A lP, but this complication is not

pursued here. Fig. 3.3.3.1-2 shows the marginal distributions for

Recall and Precision.



la1bieid iaibioidr 8-. abed abed

o 0 to to 0.0081ta /\ tb 1\ 0" d 0·9800

to 001 0.0302 1.768xlO-5a " tb A te ~ td
to A to tl 0 0.0227 1.768x10-4a b A 0 A td
to ° A tl 1 0.0617 1.768xlO-7A tb ~ td·8 C

to tl 1\ to ° 0.0151 1.768xlO-38 1\ b c A td
to At1 to 1 0.0529 1.768xlO-7
8 b A 0 A td;

to 1 1 0 0.0441 68 -6a A tb 1\ to A td 1.7 xlO

to 1 1 1 0.1235 1.768xlO-lOa A tb A to A td

tl to to 0 0.0076 1.768xlO-2
8 " b 1\ 0 A td

tl A to to A t! 0.0441 -6
8 b" 0

1.768xlO

tl A to A tl to 0.0353 1.768xlO-4
8 b 0" d

tl "t~ A t1 1 0.1098 1.768xlO-9" tda 0

tl 1\ t; A to A t~ 0.0265 1.768xlO-4a c

tl 1 0 1 0.0960 1.768xlO-8a A tb A to A td

t1 A tl A tl A to 0.0823 1.768xlO-7a bed

t! A t~ " tl tl 0.2401 1.768xlO-11e A d

Table 3.3.3.1-1 Modelled probability distributions over the
1 ibi id .

sets of relevant (r a 0 ) and non-relevant
i fbi id abed

(s a 0 ) documents, with the events defined
abed

by TRUE values of the elementary logioal conjuncts
shown•
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0.05

Fig. 3.3.3.1-1. The distribution of all possible Boolean searoh
expressions over the Recall-Precision graph,
for the data shown in Table 3.3.3.1-1.
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The relevance of the extended Swetsian formalism to the

probability distribution just deacribod and oxemplified is three-

fold. First, it allowB the ~istribution easily to be defined,

i.e. to be defined by the probabilit-iesthat are central to the

extended formalism. Secondly, it suggests how the probabilities

can be modelled, by means of a probability tree based on one or two

analytic induoed distributions. (In the example, the analytic

induced distribution was for relevant documents only, and was chosen

to be the binomial distribution.) Thirdly, the operation of weakly

ordering the elementary logical oonjuncte, whether in an ad hoc way

or by means of a prior mapping of them to document weights, is seen

to have a olear purposes one seeks to identify by such means a

sequence of logioal search

expressions that will give optimum search performance at the various

levels of Recall (or Precision) that might be sought. The weak

ordering, in effect, should be such as to give low ranks to

ineffioient search expressions and give high rank values to the

more efficient search expressions by one or other such criterion,

with the intention of choosing higher rank values first, of COurse.
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3.3.3.2 The joint treatment of document oemantics and document
sss:

In Section 3.3.2.6 we extended Swets's basic univariate model of

the retrieval process by introducing the concept of 8 bi- or multi-

variate formalism. This section applies that extension to 8

specific instance of the bivariate formalism. This is that of

portraying document semantics (the subject of the document as

represented by language, in particular word-attributes) and document

age, as two variables that are capable, separately and jOintly, of

defining retrieval processes. We relate the age variable to the

widely-rosearched phenomenon of document obsolescence, which is

redefined for this purpose as 8 perceived, signed attribute of a

partitioned data-base. In developing this application of the

Swetsian formalism, we will keep to the original, continuous

representation, in order to both simplify the mathematics, and to

enable calculus methods to be employed. Two further remarks are

needed to place our discussion in the context of formalism we have

developed. These are' (1) Our approach will be a modelling approach,

in the senae that specific analytical forms will be assumed to

oharacterise the four main random variables involved. The point

of this is to allow analytical methods to predict the general form

of the R-P graph when certain retrieval strategies are followed.

(2) For simplicity, the analytical forms chosen will ignore the

spike of probability attaching to the event W(¢) for non-relevant

documents and for a weighting function based on the linguistiC

similarity of dooument and query (as SFQ). We will thus be concerned

only with pertinent documents a8 we have defined them. The effect

or this is that the measures of retrieval effectiveness identified



of Section 3.3.2.1
in the diSCUSB10n~are of a 'conditional' oharacter, as discussed

in that section. We note also that the use of multivariate

weights in information retrieval has been previously discussed by

Di Fondi (1969) and Williams (1965). However, neither author

discusses the use of variables of distinct characters: only

language based variables are oonsidered.

We start with the observation that the term 'literature

obsolescenoe' has been ambiguously used to describe either or both

of the following notionsl

A. The information given in doouments becomes less aocurate

or relevant, 1n some absolute sense, with increasing

document age.

B. Document users behave aB if 'A' were true.

For recent analytioal discussion of related theory and experiment

see Brookes (1970) and Meadows (1974: Chap. 5), and for a oom-

prehensive critical review see Line et al (1973). The latter

authors state, in agreement with the distinotion made above:

"It is most important ••• to be quite olear whether ohanges

in library use ••• or in the value and interest of knowledge

are being considered •••" (P.318)

In the following, it is assumed that 'A' is meaningless in an

objeotive sense, however meaningful it may be in subjeotive terms,

and an amended form of 'B' is taken 'as the basis for the objective

desoription of the obsolescence involved in information retrieval:

B'. Dooument users, through their behaviour, define a

probability distribution on the ages of a set of

documents the members of whioh they perceive to be

relevant to their needs. (The behaviour is "asserting
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such relevance".) Obsolescence exists when the mean

of such a distribution differs significantly from tho

mean of the distribution on the ages of 8 Bot of

documents from which the relevant documents are drawn.

It ie also noted that (1) the interest in absolescence from an

information retrieval standpoint is restricted to user behaviour

of the 'relevance-assessment type', and not to behaviour in the

form of (say) requests for doouments, or citations in documents,

(2) as such, the interest is restricted to obsolescence of the

'synchronous' type, to use Line's terminology, (3) the

obsolescence of interest is signed: positive [negative]

obsolescence being defined when the mean ege of relevant documents

is less [more] than the mean age of all documents, (4) in order

for such obsolescence to be defined. a set of documents from which

relevant- documents are drawn is required to be defined at the time

the enquiry is made.

Thus the viewpoint adopted here is that obsolesoence in

information retrieval is a dynamiC observable entity, formally

defined through probability distributions, and varying from

information need to information need and user to user. Given

behaviour in the form of an assertion as to the membership of a

relevant set, 1.e. 8 partitioned data-base, the existence and sign

of obsolescence would be fully determined. In an operational

information retrieval situation however, the relevant set is only

perceived by the enquirer. In that case the existence end sign

of the obsolescence could form part of the user's search profile,

just as the user's perception of the terms assigned to relevant

documents forms the main part of the profile. It is just this
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perception that is of concern.

A pivotal assumption in the model to be descri bed is that

the user is competent to estimate the mean age of relevant

documents. This assumption is justified, in the author's view,

by (1) the consideration that there is no difference in principle

between users' perceptions of this type of attribute and

perceptions of other typesf and (2) the observation that many

information services implicitly recognise the usefulness of docu-

ment age as an indicator of relevance. (This is evident in the

practice of presenting retrieval output in a form in which

references are ranked by age, or limiting SDI to recent material.)

Presumably the human origins of such practices (which incidentally

usually assume the existence of positive obsolescence in the

enquirer's relevance judgements) lie in the tendency of newer docu-

ments to synthesise the information in older documents, the

acceptability of the usefulness of the citation system for gaining

access to older literature, and the 'entropic' tendency for older

documents to have been seen previously by the enquirer, as well

as the usefulness of date-of-publication as a convenient way of

coping with natural redundancy in the literature.

Further complications that might be considered in building a

complete theory based on index terms and document age jOintly are:

user/data base heuristics, the validity of the distributions

assumed, and the consequences of users incorrectly estimating

the true mean age of relevant documents. ObViously exploration

of the last of these points would need to be accompanied by

exploration of how accurately users choose words as attributes

of the relevant documents that they seek.
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We assume that to each document in a collection, two numbers

are asstgned by the 'detection device' (retrieval algorithm). One

is a conventional linguistic Or subject weight, x say, based on

the degree of agreement of the set of words or word codes attached

to the document, with the set of words taken to represent the

user's enquiry, e.g. the cosine correlation measure of Salton. The

other number is the age of the document at the time of the enquiry.

This 'age weight' is denoted by t. As usual, the subscript i

attached to a quantity or variable relates that item to the set

of relevant documents when i=l, and to the non-relevant set when i=2.

The assumptions about the distributions are as follows. First, the

random variables xi associated with x-values have probability mass

functions which can be approximated* by Normal probability

densi ties:

fi (x) '" (2trcri
2)-t eXP(-(x-)li)2/2tTi2), X€(-O<!' ,"" ). (1)

Secondly, it is assumed that the random variables Ti associated

with the set of t-values for the entire set of documents in the

discipline have mass functions that can be approximated by negative

exponential densitiesr

tE[O, 110).

(Since it is only the broad effects of the two methods which are

of interest, the 'double-exponential' model favoured by some

authors is ignored.) In view of the fact that some operational

retrieval systems do not allow users immediate access to all items

in the data base, but only access to those with an age less than

* As previously desoribed, the approximation is actually between
the CDFs of fi(x) where x is continuous, and the CDFs of the
discrete probability functions which are in fact observed. As
usual, expressions (1) relate to single instances of need and
enquiries, not to averaged data, as examined by Swets.
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some specified data of incorporation in the data base. (2') is

rewritten eo that this fact is reflected in the assumed denaiticB

for Tl and T2• If the ages of documents that can be retrieved,

for the retrieval system of interest, fall in the interval [O,A],

than expressions (2') become, aftar normalising:

(2).. 0, t> A •

The mean values and variances of the Xi arel

and of tha Ti arel

exp(-~iA)(A + (l!~i») - (l!Vi)
exp(-~iA) - 1

As a third and final assumption it is accepted that Xl and

Tl, and X2 and T2, are independent, i.e. that there is no

systematio tendency for older documents to have less or more index

terms in oommon with a question profile than newer documents.

Since document age and document subject (expressed by index terms)

are such unlike concepts this seems plausible, notwithstanding

that indexing terminology changes slowly with the development of

knowledge.

Reprosenting the jOint densities of Xi and Ti by hi(x,t),

we have, in view of the last assumptiona

The effect of ignoring the small amount of oovarianoe between Xi



h; (X, f)

,1,"'.'"
\ .

\'
.. -,

The jOint distributions of the modelling
distribution pairs hi(x,t) described in the
text.
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and T. which is likely to exist in practice (duo to 'language
1

following knowledge' will be that any theory building on this

will describe an upper bound for retrieval effectiveness.

The functions hi(x,t) are illustrated in Figure 3.3.3.2-1.
The marginals are the expression-pairs (1) and (2). For the

'age-of-document' variable t we have, for positive obsolescence:

R(t ) = ro
gl(t) dt =

eXP(-1h tc )-1
0

exp(-lh A )-1
0e g2(t) dt exp( -1)2\ )-1

( 6)
F(t ) c =c eXP(-"thA)-l

with P again readily inferred. For negative obsolescence one would

retrieve documents with t values between t and At when the Recallc

and Fallout values would be obtained from expressions (6) by

writing-l-R(t ) for R(t ) and I-F(t ) for F(t ).c 0 C 0

For the subset technique the Recall will be, for positive

o b so Le se enc e:

R(xo,tO) - ife h1,(x,t) dx dt, e·l(x,th x>xo' t< to)

tr f1 (x) dx ~ c

o . 0

•

.. R( x ) . R( t )o c

eXP(-1)ltc)-1

exp(-1hA)-1
using the independence assumption. and (5) and (6). Similarly:
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Again, when negative obsolescence obtains, we write 1-R(t ) forc
R(t ) in (7a), and l-F(t ) for F(t ) in (7b). We note that the samec c c

formulae for Recall and Fallout are given when the steps are

reversed, i.e. when we first select documents by their t values,

and then select a subset by their x values, n result that would

not be true if Xi and Ti were not independent.

TUrning to the bivariate weight technique, it is seen that

before the Recall and Fallout curves predicted by the distributions

h. can be calculated, the forma of the probability density functions
l.

that describe the variation of random variables: Zi = AIXi + A2Ti'

(icl,2) are required. The means and variances of the variates Zi

can be calculated by substituting (3a-b) in:

E(Zi) := AlE(Xi) + A2E(Ti)

V(Zi) - A~V(Xi) + A~V(Ti) + 0 •

Call the density functions of the Zi' ri(z). Then:

either
Z/~l

hi(X,S(x,s)1 ~:Idx, for Itl' "2>0

z-~A

~l
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the range of x-values when z=constant and t varies over its range

(i.e. t€[O,A].) Note that ri(z) first ~J - ri(z) second caso •

Such density functions must of course be positive. To obtain

more tractable integrals, the variable of integration can be

changed from x to u=x-(z/A1), giving:

where ki ::

or

where

For the other esse, where the age of the document is to be multiplied
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by B nQGative quantity, the densities are:

-i\2A/\

exp [ - ( a iu 2 + bi u + C i )] • ') I > 0> -;\2. (8 b )

o

with si,bi,ci,ki as above. When obsolescence is positive, the

coefficients Al and i\2 should be chosen so that :\1 '> 0'>1\2.
In that event the effectiveness of retrieval using 8 weight

z= AlX+ ~2t is predicted using (8b). Conversely, when the user

perceives negative obsolescence, both coefficients should be

positive, and (8s) would be used. It is the ratio of Al to

A2 that determines retrieval effectiveness, BO Al can be con-

veniently put equal to 1. Since the values of 8i,bi and ci are

in general not all positive, the integrals must be evaluated

numerically. Once the variation of ri(z) with z has been so

obtained, further numerical integration yields the Recall and

Fallout values according tOl

~

oozR(z ) ..c

c

F(z ) =c

for any specified threshold value z •
c

To evaluate language measures defined by the moments of the

distributions involved, such as .! and...[,(3a-c) are substituted

in the definition. For S we then have,-
E(Xl)-E(X2)JLX =(v(x1)+v(x2»i

E(Tl)-E(T2)
(V(T1)+V(T2))l

E( Z1 )-E( Z2)
-------- •(10 )
(V(ZI)+V(Z2) )t

Brookes's measure, like Swets's measure, is 8 signed measure. For

the usual linguistic weighting functions, both ~X and ~ will be
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postt tvs, However ~<o [>OJ when positive [negativeJ

obsolescence is perceived by the enquiror*.

Further developments of the work described horo, including

a simulation study, are reported by He f.n e (1977a), but are not

repeated hero in view of the concentration in thiB thesis on the

discrete formalism.

* It would be perfectly feasible to altor the convention, so
that ~T is negative whon obsolescence is negative. but this
would go against our intuitive view that the usual form of
obsolescence (embodied in the usage of the word)~hould be
regarded as the positive one.
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3.3.3.3 The heuristic retrioval process

One of the essential components of the Swetsian formaliom is the

question, as SFQ. We have repeatedly mentioned that this com-

ponent is a 'variable' in the formalism, for a Given data-base,

and information need. Given a partitioned data base and a DOE,

a query can be more or less effective, as measurod by, say, the

value of ~ determined by it being large, Or by the R-P graph

being displaced bodily away from the origin. We Can imagine a

process in which a sequence of queries, each as SFQ, is put to a

data-base, and in response to each query an R-P graph is implied.

Under operational conditions the Recall-values implied by a given

query and a varying threshold value will not be known, although

they may be known in a laboratory-like situation. Instead they

are estimated values based on (1) the known number of relevant

documents retrieved, and (2) an estimate, k, of the fraction of

relevant documents retrieved. Calling this value, R', the Recall

value perceived in any search will be:

(k fixed for any query).

If the sequence is appropriately chosen, there will be a steady

improvement in the measure of effectiveness chosen. This could

be said to describe a 'heuristic search' in relation to the

information need prompting the search. This concept is illustrated

below.
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set of relevant
documents, A

To avoid confusion, we note that a heuristic search procedure,

as described above, is different in character from a procedure

involving heuristics of relevance. In the latter case, one

recognises that a user adapts his concept of what is relevant,

1.e. adapts his information need, according to information received

from those members of the body of documents actually retrieved and

read. (In a variant of this, the adaptation is based on information

received from attributes of documents, such titles, abstracts,

authors' names etc., which may appear perhaps during an on-line

search on 8 terminal's screen.)

The above two interpretations of 'heuristic search' are

represented differently in the Swetsian formalism. Although the

second interpretation can be represented simply by an analysis of

the variation of successive retrieval processes, it in effect

represents a development of the first interpretation. Accordingly,
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we limit our discussion to the first interpretation, while notine

in passing that the second defines an active resoarch area,

recently developed by Oddy (1974, 1977).

The literature on heuristic searching of tho first kind is

numerous. Salton (1975a: 472-83) offers a theory of "query space

modification" that builds on the supposition that the differences

betweon the mean values of the similarity-measures for relevant

documents and non-relevant documents should be maximised, i.e.

E(Zl)-E(Z2) in our notation should be maximised. This in effect

involves maximising the numerator of Swets's language measure]L

or of Brookes's language measure !, or (equivalently) Fisher's
2measure of the separation of two populations, ,2.= ~ (Fisher, 1936).

In the author's view, this criterion is unsound in that the

variances of neither Zl nor Z2 are iaken into account. Both the

location and spread of the distributions induced by these random

variables need to be considered, since both will affect the

relative values of Rand F, and hence will affect the R-P graph.

Early work carried out at Cornell University on the problem by

Ivie, Ide, Rocchio, Kerchner, Salton and others is reviewed by

Salton. In Britain. work at UKCIS on "automatic profile con-

struction" by Barker et al (1972) has attempted to solve the same

problem but without accompanying theory, i.e. their approach was

essentially empirical. More recently, Vernimb (1977) working for

the Commission of the European Communities, has attempted to

build a working system incorporating heuristic searching of the

first kind, again on an ~~ basis. Vernimb's approach

apparently involved ranking terms by the ratiol frequency in set

of relevant and retrieved documents/frequency in data-base, and
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constructing what Vernimb calls "partial queries" and "loosened

queries" as the refined queries; but the description of the

methodology. like that given by Barker et al, ia unclear and

ambiguous.

Only the theoretical side will conCern us further here. We

have noted the work of Salton above. Van Rijsbergen (1979a: 106)

haa drawn attention to 8 valuable theorem of Nilsson (1965), the

essential point of which is that an optimum query Can be identified

by a finite number of iterations of a heuristic process,

irrespective of the starting point. Accordingly, the objective

of heuristic searching is a realistic one, and the theoretical

problems are (1) describing the heuristic search, and (2) optimising

the search, so that (say) the number of steps taken to reach the

optimum query is a minimum. We shall limit our discussion here

to (1) 8 summary of the process from the point of view of the

continuous Swetsian formalism, as offered by Yu and others; and

(2) a description of a novel heuristic algorithm suggested by the

discrete Swetsian formalism.

Yu et aIls (1976) approach is based on the modifioation to a

query given as follows. and was Buggestea by the work of Rocchio

and Salton (Rocchio. 1965. 1966)s

Q* • Q +

Their notation has been altered slightly. Here Q is a query

expressed as a vector of Os and Is defined over the (ordered) Bet

of terms; i.e. it is a query in set form. B is the set of docu-

ments retrieved using a given measure of similarity (and, by
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implication, a threshold value), and ~ and ~ are positive-valued

parameters. di is a vector-representation of document di, again

8S a vector of Os and Is over the ordered set of terms. The

mea sure of similarity cho aen by Yu is in fact the inner (or dot)

product of the two vectors. The objective of the approaoh is then

stated as being:

"to compare quantitatively the performance of Q and Q*

and to investigate how the values of CJ( and ~ •••affoct

the retrieval performanoe of Q*." (P.214)

The main results of their investigations, in the notation previously

used in this work, were as follows. We first add the notation that
*Zi and Zi (icl,2) are the random variables corresponding to Q and

Q*, and that z * is the threshold used when query Q* is u sed*.c

z * is chosen to be such that the same number of doouments iso

retrieved when the new query. Q*, is used, i.e •

..Il~U[hI (z)
z)z o

Then:

(1) The Precision for Q*, for threshold zo*' is greater than

or equal to tbe Precision for Q, for threshold zc' if
and only if a

(Theorem 3.1, p.277)

Of ThuB Zl and Z2 correspond to our earlier notation ZJ.'and ZS'-A·
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(2) If~ and B are sufficiently small, then the Precision

of Q* is greater than the Precision of Q.
(Theorem 3.4, p.279)

(3) The optimum values of « and n , which determine the bost

new query Q*, lie on a finite portion of a hyperbola.

(Theorem 4.4, P.280).

In deriving these theorems, it is assumed that the distributions
induced by 2i and 21 are (1) continuous, and (2) Normal. The

limitations of this approach have been dealt with at length in
we

Section 3.3.2.2, andlsimply repeat here the essential point that

the large value of probability attaching to the event W(¢), for

documents in sets S\A and S, is disregarded in this approach.

This in effect imposes a "conditional" character on the conclusions

arrived at in Yu et aI's approach. Their results would need

modification if it could be established experimentally that

Pr( (Z,2=zO 1), where zO=w(¢), varied strongly from Q to Q*, for a

given data-base.

We now describe a simple, novel approach to heuristic retrieval

of the first kind. The approach represents an application of the

discrete Swetsian formalism. It explicitly recognises term-dependence.

Indeed the existence of pairwise dependence is the basis of the

heuristic procedure, such dependencies being examined in both the

set of relevant documents retrieved and the set of non-relevant

documents retrieved. Our approach will be essentially that of apply-

ing linear discriminant analysis to Bernoulli random variables

defined for each term in each partitioning of the retrieved set, the

dependencies just defined appearing as covariances between these

variables. First, we denote the set of retrieved documents by
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W3, choosing a different symbol from the customary one to emphasise

that the retrieved set is a provisional one. We denote the set

of relevant documents retrieved by W1., and the Bet of non-relevant

documents retrieved by W2' so that Wl UW2=W3. Denote the set

of attributes making up the qu ez-y , Q, by f tpl. Now denote the

random variables associated with an attribute a and sets
p

Wi (1=1,2,3), by Xpi• Each of these random variablos is a

Bernoulli variable, since it maps each member of the set concerned

to one of two values, commonly chosen to be 0 and 1. There are

311 Q 11 Bernoulli random variables so defined • Thus:

if dE Wi and d is assigned attribute tp

if d EWi and d is not assigned attribute tp.

The probability of the event Xpi=l is aocordingly just the fraction

of the documents in Wi that are assigned attribute tp. (Xp3 Is

thus an estimate, based on the Bample W3 of the entire data-base,

of the specificity of t , but the estimate may be a biased one.)p

The problem we now set ourselves is this: What linear function

of the random varia bles XP3 <II Q IIin number'), iteelf a random
•

variable, will yield a retrieved set mOre effective than the set

To solve this problem define:
II Q II

Zl .. L ApXPi
p=l

the third of these random variables, Z3' being the function

intended to meet the objective just stated. In essence, the

problem is to obtain coefficients ~ that are '~oet effective'.p

(We note in passing that when ApDl (all p) the Zi measure simple
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level-or-coordination. Also that when Zpi and Xqi are independont

and identically distributed for all p and q, the variable 2i is

Binomial.) As the measure of effectiveness denoting maximum

effectiveness, we choose Brookes's (language) measure~, in its
2squared forml ~; i.e. our problem is taken to be finding values

for the A so that S2 is a maximum. In order to apply Fisher's
p -

discriminant analysis technique to this problem, we also define:

(1) hpi is the parameter of Xpi (so that E(Xpi)=hp1'

V(Xpi)=hpi(l-hpi)·)
(2) for two attributes t and t IP q

2

Spq'" r IIW1U E[cXPi-E(Xpi))(Xqi-E(Xqi))l
1",1

(defini tion)

2

a L II Wi II Cov i(Xpi 'Xqi)•
i..l

That is, S is defined as a weighted sum of the co-pq
variances of random variables defined for the two

attributes, and for the sets Wl and W2, the weights

reflecting the relative sizes of the two subsets of W3•
(The subscript to Cov denotes: the set of documents

(Wl or W2) that is the common domain of the two random

variables concerned.) In particular we notel

2

Spp" L \l Wi U · V(Xpi)
i ..1

2

· L 1\ Wi n· hpi (l-hpi)·
1..1

(3) the numerical difference in the means of the two dis-
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tributions induced by Xpl and Xp2 is denoted by Dp, i •e.

Dp = ,. E( X 1 )-E( X 2)'pp,.

and the vector of such values for the II Q If attributes

is denoted:

D c:

The linear discriminant analysis algorithm then entails defining

the }IQ II X II QII matrix ( AS), and solving the II QIl componentp pq

equa tions of:

=

for the values of It .p
To illustrate the application of the technique by an example,

consider a retrieved set partitioned as follows. There are just

four attributes involved. The 14 documents retrieved are

arbitrarily labelled A-E (relevant documents retrieved) and F-N

(non-relevant documents retrieved):

Relevant documents retrieved:

A B C D E

XII 0 I 0 1 0

X2l 1 0 1 1 0 IIw11J=5
X31 0 1 1 0 1

X4l 0 0 1 0 1
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Non-relevant documents retrieved:

F G H I J K L M N

Xl2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

X22 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 IIW211 9

X32 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

X42 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

There are eight Bernoulli random variables involved, fonr for each

set. These correspond to the four attributes labelled 1,2,3,4 in

the subscripts. For each random variable we can calculate an

expectation, and for each pair of random variables in one of the

two sets we can calculate a covariance. For example,

E(X21) - 3/5, E(X41)= 2/5

Covl(X21,X4l) - E[(X21-E(X21»(X41-E(X41»J
.. E["(X21-3/5)(X41-2/5)]

- 1/5[(0 - 3/5)(0 - 2/5) + (0 - 3/5)(1 - 2/5) +

2(1 - 3/5)(0 - 2/5) + (1 - 3/5)(1 - 2/5)J

.. -1/25·

The calculation of covariances is made clearer if we represent

frequencies of co-occurrences of events in 8 2X2 table, for example

(for the two random variables given above):

X21
0 1

0 1 2 3
X41

1 1 1 2

2 3 5
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The weighted Bums of variances are similarly obtained. For

example, since:

- we have:

Also, the D values are readily found:p

e.g. D2 "" I E(X21)-E(X22) \ = I 3/5 - 3/91 = 4/15.

In full, the constants required are aB follows:

823=832~-22/l5, 814=S41=-11/15, 824=842~-8/15, 834=843",26/45,

812=821--6/5, S13=831",2/15, Sll",16/5, S22=16/5, 833"124/45,

S44~94/45. Also, Dl",1/l5, D2=4/15, D3=11/45, D4=13/45.

These are to be included in the equations:

'~1811 + A2S12 + A 3813 + 14914 '"Dl

~lS21 + 12s22 + A3823 + :\4S24 = D2

)lS3l + A2S32 + ~833 + A4834 = D3

A1 s41 + 1t2S 42 + A 3843 .,."4S 44 = D4

yielding:

48 ~l - 18 A2 + 2 ~3 - 11 -;.\4.. 1

-18 ~1 + 48 ~2 - 22 "3 - 8 "4 .. 4
6 "1 - 661\2 +124 "3 + 26 ~4 • 11

-51 Al- 24A2 + 26"3 + 94 A4 r: 13·

Sol ving for the four unknown s gives I Al::O.234, A 2",0.329,

'7\],,,0.242,~4=0.283. Assuming these values to be the best

estimates of the comparable coefficients that would serve to

discriminate the set of all relevant documents from the set of

all non-relevant documents, the optimum weighting function attach-
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ing to random events of the type (X13,X23'X33'X43)' whore each

event ia a random vector, will bez

This random variable, Z3' based on the question (as SFQ)

{tl,t2,t3,t41 may accordingly be regarded as an optimum one for

this data-base and information used, and for the information

obtained from tho trial retrieved set. A second retrieved set

would in general yield different values of the coefficients Ai'

Indeed, depending on how the attributes are identified as elements

of the new question, the attributes themselves could be quite

different. A possible way of identifying the four (say) best

attributes would be to rank all attributes appearing in the

retrieved set by E(Xil)/E(Xi2). and select the top four. Or

information on their dependencies could also be taken into account,

i.e. clustering informstion in selecting the question attributes.

Document age might also be a useful discriminating variable. Only

an experimental approach can be of positive use here.

Finally, we note that the above example suggests that Boolean

search expressions should be generated from the query

Q c {tl,t2,t3,t41 as follows:
(1) Order

i
t 1A
1

the elementary logical conjuncts
i i 1
t
2"t3At4
2 3 4

0.23411 Qn Td nttll" + 0.32911 o n Td ntt2111 +

, i. = 0,1, by means of the DOE:
J

Z •

(The expression s denoted II ... II evaluate to 0 or 1.)
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(2) Define a logical search expression by ORing together

elementary conjuncts, from highest ordering ele~entary

conjunct to some lower-ordered elementary conjunct,

terminating the ordering according to the level of

Recall required.

In practice, a more ~ ~ searching style may be advantageous.

For example, prompted by the findings of Reisig (1972:205), we

could build into the search expression a requirement that the

author should be one in a specified list of authors whose works

it is known tend to be highly relevant.
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3.3.4 Further, more marginally-related work

In this section we briefly discuBs work of relevance to the three

main sections above (3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3) but not already

discussed in those sections.

The Swetsian formalism can be seen 8B just one formalism

within which information retrieval can be described. A recent,

extensive review of alternative formalisms has recently been

offered by Robertson (19778) and there is some reviewing content

in van Rijebergen et al (1980). In view of the scope of this

dissertation, we only indicate where the main points of difference

between the Swetsian and other formalisms appear to be.

The work of Salton (1968:' Chapters 4 and 6.3), lunda (1971)

and Turski (1971) is primarily concerned with the relations

obtaining in the Cartesian products of (1) the set of documents

and the set of attributes (terms), (2) the set of attributes with

itself, and (3) the set of documents with itself. Salton's work

in this connection is largely concerned with applying matrix theory,

coupled with the notion of document-document similarity, to the

problem of improving queries (as SFQ), through "Linear associative

retrieval". He claims (1968: 133) that the technique is not so

satisfactory as the development of the query through the use of

8 thesaurus. 2Unde's work. like Turski's, introduces relatively

sophisticated novel concepts (e.g. "reference relation", "incitence

relation", "co-incitenoe relation", "associated weighted graph",

"intensity of co-incitence". "inward and outward degree" or

"generalisation relation", but the

complexity of the work appears to be to little effect in that no
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applications of the theory of a non-trivial n~ture are sueeested.

This is due, in the opinion of this writer, to the failure of

both authors to consider a partitioning of a set of documents

by a notion of relevance to information need, as in the Sweteinn

formalism. The paper by Hillman (1964), although entitled "Two

models for retrieval system design" does not in fact introduce

two models as we have defined 'model', but instead compares two

interpretations of Boolean algebra used in operational retrieval

systems. We have already discussed at length the role of Boolean

expressions in the Swetsian formalism, and little value is added

to the Swetsian formalism by Hillman's discussion.

The formalisms of Gebh~rdt (1975) and Ludwig et al (1975),

are also only marginally relevant. Gebhardt's contribution was

to define a notion of continuous variability of relevance attaching

to documents, this being represented as a random variable Xi' for

document di, in his notation. (The mapping was of "jurors" (i.e.

arbiters of relevance) to Re, for each document.) This approach

has recognisable origins in earlier work (see for example Saracevic

1970b), and is similar in spirit to the work of the fuzzy-set

theorists (e.g. Radeoki 1976b, 1977) or Tahani (1976) and the

later work of Hutchinson discussed earlier in Section 3.3.2.2.

Unfortunately the presentation by Gebhardt is at times obscure,

and his work tends to be immune from criticism as a result. He

defines random variablea Yi which appear to be equivalent to

variables ZA and ZS\A in our notation, the variability being created

by the choice of question for a given need. This is a most useful

idea, if correctly interpreted here, and legitimately extends the

Sweteian formalism in 8 way reminiscent of Robertson's function
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question-variation for a fixed need. Gebhardt defines a quantity:

G = L Xiyil ~~XiY~. the Bummation being over all documents, and

expressing the correlation between the random variables Xi and Yi
(his notation) for a given juror. This offers a measure of tho

effectiveness of the question for the need concerned - an example

of a language measure in our terminology. But it is not established

or apparent that relevance can be expressed as 8 cardinal-valued

variable, and if this is not conceded the values of Xi' and hence

the value of Gebhardt's measure G, are meaningless. It is also

intuitively difficult·to reconcile his approach with the Recall-

Precision graph approach to effectiveness (to which the Swetsian

formalism naturally leads) but this alone is of course not 8

criticism of his approach.

Ludwig and G1ockman, on the other hand, attempt to model the

(presumed) ordered set of documents in a data-base, for 8 given

query (as SFQ) and need. (The term 'need' is however not used by

them, and query may have been used by them as a synonym for need:

we simply offer an interpretation of what they have written.)

This ordered set may be viewed as a vector. (1,0,0,1,1,1, •••)

where '1' ['0'] denotes the relevance [non-relevance] of a docu-

ment to the need. Their concern is to model the probability

distribution appropriate to this, i.e. (for a vector of m items)

to modei the distribution: (l/m,O,O,l/m,l/m,l/m, •••). To do this,

indicative reference is made to standard results in combinatorial

theory and the calculus of variations, and a particular analytical

form is suggested. Their approach is reminiscent of W.S. Cooper's

earlier work on ~expected search length" (discussed here in
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Section 3.3.1.1) which makes the weaker (i.e. su perLor ] assumption

that the data-base is only partially orderod. Tho Swetsian

formalism arises implicitly in their work by their considering

the distributions defined on the set of relevant documents and

its complement, though neither Swets's work (nor Cooper's) is

cited by them. Since the assumptions behind the probabilistic

model they refer to are not stated, their approach appears to

offer nothing to Swetsian theory at the moment.

Robertson has built on the work of Maron et al (1960) and

Cooper (1977) in promoting the acceptance of what is termed the

"probability ranking principle". This has been stated by Robertson

as:

"A reference retrieval system should rank the references

in the collection in order of their probability of relevance

to the requeBt~ or of usefulness to the user, or of satisfy-

ing the user." (Robertson, 1977b:294)

or by Cooper as:

"If a reference retrieval system's response to each request

is a ranking of the documents in the collection in order of

decreasing probability of usefulness to the user who

submitted the request, where the probabilities are estimated

aB accurately as possibly on the basis of whatever data has

been made available to the system for this purpose, then

the overall effectiveness of the system to its users will

be the best that is obtainable on the basis of that data."

(quoted by Robertsonl 295)

The probability concerned, although not defined in eitber of tbe

above two Btatement8~ is later denoted as "p(d1)" and defined 8S1
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"f'or any given document di ••• p(di)=P(documcnt relevantl

document is di),.,P(diis relevant)."

If the above definition ie accepted, the formalism advanced by

Robertson is unclear since a fUrther variable r defined byz

" ~ =P(document relevant)"

is then identical to p(di). Possibly di denotes a retrieved

document (since Robertson states that p corresponds closely to

Precision) in which case p(di) then denotes the probability that

a document is relevant conditional on it being retrieved. The

argument leads to the conclusion that documents in the collection

should be ranked on the basis of the p(d.) value attached to each
1.

document. The present writer's objections to the principle are

threefold:

(1) The principle is unclearly put. It is not clear whether

-p(di) is (a) an estimate of the Precision of a particular

sot of documents that includes di - which appears to be

implied by Robertson's comment (p.298) that lithe proof

relates only to B single request", or Cb) an expected

value of Precision for 8 set of sets of relevant docu-

ments, with queries related to each of them. The latter

interpretation would seem to be implied, but Robertson

does not clearly say that a random sample of sets of

relevant documents, with queries attaching to each, iB

necessary in order to define p(di), nor what form the

queries take (e.g. if in Bet form, what the threshold

values are), nor the algorithmic basis of query formulation

for each set. The retrieved sets are not defined.

(2) The variable nature of 'question' for a given information

need~ is obscured.
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(3) It ie not clearly asserted whether, if p(di) ie an

expected value for the Precision of a set of seta of

relevant documents, each member set containing di, p(di)

is 8 biased estimator of the equivalent population value.

The 'principle' is, despite the above formal criticisms, potentially

an intriguing hypothesis, and one that the Swetsian formalism can

be reconciled with. However, variability in the content (i.e.

document attributes) and form (eet form, or logical search

expression) of queries, as well as in the DOE chosen, and the

threshold value chosen, creates very considerable ambiguity in its

statement. It is falsifiable, but only when particular con-

structions are placed upon it.

Bookstein and Cooper have offered a "general mathematical

model" which is in essenc e a less-general expression of the

Swetsian formalism as we have described it. (Bookstein et al, 1976)

A set of document records is assumed to be partitioned and weakly

ordered by means of 8 function matching a request with each record.

The matching is not necessarily into the real numbers but into

"retrieval status values", equLvaLen t to a mapping into the integers,

as discussed earlier by the writer (Heine, 1975). Although Swets's

work is not cited, Bookstein and Cooper mention it: it is said

to "extend" the model to "include patron evaluations of the

documents". The concern of these writers here is only with the

partitioning of the data base as a whole by a retrieval mechanism,

not, as in the Swetsian formalisms, with the partitionings of a

set of relevant documents and its complement. This weakens the

conceptual power of their model (i.e. formalism, as we have defined

the term) very considerably and it is difficult to see why it is
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claimed to be "general". Their not introducing partitioning'a

of the data base by relevance judgements is consistent with their

not incorporating retrieval effectiveness measuremont in thair

formalism.

The work on term-dependence discussed earlier (Section 3.3.1.3)

by, for example van Rijsbergen, Salton and others, is clearly

related to the Swetsian formalism. If two docum~nts are similar

to each other, carrying say four terms in common, then they will

also be similar to 8 question (as SFQ) if the question includes

~ or all of these four terms. Accordingly, clustering of docu-

ments is reflected in the probability values at the centre of the

formalism. The essential difference from clustering theory appears

to be that the Swotsian formalism portrays structural relations

(the relations between documents and teDms) not as neatings of sets
or terms

of documents' but as distributions of partitioned sets On to an

integer-numbered outcome space, i.e. as probability distributions,

contingent both On a partitioning of the data-base and on an

informative probe of the relations, namely the question as SFQ.

The work on signal-detection theory in psychophysics has been

touched on in Section 3.1. We note again here that the over-

whelming emphasis in this area is on the ROC-graph, usually described

in terms of continuous variables. The Swetsian formalism in

information retrieval, as we have described it, is concerned largely

with the R-P graph on the other hand, and is expressed in terms of

discrete variables - although continuous variables may be introduced

to model these, as in Section 3.3.3.2. There appears to be con-

slderable scope for the transfer of findings between the two areas,

especially in regard to (1) the estimation of the R-P graph, on a
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similar basis to the estimation of the ROC-graph, developing

and continuing the work of Grey et al (1972) and Tague et sI

(1978) for example, and (2) in respect of the identification of

individual processes analogous to the individual retrieval process

that we have identified.

Other areas of thought are also relevant to the formalism

and its application. The matter of question-formation, for oxample,

is receiving increasing attention, for example in Belnap and

Steel's monograph (Belnap, 1976) and in theoretical and experimental

work by Kochen (1967b, 1974b). From the point of view of the

Swet sian formall sm, training users to "perc eive" the optimum

question is fundamental to the effective transfer of information

by formal (system) means, and investigation of errors (or

"illusions") in this perception is at least as Lmpor tant as the

matter of finding optimum weighting functions, indeed, both

variables should be jointly optimised. This matter has been largely

ignored in the past simply because of the semantic confusion created

by the early (and continued) use of the misleading phrase "relevance

to 8 question", which we have criticised in Section 3.3.1.2. The

theory of optimum medical diagnosis (e.g. Good (1971) and Victor

(1974» is obviously closely relevant (by analogy) to information

retrieval theory, end it is hoped that the link with Good's work,

already established by Robertson and van Rijsbergen, will further

develop. The main benefit to Swetsian theory mey possibly be in

respect of the estimation of errors in the distributions fl and

£2' e.g. estimates of the standard errors in their moments for

populations of retrievel processes. Again, there may be a

reCiprocal benefitz diagnostic accuracy being rointerpreted in

terms of the extended formalism that we have introduced.
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3.4 ~.!!!!lry,and fjnnl evalulltion of published critici~m8 of
Swets' s theor~r

3.4.1 Summary of cxtonded formalism

The discussion in preceding section has led UB to the following

viewpoint. The continuous formalism put forward by Swats can be,

and for accuracy should be, replaced by a di~orete formalism.

The new formalism is predicated on the usc, in operational

information retrieval systems, of explicit or implicit logical

seerch statements. The essence of the new, or extended, formalism,

is a s follows J

(1) a data base is regarded as partitioned, by an instance

of an information need, into a set of documents relevant

to that need, and a complementary set.

(2) 8 query Q .. f ta'tb' ••• tn1defin as a Bet of elementary
(1 ib i 1

logical conjuncts LQ = 1 t 8 A t A ••• " t n j'
1 a b n

i .•O,l t has value TRUE when t is assigned to 8, J a a

document • Each of these elementary conjuncts is

associated with a probability pair (r,s), where r is

the probability that a relevant document evaluates the

conjunct to TRUE, and s the probability that a non-

relevant document evaluates the conjunct to TRUE. An

optimum ordering of the elementary conjuncts is by the

ratio r/s, for 8 fixed query, data-base and information

need.

(3) The members of LQ are weakly ordered by a document order-

ing expression (DOE). The members of each subset of LQ

so defined are disjoined (i.e. ORad) to form a sequence of
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compo site logical search expressions el' e2,"s: ... e J !

J ~ z". A DOE conventionally acts by mapping tho mom bers

of LQ to the real numbers.

(4) To each logical search expression ei a probability pair

(r~ , s~) is attached, r/ measuring the probability that

a relevant document evaluates ei to TRUE, and ei the

probability that a non-relevant document evaluates ei to

TRUE.

(5) If the DOE is fixed, then J is fixed, and so is the

sequence of logical search expressions that it determines:
J

~j. V , j = 2,3,4, ••• J,

where Recall, R. =
J

J

L
i:.j

r/ and Fallout,

for each E .• Here R. and F. each increase monotonically,
J J J

but P. may not, 8S j takes the successive values:
J

J, J-l, J-2, ••• , l.

For 8 given information need, query Q. and DOE, an optimum

ordering of the expressions ei is determined by the ratio

ri / si. A DOE in practice thus serves to identify 8

suboptimum sequence of logical search expressions Ej•

Even if the ordering of the E. is 'optimum' in the sense
J

that the e1 are ordered exactly as if ordered by ri / si'

the DOE will still be suboptimum, since the identity of

the terms comprising Q can be varied.

(6) The set of ordered variables (ei,ri,si> defines what we

have referred to 8S 8 'retrieval process'. In effect

this is a pair of induced probability distributions fl(j)
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and f2(j), with outcome space j=1,2,3, ....\ J, and with

each of the j-values labellin~ ono of the composite

logical expressions e.. The properties of a retrieval
J

process, for a given data base, information need and

query, are not predicted by the formalism itself but

must be investigated experimentally.

The motivation for undertaking experimental investigation of

tbe properties of retrieval processes is the identification of

mean s that lead to a joint opt irnum of Q and the DOE, 1.e. of a

means of identifying 'good search terms' and 'good means of

generating logical searcb statements'. However in a sense tbe

extended formalism. although accurate, is over-specific in that

the composite expressions ei do not require to be defined. A

characterisation of information retrieval based simply on the dis-

tributions fl(j) and f2(j) over the permutations of the members of

LQ would suffice. i.e. for the case J....2n• (This is so since the

grapb of the pairs of cumulative probabilities that we have denoted

nand F for 8 strongly ordered set LQ will contain (as a subset)

all of the probability pairs (R,F) arising from a weakly ordered

set LQ.) But tbe more specific characterisation of information

retrieval that we have offered is more general than this. It is

eleo in furtherance of our basio objective of reoonciling the

description of information retrieval using explicit document

weighting (the original "signal detection model") with the

description of information retrieval using search logic.

With the continued development of retrieval software, the
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pattern in the future will probably be as follows. An enquirer

will specify a query as a ~ of terms (not as a logical expression)

and in addition specify a dosired level of Recall. The software

(eithor within the data bane management program, or else within

an intelligent terminal) will then perform the tasks of genorating

the elementary logical conjuncts of the query, ordering them (i.e.

defining a permutation of them), and inputting a disjunction of

higher-order elementary conjuncts as a search expression.

(Sophisticated software could form 8 Boolean minimization of this

disjunction prior to its inputting ss a search expression. The

rationale of organization of the data base itself is another factor

that could determine the form of the expression.) One's interest

then would be in the induced distributions fi(j), icl,2 for each
npermutation of the members of LQ, i.e. for J=2 , and of course in

-the sensitivity of the Recall-Precision graph to choice of

permutation. If an algorithm was used to order the members of LQ

which only weakly ordered them, then this would be of interest

to an enquirer only if the Recall-levels were insufficiently

refined, i.e. if the 'jumps'in Recall from partition to partition

of the Bet LQ were such as not to conform with what was required.

Improved software should, of course, also include a heuristic

feature whereby feedback on the relevance/non-relevance of trial

retrieved documents was used to amend (1) the identity and number

of the terms comprising Q. and (2) the permutation of the members

of LQ (for the re-defined Q) used to generate the next logical

search expression, as described in Section 3.3.3.3.
We have discussed briefly the use of functions that

approximate the behaviour of fl(j) and f2(j), or their cumulative
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Bums, i.e. modelling functions in the strict sonse. One position

is that the introduction of such functions ia optional. It is

not essential or even desirable in the expression of the formalism.

A comparison~ in tabular form, of the main features of the

extendod formalism with those of the original, continuous formalism

of Swets, ie as follows:
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Original description of
information retrieval by
Swote

Amended description
of information retrieval
as given in thesie

1. Ambiguous in respect of being
addressed to individual or grouped
processes, but experimental results
wore based on compounded data.

2. Distributions in the formalism
are continuous.

3. Observed and modelling dis-
tributions tend to be confused in
the formalism, though ROC graphs
from observed data are discrete.

4. Logical searching is not
explicitly described.

5. Variability in the information
retrieval process for a fixed
information need is not recognised.

6. Not all records in the data base
are brought within the scope of the
formalism.

1. Basic description addresses
~ individual information
retrieval process.

2. Distributions in the
formalism are discrete.

3. Observed and modelling
functions are treated separately.
Modelling is not seen as a
necessary part of the theory,
although of use in validating
other 'deeper' theories.

4. Logical searching is the
basis of the formalism, which
is eeen as basically addressing
sequonces of search expressions.
Document weighting serves solely
to order search expressions.

5. Variability in the
information retrieval process
for a fixed information need
is clearly related to a question
Bet (Q) and to B compound
function (WoY).

6. All the records in the data
baBe are brought within the
scope of the formalism.
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3.4.2 Final Evalulltion of publiched criticisms of Swots' a tho(lr,...t

With an extension of Swats's formalism established, we are in a

position to evaluate the published criticism of Swets's theory.

(This could not have been offered in earlier reviewing discuBsion

since the extension was not then established, although wherever

possible we have referred earlier to published material relevant

to specific aspects of the formalism e.g. the contributions of

Bookstein (1974, 1977).). Sinco there appenr to be only two

analyses directed at the formalism 8S a whole, this can be

succinctly done. The analyses are by van Rijsbergen (1979a: 158)

and Robertson (1977a: 131). (Neither author offers a distinction

between formalism and model qua approximating fraction introduced

within the formalism, so that some interpretation of their remarks

is still necessary.)

Van Rijebergen questions the appropriateness of the "Swets

model" on four grounds. He first challenges the statement that

the linearity of the ROC graph implies that fl(z) and f2(z) are

each Normally distributed. This is correct, but could be put in

a stronger form. The exclusion of the 'spike' of probability

attaching to the all-negated elementary conjunct for non-relevant

documents by itself implies that f2(Z) cannot be Normally dis-

tributed.
1

which taa A.

(Van Rijsbergen does not pOint out that the event to
1 1 1.1=0 all j

tbb A •••Atnn ,trs mapped is excluded from the original

formalism. ) Secondly van Rijsbergen observes that the values of

the DOE are not necessarily continuous. as assumed or at least

implied by Swets. This is true, but it does not by itself argue

against the use of oontinuous modelling functions, i.o. the use of
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densi ty functions wi th CDFs that approximate the CDJo's of'the observed.

discrete random variables, i.o. the CDFe of fi(j), i~l,2. Thirdly,

he observes that it is not true that the diotributions fi(Z) are

similarly distributed (let alone continuously, let alone Normally).

This again is true - we have observed the 'spike' of probability

for non-relevant documents attached to the all-negated elementary

conjunct which alone renders the two induced distributions distinct

from each other. Fourthly, van Rijsbergen oriticises the oon-

oentration by Swets on R-F variation rather than R-P variation.

The present thesis remedies this.

Robertson's review, although a valuable and full survey, and

analytical in charaoter, is not a formal, mathematical review -

although the literature addressed is usually mathematical.

Aooordingly some of the ooncepts he uses are not entirely clear.

The term 'roquest", used in such phrases as "request definition",

"request independence" and "requests of different generality" is

ambiguously used, but the last-given usage implies that he

identifies a request with a data base partitioning, perhaps a

verbal description of same. However l'f so he does not recognise

that for a given (fixed) "request" (i.e. a fixed partitioning of

a data base) various logical search expressions made up from various

sets of query terms can be oonstructed. Robertson refers to

Swets's theory as "highly developed" and comments, as we have done,

on the similarity of Booksteln and Cooper's formalism and Swets's

formalism. He also olaims that the threshold value oentral to

Swets's formalism was regarded by Swets 8S given prior to retrieval

being effected, in agreement with the interpretation of the present

writer. (This is of course not to say that Swets's formalism does
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not describe the effects of allowing that threshold to vary _

that is one of the major features of the formalism, of course).

Robertson ie also in agreement with the fundamental point (made

by the present writer previously (Heine, 1973a, 1974») that Swets's

description of retrieval can be individuated down to tho level of

the specific partitioning, specific query (as set of terms), and

specific DOE, i.e. to what we have referred to in this thesis 8B

a 'retrieval process'l The averaging (confounding) of data ie

n£i a necessary step in the statement of the signal detection

formalism.

Robertson observes also that the need to have a DOE which

produces output events ranked by the likelihood ratio (Rookstein,

1974) conflicts with "the common sense basis of most match

func t ione ," The present writer agrees with this! certainly like-

llhood ratio weighting is ~ posteriori in character, i.e. of no

praotical application except in providing an ideal DOE by which

analytical DOEs may be judged. A fUrther objection by Robertson

is that the "parameters" of the distributions that we have labelled

here fi(j). 1-.1,2, j=1,2,·•••,J, are affected by tied ranks. We

interpret this to mean that the moments of these distributions

will vary with the value of J that the choice of DOE determines.

(Otherwise, to refer to "parameters" is to confuse observed data

with modelling data.) This, if 8 correct interpretation, seems

oertainly to be 8 valid observation, and it perhaps suggests that

either (1) the values of the moments of f1(j) should be normalised

in respect of J (e.g. by multiplying the moments by J /J, i.e.msx'
by 2n/J), or (2) our interest should be restrioted to the

n'standardised' DOEs which map documents into 2 discrete events,
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i.e. restricted to fi(j) defined over the permutations of the

members of LQ, or (3) our interest should be restricted to the

Recall-PreCision graphs that DOEs determine. i.e. that the dis-

tributions fi(j) should be seen as an 'intermediate mechanism'

for producing R-P graphs and not treated as objects of study.

We could of course also abandon all operational or experimental

interest in the distributions fi(j) and the R-P graphs that they

determine, and instead study the distribution of all possible

logical search expressions ~ the Recall-Precision graph, 8S

described in Section 3.3.3.1 here. But this would be to ,abandon

interest in the procedure whereby (sub~optimum logical expressions

Can be identified.

Robertson correctly points out an earlier errOr of tho present

writer - that the Central Limit Theorem determines that when data

for different retrieval processes are oonfounded the distributions

fi(z)j can be approximated by Normal density functions. Lastly,

the present writer points out that Robertson's discussion does

not make clear. or even identify at all, the reality that the

distributions fi(Z~ (or the distributions fi(j» will vary from

query to query (with query as 'a set of terms') as well as

weighting function to weighting function, for any given instance

of information need. The discussion in this thesis, and especially

the experimental results reported in the next section, both

emphasise that this 1s 80 and attempt to identify the extent of

the variability that is likely to obtain in praotice.

In summary, the published, analytical critioism of Swats's

oontribution has been peroeptive but has not identified what we

olaim to be the most fundamental weakness in the original formulation

of it. the exclusion of logical searching.
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4. AN EXPERIMENT TO GENERATE HYPOTHESES IN THE SWETSIAN FORMALISM

The preceding three main parts of this thesis have attempted to

extend the formalism put forward by Swets, and to suggest aroas

of application of it. The applicability of such theory depends,

however, on the extent to which valid hypotheses describing

retrievnl processes in such terms can be put forward. Such

hypotheses would serve to deeoribe the extent to which 'invariance'

in retrieval prooesses exists, in relation to one or other variable

characterising retrieval prooesses in the formalism. In this part

we describe an experiment* on information retrieval the main aim

of which was to identify such hypotheses (i.e. generate them) and

assess their significance. Secondary aims of the experiment were

(1) to develop an experimental methodology that other investi-

gations might follow (and which could in part contest hypotheses

generated here), and (2) to investigate the extent to which the

observed distributions could be modelled using simple analytical

expressions to generate distributions comparable with those

observed.

The experiment sought primarily to describe the properties

of a variety of retrieval processes, defined by allowing limited

variation in (1) the set of relevant documents, (2) the DOE and

(3) the algorithm for generating the query (1n set form). On the

other hand both the data base and the procedure whereby relevant

documents were identified were fixed. The Generality of the

processes varied over 8 wide range. In describing the retrieval

processes involved, emphasis was given to the evaluation of a wide

* The term 'investigation' might be preferred to that of 'oxperi-
ment', but the latter has been chosen, despite the exploratory
nature of the work, in view of the definite constraints imposed.
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variety of descriptive statistics, the variation of each of which

(for various categories of retrieval procoss) defined the main

hypotheses being generated. Correlations between these

descriptive statistics were also examined selectively, with

particular regard to their variation with Generality, these

generating further subsidiary hypotheses. In this way objective

descriptions of the retrieval processes were arrived at in the

usual scientific manner. Analytical expressions serving to model

the observed distributions were also introduced and evaluated

using further descriptive statistics. Formal statistical

'inference' based on the variation in the descriptive statistics

was fairly limited, in view of the sample design being 'exploratory'

rather than 'random'. (The sample was deliberately designed to

pick up more variation in the descriptive statistics than 8 random

sample would and also, necessarily, had to be of a 'quota'

character.) Moreover, the sampling distribution of sOme of the

statistics used (especially in comparing observed and mOdelled

distributions) are not known, limiting the scope of inference by

formal moans. It was felt also that evaluation of modelling dis-

tributions should be restricted to those modelling innividual

procQsses, at the present stage. The extent of the Buccess of such

individualised modelling, 8S well 8S the identification of areas

of sensitivity in the basic descriptive statistics should, it was

felt, (1) provide a basis for further experimental work building

on the present work, and (2) suggest modelling distributions for

populations from which all the sample distributions could be con-

sidered to have been drawn.
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4.1 ExperimentAl constraints

4.1.1 Dofinition of the data base to be oxamined

The experiment was undertaken on the MEDLARS data base, i.e. on

the UEDLINE file and its related BACKFILEs, prepared by the U.S.

N8tion~1 Library of Medicine. This data base dates from 1964,

and is entirely machine-accessible although only tho MEDLINE file

of more recently included records is immediately accessible on-line.
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4.1.2 Definition of the sots of relevant documents

The objections to dofining sets of relevant documents on tho basis

of intuitive assessments of the linguistic similarity between a

description of need (a "question" in the terminology of some

earlier experimenters) and a document (or description of a docu-

ment) have already been discussed (Section 3.3.1.~) The main

objection. to recapitulate, is that relevance is judged in an

artificial situation, since the need that prompted the description

of need is either (1) not known, and hence ambiguously surmised,

or (2) directly known and hence providing an alternative criterion

of relevance,again making the situation an ambiguous one.

Accordingly the sets of documents so defined contain an unnecessary

source of error, the extent of which is unknown. In place of this

faulty method, it is asserted that relevance judgements must be

sought via (and as) behavioural evidence of SOme appropriate type.

The particular evidence chosen in the experiment being described

here was that characterised by the sets of documents cited by review

papers, in particular medical review papers. The 'literature review'

is, by definition, a review of information in some particular area

of knowledge. The material identified as significant by the reviewer

(and cited by him) may accordingly be taken as defining an

information need. The paper implies to its reader that the docu-

ments referred to are those that he would need were he to extend

his reading (and his knowledge) by one more step. (Alternative

behavioural evidence of relevance would be provided by identifying

material citing the review paper though this seems a less con-

vincing criterion.) It seems reasonable to assume, in the particular

case where papers are review papers, that their authors are
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sufficiently ~~ with their subject, and itD literature,

that material not cited by them has been rejected positively by

them, not rejected by default. Miller' B "extension ratio' should

be a minimum for such papers.

Four sampling frames of medical review papers were initially

considered: Ulrich's IrregulRr Serials an~ Annuals, the British

Library Lending Division's (formerly National Lending Library's)

KWIC Index to Some of the Review Serials in the English Language

Held at the N.L.L., Unesco's List of Annual Reviews of Progress in

Science and Technology, and the sections headed "Bibliography of

Medical Reviews" included in Index Medicus and Cumulated Index

Medicus. The last item was in fact selected for various reasons,

chiefly that it was a by-product of the most comprehensive secondary

information service in existence in the medical field. The scope

of the Bibliography of Medical Reviews is stated by the National

Library of Medicine to be "articles which are well documented

surveys of recent biomedical literature". Tbe bibliography appear-

ing in the February 1916 issue of Index Medicus was cbosen as the

sampling frame to be used. Of the 482 items included, 1 were

rejected, 6 because insufficient data were quoted and one because

it was a non-serial entry. The sample of review papers eventually

chosen, prior to the identification of items cited by them as the

sets of relevant documents of interest, was defined partly as a

quota sample and partly subject to ad hoc criteria. (As mentioned

earlier, it was felt that given the total absence of previous com-

parable data in the literature, a fairly flexible set of criteria

should be used to identify areas of sensitivity and homogeneity.)

The criteria used were as followsa
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That the review paper cited betweon ?O and 40 items, or more

than 170 items, or was a member of a set of review papers

published in one 1975 issue of a particular journal

(Nephron). (The latter condition was provided. in order to

see if homogeneity in the information retrieval processes

obtained when the information needs pertaining to them were

those recognised by a group of one workers in the Bame field.)

that the review paper itself could be obtained through the

local library system by 1 May 1976.
that the author of the review paper was able to reply to the

author's correspondence with him by 25 JUly 1976.
Some review papers, while meeting the first criterion, were

excluded because the author's address was not obtainable or the

information sought in correspondence with authors was not supplied.

Each of the 31 review papers defined by using the above

oriteria had attached to it 8 list of cited literature. These

lists were reduced sO that only items in them that had been

identified by Index Medicus after 1963 (and hence were in the

MEDLARS data base) were included. This was done by manually

checking Index Medicus. The authors of the papers were asked to

supply two dates delimiting the scope of their review, the dates

(of publication) after which and before which no document would

have been eligible for mention by virtue of its date of publication

alone. This step was neoessary in order to measure the sizes of

the sets of documents from which the sets of relevant documents

were to be retrieved. (When the earlier delimiting date preceded

the date of commencement of MEDLARS, the latter date prevailed of

couree.) The numbors of references included in the 31 sets of
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relevant documents, together with the numbers of referencos in

the review papers from which they were solected, the total number

of references of the data base of eligible dnte, and the

Generality of the implied information need, are given in Appendix

B. Intuitively, it is seen that the retrieval problem of concern

is that of identifying about 27 documents in a parent sat of

about 2'6 documents. The partitioningal labelled 3,9,15,17,20

and 27 relate to the six review papers that were included in one

journal issue and were on a common medical subject as defined by

the common attendance of the authors at a conference. These

particular eets of relevant documents were rather larger than the

others, the mean G value for them being 28.9'-6 (standard

deviation (n-l):14.8'-6) ae against 8 mean G of 9.2'-6 (standard

deviation: 8.5'-6) for the otherst•

The experimental viewpoint adopted in regard to the definition

of relevant documents was thus, in summary, that a review paper

provides, through the citations made by it, 8 set of documents

that reference a particular infOrmation need, i.o. are in a sense

coherent or 'relevant'. (For the author of a review paper, or

another person, to claim that relevant items were deliberately

excluded from it, would be to imply the existence of a new

criterion of relevance.) This is not to say that alternative

operationally-defined definitions of relevance cannot be stated,

indeed we have already mentioned an alternative definition, just

that the work described here was concerned to emphasise the

importance of operational definition in this regard, and was

* The data base partitioning of interest, in all cases, was that
of the part of MEDLARS cut off by the two 1ates mentioned above.

t The significance of the difference, using a t-test with
population standard deviations not assumed equal, is 0.001
(one-tailed).
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choson to be oonstrained by the choice of operational definition

that we have described. The sets of relevant documents examinod

are thus homogeneous or 'controlled' in regard to this variable.
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4.1.3 Dofinition of tho DOEn to be used

Four DOEs were choson, denotod WI, W2, W3 and W4. These will be

defined using the notation of Section 3 BS expreaoed for weights

applied to elementary logical conjuncto of the form:

tSa A
S a A lJntbAtC

" • . . E LQ
a b o n

for a query in set form of size n = II Q II. The supersoript Si
has the value 1 when the corresponding term (t

i
) is attached to the

document being "weighted". For example, Sb =1 if tbE {QnTdl,
else Sb=O' Our interest is in the ranking of these elementary

conjuncts by the real values to which they are mapped by the

weighting function. We will treat the subscripts, a,b,c, ••• as

if integer-valued.

WI: Co-ordination level
n

-weight '" [. Si.
1=1

W2 z Mill er DOE

Define: Ytl ..probability of the event fti~ d1for relevant
documents

i12cprobability of the event [tiE-d1 for non-
relevant documents

(J?12 is approximately equal to the probability of the

event fti~d1for all documents, Le. to the "specificity"

Then: n
weight. L ~~lOg(i11/142)·

1=1
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W3: Likelihood rntio DOE

Define Z.( ~ , Xb ••••• S ) (j",l,2) aa the probability
Jan

SI t2 &nof the event t . A t A ••• A t ..TRUE for relevant docu-
8 b n

ments (j=l), and non-relevant documents (jr.2). Then for

ZlfOIZ2,

weight = 11/( 11+ 12),

For elementary conjuncts that are CA! (1.e·1'l=O=% 2)

we define:

weight ..0, ,{l ..0.. Z 2.

Lastly, for elementary conjuncts to which no relevant

documents are posted but to which some non-relevant doou-

ments are posted we define:

weight ..-8, a>O, Zl"'O, Z; > 0.

This convention determines the elementary conjuncts attrsct-

ing only non-relevant documents are given a common weight

less than that for any conjunct attracting one or more

relevant documents. Arbitrariness is neoessary here even

though we are in effect fixing the value of J in so doing •

•4: Modified Robertson/Sparck Jones DOE

Define 'fil and -112 8S for W2. Then define:

Then:

weight .. -Wi •

The existence of the second summation constitutes a

modification to Robertson and Sparck Jones's formula. It

serves to lower the document weight according to both the
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number of query terms !!2.!. presont in tho document and

the 'influence' of ouch terms 8S reflocted in their wi

values.

It is emphasised that of the above DOEs only WI, W2 and W4 are

applicable in practice, since W3 ie a function of data that is not

accessible except in laboratory-like environments (i.e. when the

relevant set is known.) W3 will of Course yield the best possible

Recall-Precision graph for the particular query (in set form)

choson. The aim in using analytical expressions such as tho others,

in information retrieval, ia of course to anticipate the ranking

of elementary conjuncts that is effected by W3. Unfortunately the

optimulity of W3 may be obecured when particular measures of

retrieval effectiveness are chosen, by virtue of the rather

arbitrary weights assigned to documents when the likelihood ratio

is indeterminate. In comparing WI. W2 and W4 we note that W2 and

W4 are different in character from WI in that each uses

information on the probabilities of assignment of query terms to

relevant documents, and WI does not. This may be seen either as

a 'heuristic feature' of them (in that an earlier retrieval attempt

may have given partial information on these probabilities), or as

entailing in practice the enquirer 'estimating' such probabilities

intuitively. One usefulness in the experiment to be described

lies in itB establishing levels of plausibility as to the

superiority or otherwise of such weighting functions. (If the

user, even with perfect foreknowledge of these probabilities, could

not retrieve documents more effectively using such functions than

by using, say, WI then there would appear to be little merit in

seeking to use them in operational systemsl the additional user-

effort and host-system software required to implement them would

be pointless.)
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4.1. 4 Defi::1i tions of the guery in oot form

Two forma of query in Bet form were defined for oach Bet of

relevant documents. Each query was chosen to be of exactly five

terms, since it had been found from experience that this figure

represented 8 reasonable compromise between (1) a query contain-

ing so many terms that tho majority Of;r;_ and %2 vaLuea would

be zero (i.e. where the refinement to the retrieval process offered

by increasing the number of elementary conjuncts.that could be

ranked had negligible effect). and (2) a query containing 00 few

terms that the elementary logical conjuncta generated by it could

not effectively 'separate' or distinguish the two types of document.

(In common language, these extremes could be said to be equivalent

to semantic distortion of the information need through over-refined

or insufficient description, respectively.) It was initially

considered that using five terms might provide a little too

refined an approach (since 32 elementary conjuncts are then defined

and ranked), and that a query of size four (defining only 16

elementary logical conjuncts) would be adequate. However, in that

each query of size K Can yield K less-specific sub-queries of size

K-I (through Boolean disjunctions of each of the terms, one at a

time), it was concluded that the more taxing problem of manipulating

data from a query of size five should be solved.

Two queries in set form were in fact chosen for each set of

relevant documents, which we label as QFORMI and QFORM2. The

algorithms adopted to define them, for each instance of partitioning

of the data base, were as follows:

QFORM1: 1. Identify all terms in the set of relevant docu-

ments that OCCur with a frequency in excess of
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a given threshold value. (The latter was set

to 1 for all seta of relevant documonts except

the larger ones where it was sot to 2.)
2. Evaluate ~~~s fOr each such term, where

~s is the probability of occurrence of the

term in a large random sample of the data base.

(The sample was in fact the MEDLINE file in the

final run of the experiment, althouffh in earlier

trials the local MEDUSA file was used - approxi-

mately 1/10 the size and a less random samplo in

that documents in certain languages were excluded

from it.)

3. After ranking terms by the ratio mentioned, i.e.

by their likelihood ratio, select the top-ranking

five terms.

QFORM21 1. As for QFORMl, with a threshold value of 2.

2. Cluster all such terms aocording to the sets of

documents to which eaoh term is posted, ueing

single-linkage (Euclidean distance) nearest-
neighbour clustering.

3. Choose the five deepest-clustered terms. If a

choice of terms is so implied, for some Or all

terms, ohoose those terms having the highest

value of till r is·

It was considered, though without rigorous proof, that dependence

between the terms assigned to relevant doouments was reflected in

forming queries of type QFORM2, while totally disregarded in the

procedure for forming QFORMI queries. The method leading to QFORM2
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queries does not involve comparison between dopth of clustering

in the eet of relevant documents and depth of clusterine in the

Bat of non-relevant documents. so that intuitively it does not

have the 'dincriminating' character of the method for QFORMl

queries. Nevertheless QFORM2 quories provided plausible, alter-

native queries with which the QFORMl queries could be compared.
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4.1.5 Definition of the retrieval proco~nes examined

The pair of observed distributions fi(j), i=1,2, which constitute

a retrieval process, Bre determined by the triple: <partitioned

data base, query in set form, DOE>. The variation we have so far

described Bccording1y allowed 31 (partitionings) x 2 (quory types)

x 4 (DOEs) = 248 retrieval processes to be defined in principle.

The actual figure for the number of processes examined was in fact

less than this, at 240, since in the case of two of the partition-

ings accurate data on MEDLINE frequencies could not be obtained for

all of the elementary conjuncts, in the case of QFORM2 ~eries.

Figure 4.1.5-1 shows, schematically, the generation of the retrieval

processes from the initial partitionings.



31 instances of partitioning of
a data base (~BDLARS) are identified

~
(for each partitioning 2 queries
in set form are generated)

/ ~
Ql (a question defined by Q2[a question defined
8 term likelihood-retio by a clustering
based algorithm], algorithm]
31 doubles 29 doubles

~ ~
(to each double, 4 DOEs (to each double, 4 DOEs

/
are applied are applied)

I \ \ / I \ ,
WI W2 W3 W4 Wl W2 W3 W4
31 31 31 31 29 29 29 29

(240 processes in 8 groups)

The method used to genorate the 240 information retrieval procosses
examined was as follows. (Terminology: a 'double' denotes a
combination of a partitioning of a data base and a question.)

~ process so identified was analysed to identify a wide range
of (1) descriptive statistics, and (2) statistics comparing one
of two modelling distributions (for that process) with the observed
distributions. The variation of these statistics within each of
the 8 groups was taken to define (i.e. generate) hypotheses 1n the
Sweteian formalism. The statistics aleo enabled the four DOEs
used to be ordered (for each question type) by the values of one
of threo effectiveness criterion variables, and enabled the
question-generation algorithms to be ordered for each DOE.

Fig. 4.1.5-1 Scheme adopted for generating 'retrieval processes'
within the experiment.
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4.1.6 Definition of the modelling distributionn

The plan of the experiment included an attempt to modol, for oach

retrieval process, the two observed distributions of documents

over the rank values of the events ei identified in Section 3.3.2.3,

the ranking being achieved by means of one or other of tho DOEs

described in Section 4.1.3. The distributions were chosen to be

defined according to descriptive constraint '1' of Section 3.3.2.1;

that is, rank values were attached to CAI events and the event

ZeZ(¢) was included in the distribution. Modelling functions for

the distributions were accordingly also so constrained. Obviously

there is 8 wide variety of analytical forms from which modelling

functions could be selected, e.g. binomial, Poisson, uniform-

discrete, hypergeometric, etc, and in view of the lack of background

theory here it was decided to compare the observed distributions

with the two simplest analytical forms: the binomial and tho

uniform-discrete. (The Poisson distribution was rejected, in

favour of the binomial, on the ground that J is finite and often

fairly small: e.g. of value n+l for the DOE we have labelled WI.)

An important qualification needs to be added however, in the Case

of the distributions for non-relevant documents. This is that the

analytical form used in such cases was matched only against the

~ of the distribution - defined by the diatribution over all

events except the first (lowest-ranking) event. It specifioally

excluded the very large 'spike' of probability that invariably

attaohes to the elementary conjunot:
to A to 1\ to A to 1\ to
8 bod e

for non-relevant documents. In general (i.e. for most queries

as SFQ) no such spike exists for the distribution of relevant
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documents.

A set of elementary conjuncts having been ranked by means of
./ "GIlB DOE, there are J~ 2 rank values upon which the die-

tributions fi(j) are defined. The modelling distributions were

chosen to be:

For the sets of relevant documents:

(1) The binomial distribution b(J-l,h),

where h=(mean observed rank value );(J-l)•

(2) The uniform-discrete distribution u( (1,2,3, •••,J}), the

probability at each rank value being l/J.

For the sets of non-relevant documents:

(1) A 'spike + binomial' distribution:

for r=l, probabl1ity=(noa of non-relevant documents

mapped to r=l)/(no. of non-relevant documents),

for 1< r<J probability is distributed BS b(J-2,h)

(l-P ({) )), where h=(mean observed value of (r-l)/(J-2»).

(2) A 'spike + uniform-discrete' distribution:

for r=l, probability=(no. of non-relevant documents

mapped to r=l)/(no. of non-relevant documents),

for 1< r<J, probability is distributed as u(f2,3,4, •••,J),

where individual probability values equal «no. of non-

relevant documents)-(no. of non-relevant documents mapped

The above modelling distributions were used in matching pairs.

That is. either the pair: binomial and 'spike + binomial" or

the pair: uniform-discrete and 'spike + uniform-discrete'. were

used to model 8ach retrieval process. Tho value of the spike of

probability waS taken to be exactly that of the observed proba-
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bility for r=l, so that a degree of freedom in tho model is

thereby lost. As emphasised earlier in this thesis, the
000probabilities attached to the event t A tb At 1\ ••• have not beena c

treated previously in the literature.
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4.1.7 Measuroment of tho observed probabilitien of Lnd Lv IdueI
elementary conjuncts

The two observed probabilitios attaching to each of the 32

elementary conjuncts defined by each query type for each partition-

jng of the data base, were obtained BS follows. In tho caoe of

the set of relevant documents the probabilities were found by

direct measurement of the document frequencies for each elementary

conjunct. In the case of the set of non-relevant documents they

were found by estimation using the MEDLINE file. (In earlier

investigations the Newcastle MEDUSA file had been used for the

purpose but this proved less satisfactory than ~EDLINE 1n that

(1) it was a much smaller file - a critical factor given that many

of the frequencies of elementary conjuncts for non-relevant

documents were zero, or close to zero, for an efficient query of

size five, and (2) the frequencies concerned were almost always

given explicitly by the host operating system of MEDLINE whereas

with MEDUSA the operating system gave only 8 standardised verbal

estimate of the frequency (e.g. "Expected return - small") based

on an assumed independence in the assignments of the terms.) The

experiment estimated the frequencies of non-relevant documents,

for each elementary conjunct, as the product of the frequency

pertaining to the MEDLINE file as a whole with the ratio: (size

of MEDLARS data base within time scope of review paper)!(size

of MEDLINE file at date of searching). This estimated frequency

was rounded to the nearest integer for each elementary conjunct,

and the total number of non-relevant documents was, in subsequent

analyaes, assumed to be the sum of these rounded frequencies.

The data obtained thus contained the implicit assumptions that
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(1) the MEDLINE file represented a random sample (of size

approximately 500,000 items at the timo of searching) of that

section of the data base from which it was assumed the relovant

documents were to be retrieved, and (2) the elementary conjunct

frequencies for !!l documents provided a satisfactory estimate

of the frequencies for non-relevant documents.
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4.2 Data ac~ui~ition and data flow

Machine-readable copy of records representing relevant documents

were obtained from MEDLARS files by (1) inputting suitable querieu

to 8 "STORESEARCH" search-description, (2) having the resuIt e of

the search routed to a magnetic tape instead of the usual line-

printer*, (3) transferring the magnetio tape contents to 0 local

disc file, and (4) editing the letter file eo as to exclude

superfluous records.

The sets of records of relevant documents, now represented

in machine-readable form, were processed by a sequence of programs

in order to obtain the information from which the query form

QFORM2 could be generated for that set, and to obtain some of the

information - the raw frequencies of assignment of terms - prior

to determining query QFORUI for that set. In the latter case,

inputting the mOre frequently assigned terms to the V,EDLINE file

gave the additional frequency information needed to identify the

QFORMI query. The frequencies of assignment of the 32 elementary

conjuncts for each query type were also obtained (for the Bet of

relevant document only) from tables generated by these programs.

For non-relevant doouments, the equivalent frequencies were obtained

by searching the MEDLINE file (a second time, in the Case of QFORMl

queries), and normalising the frequencies using the method

described in section 4.1.2.

The array of 32 pairs of frequencies, for eaoh combination

of partitioned data base and query, was input to a further program

whioh defined 4 retrieval processes for each array. These

oorresponded to various rankings of the 32 rows of the array

according to the working of the DOEs WI, W2. W3 and W4. The program

* The co-operation of the National Library of Medicine staff in
allowing this non-routine step is gratefully acknowledged.
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morged events where a Common weight was entailed. It thon

derived, for each retrieval process so defined, the data described

in Section 4.3. The latter was output both to paper using 8

line-printer and in summary form to a disc filo which was lat~r

to serve as tho file of input data of a standard statistical

analysis program: SPSS in fact.

All programs (except SPSS,of course) were written by the author,

c.3000 statements (AL~OLW)being involved represented in eight

diocrete programs. Considerably more flexibility was written

into the programs than proved to be necessary, however.
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4.3 Data obtained on each retrieval process

The 240 retrieval prooesses defined in the experiment are charactor-

ised by the following data. As can ba seen, data describing both

the 2x240 observed distributions, and the (2x240)x2 modelling

attempts. was obtained.

(1) Descriptive statistics on each process.

(a) The numbers of relevant and non-relevant documents,

and the Generality value.

(b) The mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the

distribution for the set of relevant documents and of

that for the set of non-relevant documents.

(0) The mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of tail of

the distribution (1< r ~ J) for the set of non-

relevant documents only and with events relabelled

by r'..r-l (so that the range was r'..1,2, •••) J-l).

(d) Swets's1. value, and Brookes's 1value, for tho two
distributions f1(j) taken jOintly.

(e) Tho expected value and variance of the Euclidean

distance between the origin and the points of the

R-P graph.

(f) The expected value and variance of the Marczeweki-

Stelnhau s distanc e.

(It is emphasised that the statistics were based on the rank

values, not weight values, of events.)

(2) Statistics describing the adequacy of the modelling
distributions

(a) The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for the set of
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relevant documents (measuring the maximum numerical

difference between the CDFs of the modelling diotribution

and the observed distribution), and for the set of non-

relevant documents.

(b) The mean. variance and range of the Euclidean distance

between comparable (R,P) co-ordinates.

(c) The mean, variance and range of the difference in the

distance between comparable pairs of the sete: set of

retrieved documents and Bet of relevant documents, as

meaaured by the Marczewski-SteinhauB metric.

The Chi-square statistic was rejected as a measure of modelling

accuracy owing to many of the expected cell frequencies being Iesa

than the minimum acceptable value of 5. Some 25,000 statistical

values resultod from the above scheme of description, for the 240

retrieval processes examined. This illustrates how a relatively

small number of partitionings (31) can yield, with relatively

minor variation in the experiment and a modest number of properties

of interest, an almost intractable number of data values.

Figures 4.3-1 and 4.3-2 illustrate the less-conventional

statistice defined in the experiment.

It is apparent that the data involved in such an experiment

exists in various forms at different stages of the experiment.

First, data appears 8S machine-readable copy of data-base records,

in this case MEDLARS records. Secondly it appears as information

resulting from analyses of sets of same, e.g. information on

clustering within the set of terms attached to relevant documents.

Thirdly data appears as ordered pairs of frequencies in correspondence

with an array of elementary logical conjuncts, although at this
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stage the latter are not themselves ordered (see Figuro 4.3-3).

Fourthl" data appears aa ordered pairs of frequoncies attachod to com-

posite logical expresDiona of the type we labelled ei, i.e.

attached to rank values of document weights to which the elementary

logical conjuncta are mapped (see Figure 4.3-4). Fifthly, we have

data as descriptive information on each retrieval prOCODa so

identified. (It is at this stage that data on the success or

otherwise of modelling attempts is generated.) Sixthly, data on

the variation of the latter descriptive statistics is defined by

examination of more than one retrieval process.

The data generated by the experiment undertaken by the author

is summarised in Appendix C.
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tl '"
t2 ..
t3 ==

t4 ..
t5 a:

In the following, for clarity, we write Tl for ti and "Tl for t~,
(ltc.

"SCHIA2023"
"NITROGENASE" .22 2·7'-4
"CATALYSIS" .33 9·2'-4
"AZOTOBACTER/EN" .28 7.0'-5
"MOLYBDENUM" .28 3.4'-4
"BINDING SITES" .22 8.4'-3

Tl" T2/\ T31\ T4 A T5 0 0

TI" T2f. T3 A T4 A ..,T5 0 0

Tl" T2/\ T3 A ...,T4 " T5 0 0
TI" T2 A T3A '""'T4 II-. T5 0 0
Tl" T2 A -. T3" T4 A T5 0 0

Tl" T2A ....T3/\ T4 h ....T5 2 0
TIA T2/\ -..T3A ~ T4 A T5 0 0

TI" T2 h -. T3 A -T4 A ...,T5 2 18
TIl\.-, T2 A T3A T4 A T5 0 5
TII\ ., T2/\ T3 A T4 A ....,T5 0 27
Tl" -, T2/\ T3 A ......T4 A T5 0 0

Tl «> T2 A T3A _"T4 A ....T5 0 45
TIA ., T2 A ...,T3 A T4 A T5 0 13
Tl/\ ...,T2 A -..T3 A T4 A ...,T5 0 58
Tl A -. T2 A _, T3 A -. T4 A T5 0 13
TIA ...,T2 A -. T3h -. T4 A _, T5 0 443

...,Tl A T2 "- T3A T4 A T5 0 0

_,Tl A T2 " T3A T4 A --t T5 0 0

....Tl A T-2 " T3A -. T4" T5 0 0

~TIA T2 A T3A ....,T4 " __,T5 1 0

....Tl A T2 t\ - T3/\ T4 A T5 0 0

.....TIA T2 A '""'T3A T4" -. T5 1 9
-.Tl A T2 A -. T3 A -. T4 " T5 0 303
....TIA .., T2" ..."T3 A ...,T4/\ ...,T5 0 1788
-.Tl A ....,T2 A T3A T4 t\ T5 0 0
..,Tl A ....,T2 " T3A T4 A -. T5 1 0

-.TIA ...... T2 " T3A -, T4 A T5 1 5
-.TIA ...., T2 " T3 A -. T4" .....T5 2 81
....TIA ...., T2/\ -. T3 A T4 " T5 0 40
-TIA ..., T2 A - T3 A T4 A ...,T5 1 626
....TIA ....,T2 A --. T3 A ...,T4 A T5 3 18967
--.Tl A ....,T2" .....T3 A -. T4 A ....,T5 4 2268338

Figure 4.3-3 Typical data at the third stage of the experiment.
The header label "SCH1A2023" identifies both the set
of relevant documents and the query type. tl,t2,t3,t4and t denote the five terms comprising the query.
with ~he apeo Lf'Lc Ities of the terms in both t hese ts of reLevant

& of non-relevant documents also noted. The two 'columns
of frequencies record the frequencies of assignment of
enoh of the 32 elementary conjuncts in the set of
relevant documents and the set of non-relevant documents,
respectively. Note the relatively high proportion of
the elementary conjuncts that have been assigned zero
probability values, for both the set of rolevant docu-
ments and the aet of non-rolevant documonts, for this
query of fairly modest size. Note also that the 2Fde~
of the elementary conjuncts is arbitrary at this stage.
A DOE has yet ~o be applied to generatc5the dis-
tributions fi(J), i=l.?, j=1,2, ••• ,J< 2 •



rank value document weight frequency for set froquency for set
(j) value, z of relovant docu- of non-relevant

ments documen t s

1 0 4 2.2616

2 1 6 21905
3 2 6 491

4 3 2 40
5 4 0 5
6 5 0 0

Fig. 4.3-4 An example of a retrieval process, defined by 8 com-
bination of the data given in the previous figure and
an expression for mapping the elementary conjuncts to
real values, i.e. 8 DOE. Here the particular DOE
used is WI. The mean, variance etc of the two dis-
tributions (defined over the rank values of the weights)
are readily found, as are the Recall-Precision graphs
etc. It is these distributions (reduced to the proba-
bility distributions fi(j)) that were modelled by means
of the analytical forms described in Section 4.1.5.

-
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4.4 Anal.l.s:ts of the results of the experlment

In this section we selectively comment upon and analyso the reoults

given in Appendix e, in accordance with the objectives of the

experiment eiven at the beginning of Section 4. Aa mentioned there,

the main aims were to genorate hypotheses through obtaining the

data as have been given, and to establish 8 methodology for experi-

ments consistent with the extended formalism. The main hypotheses

of interest, in the author's view, are those describing orderings

of the four DOEs used, for each of the two methode of query

generation employed. The DOEs determine logical search expressions

of immediate praotical application, and hence choice of DOE 1s of

value in determining the optimum logical search expressions for a

given query in set form. With this purpose 1n mind, the three

definitions of the effeotiveness of a retrieval process, serving

to order Wl, W2 and W4 (the three operational DOEs), were chosen

to be: (1) Brookes's[ measure redefined Over rank values,

(2) expeoted value of Euclidean distance from origin to [(R,P)},
and (3) expected value of Marczewski-Steinhaus metric. These

oorrespond, respeotively. to the variables named. in Appendix C

as DStOA, DS10B and DS10C. For each of the three DOEs Wl, W2 and

W4. a hypothesis in the form of an ordering of the two methods of

query generation was also generated from the experimentsl data.

The following notes first offer general comments on the experimental

data, then identify the hypotheses we have just described, and

lastly comment on more inCidental findings: the adequacy of the

two modelling functions used, the existence of correlations between

selected pairs of descriptive statistiCS, and the estimated maximum
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Rocall value for a query of size n=5.

The first, very simple but basic observation is that variation

in the statistics used to describe the retrieval processes is

observed. This point may seem an obvious one but it was obscured

in Swets'a work where such variation was rendered 'invisible' by

his working with averaged data, i.e. with a fictitious composite

retrieval process for each data base. Hypotheses describing the

variation in each of the descriptive statistics DSOl to DSlO Can be

written 'post hoot in the sense that we can hypothesise that if

!ll partitionings (of the type examined) of the data base were

considered, then for a given DOE and query type the statistic will

have a sampling distribution with population mean equal to the

sample mean, and population variance equal to the (unbiased)sample

variance. For example, referring to Table C-l, we see that in the

sample of 31 retrieval processes considered, the statistic DSlOA,

i.e. Brookes's measure of effectiveness~, is so distributed that

we may infer the population mean and population variance to be

1.391 and 0.238. respectively. (This is for queries of type QFORMI

and the DOE WI.) These are point estimates with estimated standard

errors of ~0.238/~· and 0.238~2/31 'respectively. if it is assumed

that in the population of processes [ is distributed Normally and

the sampling distributions for these two statistios (mean and

variance of ~ for this size of sample are also Normal. (These

values for the estimated standard errors also assume that the

sample was obtained with replacement of processes allowed.) The

aSBumption is also made that the sample concerned is a random one

which, as desoribed in Section 4.1.2, is not sound I the sample

was partly 'quota' in charaoter, and partly designed to identify
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'extrema' processes through 8 large variation in Gonerality.

The information given on the skewness ann kurtosis of this and

other statistics was also obtained but is not reproduced since

the data is probably not of much value for inference purposes for

samples BS small as these. The information given in Tables C-l to

C-B in effect generates hypotheses for 20 statistics of interest,

which can be contested by later experiments. They do not refute

hypotheses suggested by Swets since none were made by him con-

sistent with the formalism we have introducod. However, the

implication behind Swets's work, that the features of individual

retrieval processes remain constant (from process to process) is

expressed directly in the data given as tha magnitude of the

variance of particular statistics. Swats's assertion that the

CDFs of the distributions for an 'averaged process' can be

approximated by the CDFs of Normal density functiona is alao

carried over into a description here of the adequacy of the

discrete, binomial model as a representation of the discrete dis-

tributions of each process. But the evaluation of the binomial

model here takes into account the probabilities attaching to the

all-negated elementary logical conjunct, which were totally ignored

by Swots. Wheroas the influenco of G On the statistic s was not

treated by Swets (and could not be, since only averaged data were

considered), the relationships between the various statistics and

G were rendered observable in the present approach. Tables 0-11

to C-14 record correlations of this type, which again represent

a construction of hypotheses which can be contested in later work.

Inferences based on the data given here for some statistics,

e.g. DS09 to DSIB, depend on a knowledge of the sampling dis-
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tributions of the statistic concerned. To the author'a knowlodge

none of the sampling distributions of interest is known, nor does

the Central Limit Theorem offer proof that the diotri~tions will

be approximately Normal in the case of DSl3 and DS16 (where tho

statistic is a sum) since it is not clear that the values being

summed are drawn from the same population distribution. Accordingly,

for all hypotheses inferred, and for hypotheses inferred from data

for statistics DS09 to DS18 in particular, a source of uncertainty

of unknown extent is involved. In view of this it was considered

that this data should be seen primarily from a scientific standpoint ratho:
than from a rigorouB statistical one, notwithstanding the application

of some statistical procedures to the data.

For the DOEs Wl, W2 and W4, the sample variance of each of the

statistics DSOl to DSIO is less in the case of the set of six

retrieval processes which appeared to be homogeneous (by virtue

of the relevance judges having a common subject area of interest)

than in the case of ~ the processes. The one exception was for

statistic DS08, DOE Wl, and queries of type QFORM2. The homogeneity

postUlated was thus largely borne out.

The effectiveness of the two queries used with each DOE can

be compared using the three criterion variables: DSIOA, DSIOB end

DSIOC, with the following result. In the Case of each DOE and each

criterion variable the queries of type QFORMI performed better than

the queries of type QFORM2. The improvement in performance was

however not always statistically significant as measured by the

t-test (independent samples, unequal population variances). The

detailed results and estimated significance values are as given in

Table 4.4-1. Clearly queries formed from terms identified on the
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basis of the simple ratio: (frequency of term in eet of relovant

documents) / (frequency of term in whole data base), are in eoneral

superior to those formed from terms identified from clustering

terms attached to relevant documents, when the clustoring is of

the prescribed type, for the data base concerned end the type of

information need concerned.

On the assumption that queries of type QFORMI Bre indeed (sub)-

optimal for the two types of query examined, we can seek to identify

which of the DOE employed is (sub)optimal for such queries. (The

two sub-optima are components of a jointly-defined optimum procoss,

as previously deDcribed.) We do this by the following steps

(1) estimating significance values for the inequalities'

(:nean value of DSlOA) > (mean value of DSIOA)
determined by WI determined by WJ

I, J a:: 1,2,3,4; I ~ J

- and similarly for DSlOB, and -DSIOC (choosing the minus

sign to reflect better effectiveness for smaller values of

DSlOC). The t-test for independent samples and unequal

population variances wes used in arriving at these

significance values (Snedecor and Cochran, 19671114).



Criterio~: mean value of DSIOA determined by the DOE specifiod

ia higher for queries of type QFORMl than for querieD of type

QFOIDJ2:

WI Sign ifi0anc e :: 0.025

0.05

0.10

W2 " ..
W3
W4

..
" ..

Cri terion: mean value of DSIOB determined by the DOE spec ified
is higher for queries of type QFORMl than for queries of type
QFORll2:

WI I Significance < 0.01

W2 : " .. 0.05

W3 I " .. 0.25

W4 : It = 0.05

Criterion: mean value of DSIOC determined by the DOE specified

is less for queries of type QFORlU than for queries of type QFORM2:
Wl I Significanc e > 0.40
W2 , .. .. 0.40

W3 J " .. 0.25

W4 : It > 0.40

Table 4.4-1 Estimated one-tailed significance values for the
superiority of QFORMI queries over QFORM2 queries,
for mean retrieval effectiveness values given by
the criterion variables DSIOA, DSIOB and DSIOC.
Values have been rounded to conventional, tabulated
significance values.
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(2) Ordering the three DOEs WI, W? and W3 by applying a

threshold value of 0.05 to the estimated significance values

so obtained.

The results of step I and step 2 are summarised in Tables 4.4-2

and 4.~-3. The orderings given in Table 4.4-3 reflect the

efficiencies of the three analytical DOEs in determining logical

search expressions appropriate to the data base partitionings we

have defined*. We conclude that it appears that the optimum

generators of logical search expressions, under the conditions of

the experiment, are:

WI for effectiveness as measured by Brookes's measure

(redefined),

WI for effectiveness as measured by mean EUclidean distance

from the origin to (R,P)}(but not significantly superior

-to W2 or W4),

W4 for effectiveness as measured by the mean value of the

Marozewski-Steinhaus metric (but not significantly superior

to W2).

* The reason that likelihood ratio weighting did not always throw
W3 to the first position is presumably that arbitrary weights
have to be assigned to elementary conjuncts which Bre Blmost-
impossible Or CA!.



Criterion variable: DSIOA
WI ~ W2 • Sign ifieanc e < 0.005
WI > W3 .. " 0.25..
WI }- W4 s: " 0.005•

W3 > W2 : " ., 0.025
W3 >- W4 : " < 0.05
W4 > W2 : " > 0·40

Criterion variable: DSIOB
WI >- W2 : Significance .. 0.10
W3 >- WI : " < 0.001
WI >- W4 : " .. 0.10
W3 )- W2 : II < 0.001
W2 } W4 : " > 0.40
W3 >- W4 : " < 0.001

Criterion variable: DSIOC
W2 >- WI , Significance '" 0.010
W3 >- WI : " < 0.001
W4 )- WI I II .. 0.010
W3 ~ W2 I " '" 0.025
W4 }- W2 I " > 0.40

W3 )- W4 : " .. 0.025

Table 4.4-2 Ectimsted one-tailed significance values (rounded to
conventional values) for the hypotheses shown, obtained
using the t-test (independent sBmples, unequal
variances). In all cases the queries were those of
type QFORMI. The notation WI > WJ here denotes 'mean
value of criterion variable is higher for WI than for
WJ I for the variable -DSIOC.



Ordorines includin~ W~:

Criterion variable DSIOA : Wl ~ W3 ).W4 ~ W2

Criterion variable DSIOB : W3). WI? W2 ~ W4 (Wl~ W4)
Criterion variable DSlOC W3 >- W4~ W2>- 1

Orderin~a excludin~ W~:

Criterion variable DSIOA . WI }-W4~ W2.
Criterion variable DSIOB Wl.f W2~ W4 (Wl ~W4)
Criterion variable DSIOC' W4 >;'W2}-Wl

Table 4.4-3. Orderings of the DOEs determined by the application
of a threshold value of 0.05 to the significance
valumgiven in Table 4.4-2, for QFORMI queries.
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Tables C-l to C-B also contain information on the accuracy

of the functions used to model the observed distributions. The

two basic statistics used to measure modelling effectiveness were,

as previously mentioned, mean Euclidean distance between comparable

(R,P) co-ordinates, and mean value of the difference botween the

distanco separating the set of relevant documents and the Get of

retrieved documents. In both these cases perfect modelling would

be associated with values of zero for each type of variable (for

each threshold value), and hence zero also for the mean values of

these variables. Our interest is thus in whether the observed

mean values for the samples considered are such that the samples

could have been drawn from a popUlation with zero mean. The

estimated significance values for this hypothesis, for each of

these variables and for the various groupings of retrieval process,

are as in Table 44;-4. Data for W3 have been excluded, and the

significance values are two-tailed. It has been assumed that the

population standard deviations equal the unbiased sample standard

deviation. The botter the model is at representing the observed

data, the larger the significance value will be. Thus, for example,

adopting the 0.05 level of significance as the criterion of

acceptability, the binomial model is an unacceptable representation

of individual retrievel processes defined by the QFORMI queries and

Wl, when we take mean Euclidean distance between comparable (R,P)

co-ordinates as measuring model effectiveness (since for variable

DSl3B, for processes so defined, 0.031<0.05). But the binomial

model is an acceptable mOdel as measured by the difference between

mean values of the Marczewski-Steinhaus metriC, in this Case (since

0.447> 0.05.) If we judge the accuracy of the mod elling for all
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classes of process by tho DS16 statistic we 600 that the binomial

and uniform-discrete modele are ~ suocessful in all cases.

But if the DS13 atatistic were chosen, success is limited to only

one class of process, that defined by QFORMl and WI, and for only

one of the models - the uniform-discrete model. Accordingly,

accepting DS13 as the proper indication of model effectiveness

leads to the conclusion that there io considerable room for

testing other analytical functions as models, whereas accepting

DS16 implies the opposite. DS13 would thus appear to be the more

exacting test of model effectiveness and the author would suggest

its use, rather than DS16, in future work.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic was also used to evaluate

the modelling of observed data. With this test, it was assumed

that the population distribution was in fact the modelled sample

distribution, and the probability that a value for the statistic

greater than or equal to that observed in a sample drawn from that •
population is estimated. The one-tailed significance values,

grouped into intervals, are given in Tables C-9. and C-10 with the

date for W3 included for completeness only. It can be Been that

for the distributions pertaining to sets of relevant documents the

adequacy of both analytical models is weak: moat values of the

statistic are too large for the hypothesis that the population

could be so modelled to be sustained. For example, accepting 0.05

as the criterion significance value, 7 out of 31 of the dis-

tributions for relevant documents, for processes defined by

QFORMI and WI, cannot be modelled by a binomial modal; 8 out of

31 of tham cannot be modelled by the uniform-discrete model. This

is 1n striking contrast to the success of the modelling for the



retrieval process group e at trna t ed
statistic sicnific one e

Q}'oma queries and WI: DS13B 0.031
DS13U 0.082
DS16D 0.447
DS16U 0-373

W2: DS13B 0.006
DS13U 0.033
DS16B 0.857
DS16U o .?~ 6

W4. DS13B 0.006
DS13U 0.034
DS16B 0.857
DSl6U 0.234

QFORM2 queries and WI: DS13B 0.003
DS13U 0.017
DS16B 0.280
DS16U 0.267

W2. DS13B 0.001
DS13U 0.006
DS16B 0.889
DSl6U 0.187

W4. DS13B 0.001
DS13U 0.006
DS16B 0.889
DS16U 0.180

Table 4.4-4 Estimated significance values for hypotheses that
the measures of model accuracy shown come from a
population with zero mean.
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distributions for non-relevant documents (Table C-lO) whore

either model will give a close correspondence betweon modolling

distribution and observed distribution as measured by this

statistic. Thera the almost total lack of variation in the dis-

~ribution of the statistic over the significance value intervals

suggests that the spike of probubility used in both models, and

inferred directly from each sample, is carrying most of the

'information' in the distribution. Concentrating the comparison

on the modelling of the tails only of the distributions for non-

relevant documents would presumably allow the worth of tIletwo

mOdels to be contrasted more effectively. But in the author's

view there is no point in attempting this in view of the influence

of the magnitude of the spike of probability on the aotual Fallout

values; i.e. one would then be dealing only with 'conditional

Fallout' values having no practical significance. The use of the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in this context appears to be rather

artificial as well (compared to the comparisons described earlier

based on DS13 and DS16) in that a fictitious population, the

subject of the modelling, is required to be invoked, when in fact

our prime interest is specifically in the comparability of a

sample model with the observed distribution in the sample.

The experimental data allows comparisons between the variation

of certain random variables, in particular between G and the

various statistics describing each process. Selected correlations

have been given in Tables 0-11 to C-l4, for processes grouped as

usual by DOE and query form. Data for W3 is not commented upon.

It is apparent that in all classes of process except that defined

by Wl and QFORM2, the correlation between the means and variances



of the distributions for the sets of relevant documents is

significant, very strongly so in the case of W2 and W4. A ver~

strong correlation also existed between the mcann and variances

of the distributions for the sets of non-relevant documents (both

whole distributions and tails) for WI, W2 and W4. In the case of

all three DOEs both the mean weight and variance tended to

~rease with increasing a, for relevant documents. This was

also true of mean weight for non-relevant documents but not

significantly so (at the 5% level.) The net effect of these changes

with a is captured by the variation of each process's ~ value with

G. In the case of all three DOEs, and both query types, ~ tended

to decreaDe as a increased (true at the 5% level for an inferred

population of processes.) Retrieving a smaller set of relevant

documents would thus appear to be more effectively carried out in

MEDLARS than retrieving B larger set, for such instances of

information need and for such query types. (This conclusion is

not intended to suggest that there is no lower limit below which

the effect may not be observable.) Skewness and kurtosis both

tended, in all cases, to increase significantly with a, with the

exception of kurtosis for WI where no significant result obtained.

Correlations such as the above were not anticipated in Swets's

description of information retrieval. Their value, conceptually,

is 1n (1) pointing to criteria by which any formalism more detailed

then the one desoribed in this thesis should be assessed, and (2)

identifying concrete features of retrieval prooesses that should

be incorporated into simulation models of retrieval processes.

These comments also apply, of course, to the hypotheses implicit

in the data given earlier.



In queries of size 5, and for the DOE W3, the probabilitien

attaching to the all-negated elementary conjunct wore mcaoured.

These gave an average value of 0.252 ~.987J for 00000 [ oooooJV rabcdo sabcda •
Accordingly the maximum value of Recall [Fallout] for logical

search expressions that are not disjoined to this elementary con-

junct can be estimated to be 0.748 [0.013], for a query comprising

this number of search terms. For high-Recall searching a higher

value of n is accordingly necessary.

Lastly, by way of comment on the experiment BS B whole, the

author would suggest that the presence of algorithmically-defined

queries (in set form) in the experiment, although introducing an

essential control also introduces an uncertainty that needs to be

remedied in future work. In practice the users of 8 data base

will vary in the skill with which they formulate queries, and it

is probably unlikely that they will use the same terms that mako

up (say) QFORMl queries in the logioal expressions that they input

to the data base. What is clearly needed here (as well as improve-

mont in all other remaining experimental variables) is a further

experiment in which retrieval prooesses are defined both from

user-speoified queries and from algorithmioally-derived queries,

and a standard DOE is employed, allowing effeotive oomparisons of

query souroes.

The experimental results given in this thesis relate to

retrieval processes defined in particular ways. They relate (1)

to instances of information need in medioine, (2) to the MEDLARS

data base, and (3) to queries (defined as sets of terms) generated

algorithmioally in one of two ways. It is not claimed that the

hypotheses generated by the experiment have a validity extending
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beyond these constraints. The mothodology used is however readily

replicable, so that other hypotheses for other data bases can be

easily found and compared against those reported hore. The

methodology used by the author had several known weaknesses

which could be remedied in future work, however. These were as

follows. First, the fact that the data base used was not entirely

accessible on-line meant that the frequenCies of assignment of non-

relevant documents to elementary conjuncts could not be found

exactly; instead a large sample of the data base (MEDLINE) had

to be used to obtain estimated values. This provided a source

of systematic error owing to both the known existence of

obsolescence in .indexing terminology, and variable rates of

literature growth and decay within the data base. Secondly, the

sample of sets of relevant documents used was (deliberately) not

a random one: it was a quota sample designed to 'capture

variability' to a maximum extent. A more statistically-oriented

experimental design would perhaps inv~e a stratified sample of

Buch sets.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In abbreviated form, the conclusions drawn in this thosis are aa

follows:

General:

1. Swets's original formalism is ambiguous and inadequate:

1.1 It introduces certain key concepts ambiguously

and/or with insufficient formal definition. In

particular, the concepts of 'relevance' and' question

(or query)' are so introduced.

1.2 It attempts, for no given resBon, to describo a

hypothetical retrieval process defined by a ~-

founding of a set of retrieval processes as we have

defined them, and thereby totally obscures varia-

bility in individual processes within such s set.

1.3 It does not recognise variability in the query, as

one determinant of the (individual) retrievel process.

1.4 It does not integrate logical search expressions into

the framework of the theory, i.e. into the formalism.

1.5 It does not distinguish clearly between probabilistic

measures of retrieval effectiveness such as Recall

and Fallout, and measures of overall process effect-

iveness based on the two probability distributions.

1.6 It almost totally ignores Precision as a meesure of

retrieval effectiveness of the probabilistic type,

and also the Recall-Precision graph characterising

eaoh retrieval process.
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1.7 It does not clearly state that the random variableo

defining each process are discrete with the con-

tinuous random variables introduced in tho theory

aerving aa models of them.

1.tl Hypotheses relating to the information retrieval

process are suggested or implied rather than clearly

put.

2. The formalism is nevertheless of considerable conceptual

value when suitably interpreted and when extended in

certain ways. It is then consistent and more complete,

but it possesses limitations by virtue of being a macro-

scopic rather than a microscopic formalism. The most

essential features of the revised formalism are (a) it

relates to individual combinations of the triple:

information need (evidenced as a partitioning of a data

base), query (as a set of terms) and DOE, not to a com-

pounding of such combinations; and (b) it explicitly

incorporates the procedure of searching a data base using

logical search expressions.

3. The formalism as such, and hypotheses expressed within it,

require to be distinguished.

4. The data analyses of Swets cannot be compared with data

described in the revised formalism, as (a) the dis-

tributions examined by Swets were both compounded and

truncated, (b) the sets of relevant documents treated by
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Swets were defined using an unsatisfactory methodoloGY,

(c) the results of Swets's analyses were not givon in

numerical form, and are solely expressed BS Recall-

Fallout graphs, not Recall-Precision graphs, (d) tho

Generality values of the sete of relovant documents were

not specifiod, and (e) the queries forming componento

of the retrieval processes are not standardised, i.o.

generated algorithmically from the data base partitioning.

Novel data is accordingly required.

Relating to the experiment described in the thesis

1. Of the three analytical DOEs examined in the experiment,

the optimal one is that based on co-ordination level, for

queries generated by either of the methods described and

for optimality in tho retrieval process defined by either

(a) mean EUclidean distance from the origin to the Recall-

Precision graph, or (b) mean value of Brookes's measure of

effectiveness. However this DOE was not significantly

superior to the other two DOEs in the former case. The

two DOEs incorporating information on term specificity

were both significantly superior to co-ordination level,

for queries generated algorithmically by either method,

when optimality in the retrieval process was judged by

the mean value of a metric distance between the sets of

retrieved documents and the set of relevant documents.

Neither of these two DOEs was signifioantly bettor than

tho other.

2. The algorithm used to generate query terms by the term-

likelihOOd retio method defined retrieval processes that
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were more effective than those defined using query

terms generated by a clustering method. This was

true for all DOEs and for all three criteria for

assessing process effectivenesB, although the superi-

ority of the former algorithm was not always statistically

significant.

3. The probability distributions for relevant [non-relevant}

documents have approximately 0.252 [0.987J of the

probability concentrated on the all-negated elementary

conjunct, for queries containing 5 terms and defined by

the term likelihood ratio method. The most likely estimate

of the maximum value of Recall [Fallout] for logical

expressions not disjoined to the all-negated elementary

conjunct is aocordingly 0.748 [0.013]. Thus on this

evidenoe one would appear to be able to retrieve only

75~ of relevant documents from MEDLABS before there is a

catastrophic increase in the number of retrieved documents,

for this size and type of question. It follows that for

high-Recall searching, a high value of n must be used.

4. The most efficient groups of information retrieval

processes identified in the experiment had mean properties

a8 follows. The questions are generated by the term

likelihood ratio method.



r---------------------~----------------~--------------------Statistic Retrieval processes
defined by co-
ordination level
rankings

Retrieval procoeseB
defined by Millor's
function ranking

2.493mean rank value of fl
mean rank value of f2
variance of rank of f1
variance of rank of f2
Brookes'e S measure-
Mean distance from (0,0)
to (R,P) graph

1.012 1.021

1.275 64·92
0.073

1.060

0.012

1.391
0.631

0.935Mean value of metric
distance between reI.
set and retr. sets

5. The mean and variance of fl correlated significantly

('0.05) and positively for sets of processes defined

by queries of the more efficient type (i.e. defined by

term likelihood ratios) for each DOE. The mean of fl

and Generality also correlated significantly (~0.016)

and negatively for all four DOE for processes defined

by questions that were so formed.

6. Of two pairs of modelling functions examined, it was

found that, for processes defined by the more efficient

method of query generation, and for 'difference between

equivalent (R,P) co-ordinates' as the crit~rion variable,

the binomial model was not an acceptable mOdel of the

distributions involved. Insofar as the binomial dis-

tribution represents the discrete distribution 'closest'

to the Normal distributions considered by Swets, the

hypothesis that the distributions can be mOdelled by

Normal distributions, implicit in Swets's work although

2';7



not formally stated by him, must be conoidered to ba

in doubt. The uniform mOdal is, on tho other hand,

acceptable for the co-ordination level DOE but not for

the other two analytical functions basod On term

specificity values. Good modelling functions have yet

to be discovered.

A more informal, and fuller summary is as follows. We have

examined the description of information retrieval as a signal

detection process put forward by J.A. Swots. As a result of the

examination it was found that the description had various

deficiencies. The chief of these were that the description did

not clearly distinguish between formalism and mOdel, it was

expressed using continuous random variables which had no counter-

part in reality (but which were nevertheless of possible use in

modelling observed data), and it used certain concepts and terms

loosely and inconsistently - for example input signal, query, and

relevance. In view of these deficiencies, a re-expression and

modification of the formalism was introduced, which we have

referred to as an 'extension' of the original formalism. This

gave unambiguous meanings to the terms in the formalism, it

distinguished clearly between formalism and modelling functions

within the formalism (viewing the continuous random variables of

Swets as modelling variables), and it extended the formalism by

basing it clearly on outcome events related in a definite manner

to the subsets of a set of terms defining a query. These subsets

were also identified with elementary logioal conjuncts of the
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latter set. Tho proper expression of the formalism is through

the description of what we have termed 'retrieval processos',

defined by a combination of query (as SFQ), partitioning of the

data base, and DOE. This is in contrast to the approaoh of

Swets which viewed confoundod data pertaining to ~ of such

processes as a eingle signal detection procese (at least in one

interpretation of his contribution.) In the approach adoptod here,

the variation of such individual processes (defined by variation

in one Or other of the components, such as the partitioning of

the data base) then naturally becomes the objeot of scientifio

interest. ~his in fact was the main motivation for the experi-

mental work we have desoribed, although a further motivation was

the conclusion, again arising from the analysis of Swets's con-

tribution, that previous experimental work in information
of unfroven validity

retrieval is( where it has been based on the (pseudo)

concept of "relevanoe to a question", and where data has not

been 'proofed' against ohanges in weight values that leave the

ordering of probability pairs unaffected. This thesis maintains

that as the term is used 'relevanoe' is not an entity oapable of

unambiguous description in language but is a primitive entity

lying outside experimental controls and describable only through

its effects on human behaviour. In the extended formalism a query

is seen as a variable entity, not a static one, which provides

not a oriterion for relevance deoisions but a device with which

to explore a data base. The exploration is assumed to be oarried

o~t in an algorithmio manner {'algorithmio' in a statio

mathematioal sense, rather than 1n a dynamic programming sense

although obviously the way in whioh the data base is searohed by
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a program will be influenced by the query) and for documento that

are assumed to ba flagged (as relevant or non-relevant) in some

~ priori way. The flags are not known previous to the retrieval

process being defined but the query's definition is, Or attempts

to be, a perception of the way in which they are distributed.

The Swetsian formalism, so extended, also clearly distinguishes

betweon modelling and observed probability distributions, only

the latter being essential to the definition of the retrieval

procoss. Of particular concern in the distributions is the very

large spike of probability that attaches to the all-negated

elementary conjunct for non-relevant documents, which has been

totally ignored in previous work. This probability determines

the amount of probability distributed over the tail of the dis-

tribution, previous work having disregarded the conditional

character of probability values in the. tail. The Normality of

the modelling distributions introduced by Swets is not seen as

being of critical importance (just as modelling ~ ~ is not so

seen) except insofar that it has prompted observations alreadY

madel that modelling needs to be contrasted with formal

description, and that the Normal modol is vulnerable to the

critiCism that it ignores the all-negated elementary conjunct of

query terms. It is olaimed that no individual analytical form

of modelling function (or pair of same) can 'test' the Swetsian

formalism. The 'testing' approach, it has been argued, must be

primarily directed at hypotheses expressed in the discrete

formalism and identifying values of population parameters. However,

tests of whether the distributions making up individual processes

are likely to have been drawn from population distributions



defined by modelling (analytical) functions may also be uaeful,

both as a basis for further, simulation work on information

retrieval, and to provide structural criteria by whioh thoories

at a deeper level of explanation than Swets's can be judged.

Stemming from the basic notion of this thesis that the

individual retrieval process is the prime object of interest

(both for conceptual olarity, and to provide a basic unit of

observation) and must be described in a discrete formalism, are

variouB consequonces. First is the notion that 'affectiveness'

is a property of (1) each process taken as a whole, and (2) of

an implementation of that process defined by the application of a

rank threshold value to determine retrieval and non-retrioval.

We have carried this fundamental distinction through this thesis.

Secondly the notion of 'optimality' in the process is suggasted.

We have claimed that variation in the DOE yields only a sub-optimal

process (for a given partitioning of the data base by an instanoe

of information need), just as variation in the query (as SFQ)

yields only a sub-optimal prooess. From a signal deteotion point

of view, optimisation must be seen as a joint procedure with query

(as SFQ) and DOE jointly varying so as to maximise either some

ohosen measure of overall process effectiveness or, for a given

threshold value, some function of the probabilistic measures B

and P. Thirdly, the concept of a query as a logical searoh

expression fits naturally into the extended formalism in a way

that we have desoribed' individual document weights are associated

with disjunotions of one or more elementary logioal oonjuncts of

the query. We have distinguished the two types of query throughout

this thesis, and we recall that whereas a query 8S 8 set of terms
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implies a value for an overall measure of retrieval effectiveneos

(for a given DOE and a given partitioning of the data base by

information used), the query as 8 logical search expression

detormines valuos for each probabilistic measure of retrieval

effectiveness. If a query (as a set of terms) is sub-optimal, the

elementary conjuncts of its terms will imply, when disjoined from

highest rank value to lesser rank values, a sequence of sub-

optimAl queries as logical searcb expressions. Fourthly, the

introduction of bivariate or multivariate weights attaching to

documents (by the retrieval process, not in its input as considered

by Hutchinson) allows the formalism to be extended in a natural way,

for example by allowing the age of a document to be a contributing

variable to the document's weight. Fifthly, the signal detection

formalism suggests a beuristic technique of retrieval whereby tha

'contrast' between 8 set of retrieved r~levant documents and a

sat of retrieved non-relevant documents determines a DOE that is

more efficient than a predecessor DOE. (It has been suggested that

linear discriminant analysis provides a DOE in this context having

good prima facie value.)
An experiment bas been described in Section 4 which Was

designed to obtain as much data as possible concerning the character-

istics of processes relating to a particular data base (MEDLARS)

and a particular oontext of information need (in medicine). The

processes examined, 240 in number, were defined through controlled

variation in the DOE and query (in set form), the latter being

generated algorithmically in two ways. A large range of G values

was involved. The experiment also intended to provide 8 pnototype of

a retrieval experiment in that, unlike some or all previous experi-
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ments (1) the partitionings of the data base by instances of

information need were based on objective data not influenoed by

the experiment and (2) probability data were stored in association

with the elementary logical conjunots of query terms to which they

pertained (rather than with the weights to which such conjuncts

are mapped); and (3) the queries (as sets of terms) used to

define the processes were generated algorithmically from the

partitioning of the data base concerned. Hypotheses of the two

types we have discussed oan be inferred from the data given in

Section 4, though not with oomplete plausibility since the sample

of partitionings of the data base that was used was not a random

one. (The sample was (1) intended to identify extremes of variation

in prooesses, and (2) of a quota oharaoter.) Given the

absence of previous comparable data, the experiment was regarded

a8 'hypotheois generating' rather than 'hypothesis testing' in

nature, though where the adequacy of modelling distributions was

concerned the data did allow investigation of~ validity. (In

the latter case the oonclusions are again affected by the non-

randomness of the sample.) Partial orders on the set of four

DOE's employed were identified, using three distinot measures of

overall retrieval effeotiveness.

Lastly, it is claimed that the framework of thinking embodied

in the extended Swetsian formalism is useful in two respects more

fundamental than ones mentioned above. First it Can be said to

be 'linguistically constructive' in that the expression of the

formaliam imposes a clear terminology relating to its components:

'relevance' in a document is seen as a binary attribute, for

example. fixed for each document (for a given retrieval process)
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and distinct from the 18bellin~ (i.e. identification) of documents

aa "relevant It and "non-relevanttt implied by the Lmpo cftion of B

threchold value for B given process. Again a 'query' is construed

a8 either a set of document attributes or as a logical exprossion,

Or (historically) as an expression in everyday language descriptive

of an information need. Retrieval 'effectiveness' is seen BS an

ambiguouD concept, and measures of same are required to be

appropriately qualified. 'Weighting' is also seen as ambiguous:

document weighting and term weighting are distinct procedures, the

former being the more fundamental procedure and capable of

generalisation to cover the case of vectors of weights attaching to

documents. Secondly, the formalism is 'hospitable' in the sense

that the main ooncepts of information retrieval are naturally and

easily accommodated in ita the data bass, the relevance judgement,

the query, the DOE,and retrieval effeotiveness, onco oertain

necessary distinctions and definitions have been made. Other less-

major concepts such as Precision and Recall, term specificity,

heuristics, and optimality are also readily describable in it.

The extension of Swets's formalism that ws have offered is

a oonceptually robust, simple and hospitable framework for the

description of information retrieval.



5.1 Tonhnoloeical implicAtions of the findings of the theais

In the author's view, there is oonsiderable scope for improving

the nature of the dialogue between enquirer on the one hand,

and data base management program on the other hand. In con-

ventional DEMPs, the enquirer both (1) constructs a Det of scarch

terms, and (2) relates these in a logical search expression.

Since it is unlikely that either is optimum, what is needed is

primarily a DBMS which oonstructs the logical search expression

for a set of query terms and a specified level of Recall. The

optimum such expression is then created algorithmically by 8 DOE.

Experiments such as the one we have described allow the optimum

DOE to be identified. The extended formalism allows the inter-

actions involved to be portrayed clearly. Secondly, a DBMP can

usefully accommodate a heuristic feature such as the one described

in this thesis. Again the advantage of the formalism is the clear

portrayal of the heuristic process.
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5.2 SUesostlons for fUrther research

It is Guegested that useful work could be undertaken 1n the

following areas: (1) the investigation of the variation of the

query (ss a set of terms) on the retrieval process when

information need and DOE are fixed, especially the investigation

of whether user-specified, rather than algorithmically-derived,

querios are sub-optimum or not, and if sub-optimum to what extent

Sor and (2) systematic investigation, similar to tho investi-

gation described in this thesis, in respect of data bases other

than ~EDLINE.
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~cndix A: Theorems Rel~v8nt to Compositiono of tho
Elementary Logical Conjuncta of query Termn

Two results related to the discussion of Section 3.3.2.3 are given

here.

Since a composition is, by definition, s partition of the

members of a permutation, it is of interest whether, when

different compositions of a set of elementary conjuncts are oon-

sidered, the Recall-Precision graphs are the same. We assert the

truth of the following two theorems:

1. Two different compositions of the same permutation of

elementary conjuncts may generate identical R-P graphs.

2. Two different permutations of a set of elementary con-

juncts may have compositions that generate identical

R-P graphs.

Intuitive proofs are as follows:

1. Consider the Bet of elementary conjuncts generated by a query

of two terms.

Cl • to tosA b

c2 • to .\tla b

c3 • tl toaA b

c 4 • t1 t1sA b

Suppoee probabilities associated with these elementary con-

juncts are as follows.
00 00

°1 rab sab
01 01

°2 I r s
ab ab
10 10

°3 a rab sab
11 11

°4 a rab sab
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Then conoider the following compositions:

10 10Supposo rab • 0 = Bab ,i.e. the event c3 is 'compound almont

impoasible'. Then the arrays of logical search expressions corr~s-

ponding to the above partitions are as follows, with their

corresponding probability values.

For Cl:

For C2:

00 00
rab sab
01 01

rab sab

00 00
rab Bab
01 01

rab sab
11 11

rab sab

But the arrays of probability-pairs are the ssme. Therefore they

must genorate identical R-P graphs.

2. ConBider the permutations'
.,

of the above eX8mple. Consider further the compositions of these.

Obviously, since e2 '"02Vc3 for Cl, and e2• c3Vc2, both yield

the same search result, i.e. both are equivalent to the searoh

expreesion 82 • c2• The R-P graphs of the two compositions are

accordingly identical. The same arrays of probability obtain in
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each case, and again are'
00 00

rab sab
01 01

rab Bab
11 :u

rab Bab •
-end of intuitive proof.

The number of Recall-Precision graphs that a query can

engendor cannot be known with certainty without a knowledge of

the probabilities r··· and 5···. However it is possible to... ...
examino the maximum number of distinguishable R-P graphs that

can be determined, a8 the following illustrative example shows.

Consider as before a query of just two terms. The elementary

conjuncte can ba grouped as follows. In effect we note some of the

different compositions (i.e. ordered partitions) of the ci•

M8ppin~s of the partitions to exactly four expressions ei,

The compoeitions here are of type (Ci I cj I· ck 'Cl). The

individual partitions contain exactly one elementary conjunct.

The number of sucb compositions is 41 Each such composition yields

up to four points on the R-P graph.

Mappingo of the partitions to exactly three expressions ei•

The compositions bere are of type (Cl' ••• , cj), or (Cl' cj I ...),
or (... , ci I C j)' where the dots denote the !!1 (not permutation)

of remaining elementary conjuncts. The number of each of these

three types is 12, i.e.

• •• I0 j)'
Ie j)'
I0 j)'
I0 j)'

j - 2,3,4

j ...1,3,4

j .. 2,3,4

j • 1,2,3

(01 f

(c2 f

(c 3 I
(04 I

• ••

·..
·..
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for composi tiona of the first type. There are thue 12 porL:'lti()110

that can yield distinct R-P graphe. Each such R-P graph can have

up to three points.

Uappinr,s of the partitions to exactly two expressions ei,

The compositions here are of type (cj I ...), j .. 1,2,3,4, or of
type (... I c j)' j II 1,2,3,4. The number of such compositions is
the eieht. Each R-P graph has up to two points.

Mappinc to one expression el

Technically, one Can identify the single search expression

e1 '"cl VC2 VC3 Vc4' equivalent to the composition (cl' 02' 03' c
4
).

This oearch expression yields just one R-P graph with just One point.

Tho number of compositions of interest, in the case n.2, is thus

41 + 12 + 8 + 1

or 45. This is also the maximum number of distinguishable Reca11-

Precision graphs that a query of just two terms can engender. Some

of these graphs mayor course be identical,~h will happen if
sOme of the ci share paired values for (roo. , fO ••).

• • • • ••

An upper bound on the maximum number of distinguishable R-P

graphs, for a query of n terms, is the number of compositions of

2n objects, namely.

This expreasion evaluates to 136 in the case n..2, considerably in

excess of the least upper bound to this maximum number, arrived

at by enumerative means above.
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Appen1ix E: Data on the Basic Partit10ninas of the
Data Base

Reference Size of Bet of relevant Size of set of all Goneral1 ty
labol documents (in brackets: documents of eliffible of infor-

no. of references 1n date of publication mation need
review paper) in MEDLARS for data baBe

concerned

1 8 (32) 2,160,462 3.103'-6

2 11 (25) 1,993,205 5·519'-6

3 57 (68 ) 1,887,482 30.1991-6

4 16 (24) 2,236,049 1.155'-6

5 9 (23) 2,254,754 3.9921-6

6 12 (33) 2,212,895 5.2801-6

7 13 (25) 2,309,278 5.629 '-6

8 98 (199 ) 2,122,182 46.1791-6

9 107 (174) 2,010,216 53.228 '-6

10 20 (31) 2,181,012 9.1701-6

11 33 (42) 2,327,931 14.176'-6

12 6 (27 ) 2,290,771 2.6191-6

13 23 (28 ) 2,309,280 9.9601-6

14 16 (22) 2,425,245 6·597'-6

15 44 (150) 2,065,918 21.298'-6

16 21 (26) 2,254,752 9·3141-6

17 36 (95) 2,180,962 16.5°6' -6

18 25 (40) 2,200,231 11,362'-6

19 20 (26) 2,217,806 9.0181-6

20 32 (59) 2,200,230 14.5441-6

21 3 (32) 2,200,231 1.3631-6

continuad



22 19 (35) 1,938,096 9.803'-6
23 5 (38) 2,103,019 2·378'-6
24 17 (21) 2,200,113 7.727'-6
25 19 (43) 2,200,229 8.635' -6
26 24 (37) 2,180,963 11.004'-6
27 78 (147) 2,065,917 37.756'-6
28 18 (36) 2,290,735 7.858'-6
29 19 (28) 1,342,041 14.158 '-6
30 23 (35) 1,774,029 12·965'-6
31 12 (27 ) 2,200,230 5·454'-6

Statistics' mean standard deviation
(n-1)

no. of relevant 27.2 25·3documents
nO. of documents 2,141,810 2.03'5
Generali ty 13·°5'-6 12·5'-6

The median number of relevant documents was 19.
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Appennix c: Main Results of the Experiment

The main results of the experiment are contained in the following

tables. The variable names referred to in the tables are defined
&s follows:

Uean rank for relevant documents.

Mesn rank for non-relevant doouments.

Variance of rank for relevant documents.

Variance of rank for non-relevant documents.

Yean in tail for non-relevant documents (redefined

over rank values. r'=rank-l).

Variance in tail for non-relevant documents.

Skewness (third moment about mean) of distribution for

relevant documents.

DSOB Kurtosis (fourth moment about mean) of distribution for

DSOl

DS02

DS03

DS04

DS05

DS06

DS07

relevant documents.

DS09 Swats's ~value (redefined over rank values of weights)

DSIOA Brookes's ~value (redefined over rank values of weights)

DSIOB Mean value of the Euclidean distance from origin to

points on the Reoall-Precision graph for process.

DSIOC Mean value of Yarczewski-Stainhaus metric for process.

DSIlX Kolmogorov-Smirncv statistic for modelling and observed

distributions of relevant dcouments.

DS12X Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistio for modelling and observed

distributions of non-relevant documents.

DS13X Mean Euclidean distance between comparable (R,P)

co-ordinates.

DS14X Variance of Euclidean distance between comparable

(R,P) co-ordinates.
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DS15X Range of EuclHean distance between comparablo (n.r)

co-ordinates.

DS16X Uean difference between M-S distances separating com-

parable pairs of the sets: set of retrieved documenta

and set of relevant documents.

DS17X Variance of the difference defined for DSl6X.

DS15X Range of the difference defined for DSl6X.

The suffix "X" to variables DSll to DS18 takes one of the two values

"B" or "U" denoting the type of model pertaining, binomial or

uniforro-diccrete respectively. G, as usual, denotes the Generality

of the information need as reflected in the partitioning of the

do ta ba ao by relevanc e judgement s,

Tables C-l to C-8 summarise the values of six descriptive

statiot1ca (mean, variance (n-l), minimum, maximum, skewness,

kurtosiD) for each of the above variables, for various groupings of

the ?40 retrieval processes examined. The groupings are by choice

of weightine function and query type, eight groups in all. The

statiDtica in these tables are "statistics of statistics", i.e.

they Dumc8rise properties of the random variables describing each

retrieval process, for various sets of prooesses. As previously

mentioned tl:e number of retrieval processes for each DOE is 31 for

proceoDee defined by queries of type QFORMl, and 29 for those

definod by queries of type QFORM2. However, also added for com-

parison are Ue equivalent values for variables DSOl to DSlOA when

tho oots of relevant documents ere restricted to those defined by

tho six rov1cw papers included in one issue of one journal (Section

4.1.2), although this information is not given for the weighting

function W3. The tablos affected record the number of processes
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conccrno1 in column 2.

Tables C-9 and C-IO summarise the significance values, grouped

into intervals, of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for the eight

categories of process and two types of modelling distribution

considored-

Tables C-ll to C-14 summarise the values of the correlations

(i.e. nOr~nlised covariances) between selected pairs of random

variables for the eight categories of process. In addition, an

estimated level of significance of each value is supplied indicat-

ing tto probability that the sample (of paired values) is taken

from a population in which each variable is distributed Normally

and indepondently of the other. (A smaller significance value tends

to refu te ne hypothesis.)

Lastly, we note here that the variation in the value of the

"spike" of probability present in the observed distribution for

non-relevant documents, attached to the all-negated elementary

conjunct, was examined for the 31 queries of type QFOmU. It was

found thot the mean value of this probability was 0.987 with a

standard deviation (n-l) of 0.029.
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Table C-l. The set of processes defined by WI and QFORMI.
(31 or 6 processes [see text})'"

n mean Var(n-1) Min. Max.
DSOI 31 2·493 0.289 1.886 4·3336 2.217 0.058 1.886 2.611
DS02 31 1.012 0.001 1.000 1.149

6 1.002 0.000 1.000 1.007
DS03 31 1.275 0.431 0.333 3.4746 1.031 0.078 0.619 1.405
DS04 31 0.012 0.001 0.000 0.128

6 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.008
DS05 31 1.063 0.003 1.000 1.195

6 ·1.061 0.002 1.000 1.108
DS06 31 0.068 0.003 0.000 0.231

6 0.069 0.002 0.000 0.018
DS07 31 0.252 0.353 -1.004 1.632

6 0.687 0.079 0.452 1.238
DS08 31 -0·537 0.630 -1·500 2.570

6 -0.153 0.144 -0.705 0.472
D509 31 2,598 0.758 1.227 4.855

6 2·377 0·508 1·424 3.282
DS10A 31 1.391 0.238 0.619 2.798

6 1.245 0.148 0.745 1.709
D510B 31 0.631 0.023 0.325 0·924

6 0.666 0.042 0·410 0·924
DSI0C 31 0.962 0.001 0.881 0·999

6 0.952 0.001 0·917 0.986
DS11B 31 0.389 0.005 0.262 0.556
DS11U 31 0.385 0.005 0.250 0·509
DS12B 31 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.101
DS12U 31 0.009 0.001 0.000 0.118
DS13B 31 0.314 0.030 0.114 0.831
DS13U 31 0.334 0.037 0.083 0.833
DS14B 31 0.212 0.034 0.022 0.783
D514U 31 0.203 0.043 0.007 0.825
DS15B 31 0·426 0.078 0.010 0·920
DS15U 31 0.467 0.117 0.000 1.013
DS16B 31 -0.024 0.001 -0.099 0.005
DS16U 31 -0.028 0.001 -0.104 0.006
DS17B 31 0.029 0.001 -0.002 0.123
DS17U 31 0.033 0.001 -0.010 0.124
DS18B 31 0.176 0.025 0.005 0.606
DS18U 31 0.190 0.027 0.005 0.633

.Values in Tables C-1 to C-8 are rounded to the third decimal place
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Table C-2. The set of processes defined by W1 and QFORM2.
(29 or 6 processes [sea text] .)

n Dlean var(n-1) Min. Msx.
DSOl 29 2.414 0.375 1.602 4·333

6 1·953 0.041 1.701 2.219
DS02 29 1.018 0.000 1.000 1.093

6 1.013 0.000 1.002 1.040
DS03 29 1.731 0.783 0·551 3.897

6 1.255 0.332 0.695 2.176
DS04 29 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.090

6 0.014 0.000 0.002 0.039
DS05 29 1.056 0.005 1.002 1.275

6 1.073 0.003 1.012 1.169
DS06 29 0.056 0.004 0.002 0.262

6 0.077 0.003 0.014 0.174
DS07 29 0·535 0.415 -0.730 1.746

6 0.891 0.131 0.328 1.295
DS08 29 -0·545 0.706 -1.608 1.426

6 -0.089 0.763 -1.260 0·981
DS09 29 2.023 0.629 1.019 4.777

6 1.575 0.056 1.349 1·994
DS10A 29 1.113 0.217 0.523 2.798

6 0.859 0.012 0.768 1.031
DSI0B 29 0·514 0.027 0.244 0.835

6 0.421 0.007 0.322 0·506
DSI0C 29 0.962 0.001 0.890 0·999

6 0·982 0.000 0·973 0.996
DS11B 29 0.405 0.006 0.262 0·584
DS11U 29 0.379 0.009 0.167 0·534

DS12B 29 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.161
DS12U 29 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.007
DS13B 29 0.371 0.016 0.133 0.758

DS13U 29 0.336 0.020 0.122 0.711
DS14B 29 0.185 0.019 0.036 0.634
DS14U 29 0.168 0.020 0.015 0.600
DS15B 29 0.342 0.085 0.013 0.958
DS15U 29 0.346 0.096 0.014 0·969
DS16B 29 -0.034 0.001 -0.104 -0.001
DSl6U 29 -0.035 0.001 -0.107 -0.001
DS17B 29 0.040 0.002 0.001 0.124
DS17U 29 0.041 0.002 0.001 0.128
DS18B 29 0.211 0.036 0.006 0.625
DS18U 29 0.217 0.038 0.006 0.643
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Table C-3. The set of processes defined by W2 and QFORM1.
(31 or 6 processes [see text].)

n Mean var(n-1) Min. Max.
DS01 31 9 ·324 15·944 4.737 23·667

6 7·4°0 1·°52 5·932 8.722
DS02 31 1.021 0.002 1.000 1.1676 1.006 0.000 1.001 1.021
DS03 31 64·915 1024·4 10·993 156·36 54.688 199.7 33.439 12·531
D504 31 0.073 0.017 0.001 0.632

6 0.035 0.002 0.002 0.133
DS05 31 2.482 0·514 1.043 4.0816 2.649 0.281 2.041 3.278
D506 31 5·082 15.016 0.326 11.8696 5·135 13.919 0.798 10.453
DS07 31 0.819 0.359 -0·561 1.1756 1.239 0.067 0·990 1.619
DS08 31 -0.058 1.490 -1·550 2.7066 0.580 0.412 -0.243 1.258
DS09 31 2.058 0.420 1.130 4.401

6 1·732 0.115 1.199 2.127
DSIOA 31 1.060 0.121 0·561 2·3116 0.884 0.031 0.614 1.080
DS10B 31 --0.565 O~046 0.181 0·9516 0·589 0.089 0.279 0.951
DS10C 31 0·935 0.003 0.821 0.996

6 0.919 0.003 0.831 0·983
DS11B 31 0.459 0.009 0.289 0.740
DSllU 31 0.448 0.014 0.198 0.676
DS12B 31 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.091
D512U 31 0.010 0.001 0.000 0.136
DS13B 31 0.442 0.026 0.099 0.108
DS13U 31 0.432 0.041 0.161 0.944
DS14B 31 0.286 0.030 0.019 0·591
DS14U 31 0.210 0.055 0.026 0.921
DS15D 31 0.688 0.092 0.009 1.011
DS15U 31 0·593 0.100 0.031 1.005
DS16B 31 0.014 0.006 -0.113 0.310
DS16U 31 -0.052 0.002 -0.160 0.000
DS17B 31 0.019 0.001 -0.039 0.140
D511U 31 0.061 0.003 0.000 0.199 .
DS18B 31 2.081 5·607 0.054 10.861
DS18U 31 1.710 1.721 0.068 4·972



Table C-4. The set of processos defined by W2 and QFORU2.
(29 or 6 proceseee [see text J.)

n Mean var(n-l) Min. Max.
DSOI 29 9.082 18.281 3 ·531 23.667

6 5·932 1.836 4.318 7.875
DS02 29 1.030 0.001 1.001 1.141

6 1.024 0.000 1.003 1.055
DS03 29 80.283 1356.3 17 .880 156.3

6 51.687 846.77 26.269 100.11
DS04 29 0.104 0.019 0.002 0.632

6 0.092 0.002 0.015 0.141
DS05 29 2.065 0.699 1.043 4·494

6 2.364 0.325 1.387 2·984
DS06 29 3·732 12.033 0.242 14.31

6 4·700 6.567 1·524 8.635
DS07 29 0·939 0·470 -0·567 2.166

6 1.458 0.283 0.658 2.166
DS08 29 -0.01 2·499 -1.715 4.416

6 1.322 4.364 -1.222 4·416
DS09 29 1.753 0.488 0.961 4.401

6 1.358 0.047 1.095 1.725
DS10A 29 0.908 0.139 0.487 2.377

6 0.707 0.012 0.571 0.879
DSI0B 29 0.482 0.037 0.234 0.866

6 0.370 0.013 0.258 0.579
DSI0C 29 0·938 0.002 0.820 0.995

6 0.970 0.0('0 0.950 0.991
DSIIB 29 0.529 0.00, 0.364 0.764
DSIIU 29 0.489 0.017 0.202 0.689
DS12B 29 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.042
DS12U 29 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.079
DS13B 29 0.490 0.022 0.238 0.706
DS13U 29 0.435 0.025 0.163 0.939
DS14B 29 0.321 0.028 0.074 0.565
DS14U 29 0.246 0.032 0.040 0.094
DS15B 29 0.669 0.085 0.030 1.086
DS15U 29 0.454 0.089 0.004 1.005
DS16B 29 0.012 0.007 -0.120 0.307
DS16U 29 -0.059 0.002 -0.176 -0.005
DS17B 29 0.025 0.001 -0.028 0.149
DS17U 29 0.069 0.003 0.005 0.215
DS18B 29 2.262 6.099 0.180 10.707
DS18U 29 1.855 1.930 0.172 4·472
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Table C-5. The set of processes defined by W3 and QFORMI.
(31 processes)

Mean var(n-1) Min. Max.

DS01 6.280 1.262 3·692 8·917
DS02 2.732 0.394 1.000 3.036
DS03 9·333 42.833 1.000 27·724
DS04 0.038 0.009 0.000 0.506
DS05 1·976 0.086 1.001 2·559
DS06 0.056 0.037 0.000 1.024

DS07 0.354 0.134 -0.313 1.119
DS08 -1.031 0.159 -1.668 -0.098
DS09 2.468 0.940 1.308 5·886
DS10A 1.290 0.245 0.671 2.999
DS10B 0.777 0.022 0.551 1.061
DS10C 0.906 0.003 0.784 0.993
DS11B 0.376 0.006 0.261 0.667

DS11U 0.306 0.007 0.214 0.600

DS12B 0.564 0.036 0.000 0.687

DS12U 0.718 0.062 0.000 0.952

DS13B 0.335 0.016 0.125 0.644

DS13U 0·374 0.034 0.079 0.806

DS14B 0.225 0.025 0.029 0.606

DS14U 0.270 0.041 0.009 0.770

DS15B 0.822 0.072 0.303 1.075

DS15U 0.806 0.073 0.174 1.001

DS16B -0.084 0.003 -0.215 -0.005

DS16U -0.093 0.003 _0.216 -0.007

DS17D 0.107 0.007 0.005 0.320

DS17U 0.118 0.007 0.001 0.320

DS18B 0.974 0.374 0.053 '2.603

DS18U 1.061 0.583 0.078 3·720
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Tablo C-6. The set of processes defined by W3 and QFORM2.
(29 processes)

Mean var(n-l) Min. Max.
DSOl 5·456 1.089 3.526 7.545
DS02 2.869 0.268 1.000 3.114
DS03 6.647 22.495 0.819 18.616
DS04 0.046 0.002 0.000 0.185
DS05 2.026 0.004 2.000 2.318
DS06 0.044 0.008 0.000 0.451
DS07 0·531 0.258 -0.329 1·538
DS08 _0.826 0.597 -1.733 1.202

DS09 2.068 0.991 1.089 5·886
DSI0A 1.106 0.257 0·582 2.999
DSIOB 0.744 0.034 0.481 1.075
DSIOC 0.920 0.004 0.762 0.992
DS11B 0.414 0.007 0.225 0.667
DS11U 0.353 0.009 0.223 0.600

DS12B 0·587 0.027 0.000 0.687

DS12U 0.691 0.042 0.000 0.866

DS13B 0.338 0.018 0.181 0.644

DSl3U 0.347 0.026 0.093 0.687

DSl4B 0.239 0.031 0.054 0.661

DS14U 0.234 0.031 0.013 0.624

DS15B 0.807 0.078 0.382 1.093

DS15U 0.710 0.107 0.137 0.982

DS16B -0.075 0.004 _0.238 _0.008

DS16U _0.080 0.004 -0.238 _0.008

DS17B 0.097 0.008 0.009 0.357

DS17U 0.102 0.009 0.009 0.357

DS18B 0.675 0.193 0.059 1.820

DS18U 0.722 0.232 0.059 1.840
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Table C-7. The set of processes defined by W4 and QFORM1.
(31 or 6 processes [see text].)

n Mean var(n-l) Min. Max.
DS01 31 9.610 15.892 4.737 23.667

6 '1.702 1.473 5·932 9.472
DS02 31 1.021 0.002 1.000 1.1676 1.007 0.000 1.001 1.025
DS03 31 67.994 1194.3 14.205 156.36 54·520 234.66 31.619 73.604
DS04 31 0.076 0.017 0.001 0.6326 0.042 0.004 0.003 0.116
DS05 31 2.628 0.611 1.043 4.087

6 2·915 0.460 2.041 3.914
DS06 31 5·280 15·403 0·326 17.869

6 5.506 14.505 0.798 11.222
DS07 31 0.788 0.363 -0.567 1.7396 1.181 0.097 0.791 1.619
DS08 31 -0.118 1·412 -1.577 2.706

6 0·533 0.414 -0.258 1.258
D509 31 2.087 0.436 1.114 4.401

6 1.830 0.211 1.199 2.355
DS10A 31 1.075 0.125 . 0.558 2.377

6 0.937 0.060 0.614 1.246
DSI0B 31 0·565 0.046 0.187 0.958

6 0·595 0.085 0.279 0.958
DSI0C 31 0.934 0.003 0.811 0·9976 0.918 0.004 0.828 0·987
DSllB 31 0.462 0.010 0.290 0.761
DSI1U 31 0.447 0.014 0.199 0.676
DS12B 31 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.091
DS12U 31 0.010 0.001 0.000 0.136
DS13B 31 0.454 0.027 0.099 0.761

0.429 0.041 0.161 . 0·970DS13U 31
DS14B 31 0.299 0.033 0.019 0.659
DS14U 31 0.267 0.055 0.026 0.964
DS15B 31 0.698 0.088 0.044 1.016
DS15U 31 0.602 0.097 0.050 1.005
DS16B 31 0.014 0.006 -0.102 0.310
DS16U 31 -0.053 0.002 -0.170 0.000
DS17B 31 0.019 0.001 -0.041 0.137
DS17U 31 0.062 0.003 0.000 0.205
DS18B 31 2.127 5·614 0.054 10.867
DS18U 31 1.773 1.963 0.068 5·115



Table C-8. The sot of prooesses defined by W4 and QFORM2.
(29 or 6 prooesses [see text].)

n Mean var(n-l) Yin. Max.
DSOl 29 9.205 18.699 3.469 23.667

6 5·941 1.815 4.318 7.875
DS02 29 1.031 0.001 1.001 1.142

6 1.024 0.000 1.003 1.055
DS03 29 82.864 161.94 16·582 156·3

6 51.712 846·56 26.075 100.11
DS04 29 0.107 0.020 0.002 0.632

6 1.024 0.000 1.003 1.055
DS05 29 2.111 0.108 1.043 4·548

6 2.381 0·349 1.387 3.070
DS06 29 3.617 9.917 0.242 10.812

6 4.691 6.652 1·524 8.635
DS07 29 0.925 0.459 -0·567 2.166

6 1.451 0.275 0.658 2.166
DS08 29 -0.060 2.410 -1.714 4.416

6 1.289 4.200 -1.222 4.416
DS09 29 1.165 0.505 0.961 4.401

6 1.360 0.046 1.095 1.725
DSI0A 29 0.915 0.144 0.481 2·377

6 0.709 0.012 0.571 0.819
DSI0B 29 0.484 0.031 0.234 0.900

6 0·316 0.014 0.258 0·579
DS10e 29 0.931 0.003 0.810 0·998

6 0·970 0.000 0.950 0.992
DS11B 29 0·532 0.009 0.364 0.768
DSIIU 29 0.487 0.017 0.261 0.703
DS12B 29 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.042
DS12U 29 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.079
DS13B 29 0.410 0.021 0.238 0.736
DS13U 29 0.436 0.025 0.192 0·969
DS14B 29 0.299 0.028 0.074 0.649

DS14U 29 0.247 0.033 0.057 0.964
DS15B 29 0.658 0.091 0.030 1.123
DS15U 29 0.484 0.103 0.004 1.005
DS16B 29 0.012 0.007 -0.108 0·307
DS16U 29 _0.060 0.002 -0.186 -0.002
DS17B 29 0.026 0.001 -0.028 0.145
DS17U 29 0.070 0.004 0.002 0.227

DS18B 29 2.335 6.401 0.153 10.767
DS18U 29 1.929 2.369 0.063 5.587
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Table C-ll. Correlations of seleoted pairs of dosoriptive
statistics for processes defined by WI and QFORMI
(31 processes) or QFORM2 (29 prooesses).

-Variable pairs Queries of type Queries of type
QFORJJI QFORM2

Correll estimated Correll estimated
significance sign ifleanc 9

DSOl DS03 0·3°1 0.05° 0.239 0.11
DS02 DS04 0.995 < 0.00001 0.997 < 0.00001
DS05 DS06 0.989 <: 0.00001 0.991 < 0.00001
G DS01 -0.440 0.0066 -0.567 0.00070
G DS02 .0.210 0.13 -0.227 0.12
G DS03 _0.261 0.078 -0.499 0.0029
G DS05 -0.231 0.11 -0.0763 0.35
G DS06 -0.203 0.14 -0·536 0.39
G DS07 0.375 0.019 0.309 0.052
G DS08 0.203 0.14 0.237 0.11
G DS09 -0.270 0.071 -0.351 0.029
G DSIOA -0.302 0.049 -0.344 0.034
G DSIOB 0.213 0.13 -0.441 0.008
G DSIOC -0.258 0.081 0.324 0.043
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Table C-l2. Correlations of selected pairs of descriptive
statistics for processes defined by W2 and QFORMI
(31 processes) or QFORM2 (29 processes).

Variable pairs Queries of type Queries of type
QFOlWl QFORl42

Correl. estimated Correl. estimated
signifioance signif1canoe

DSOl DS03 0.649 0.00004 0.558 0.008
DS02 DS04 0.824 <0.00001 0.894 < 0.00001
DS05 DS06 0.813 < 0.00001 0.927 <. 0 .00001
G DSOI -0.387 0.016 -0·553 0.0009
G DS02 -0.241 0.096 -0.190 0.16
G DS03 -0.309 0.046 -0.650 0.00001
G DS05 0.0188 0.34 0.122 0.26
G DS06 -0.167 0.18 -0.0360 0.43
G DS07 0.413 0.010 0·553 0.0009
G DS08 0.385 0.016 0.690 0.0002
G DS09 -0.335 0.033 -0.384 0.020
G DSIOA -0.340 0.031 -0.369 0.025
G DSlOB 0.278 0.065 -0.315 0.048
G DSIOO -0.263 0.016 ·0·553 0.0009



Table C-13. Correlations of selected pairs of descriptivo
otstietica for processes defined by W3 and QFORUl
(31 processes) QFORM2 (29 processes).

Variable pairs Queries of type Queries of type
QFORMl QFORM2

Correl. estimated Corrol. estimatod
significance significnnc e

DSOl DS03 0.629 0.00008 0.713 0.00001
DS02 DS04 0.0621 0.37 0.248 0.098
DS05 DS06 0.470 0.0038 0·975 < 0 .00001
G DSOl 0.458 0.0048 0.223 0.12
G DS02 -0.0211 0.45 0.222 0.12
G DS03 0.792 < 0.00001 0·594 0.0003
G DS05 -0.673 0.00002 -0.0814 0.33
G DS06 -0.140 0.23 0.0686 0.36
G DS07 0.400 0.013 0.428 0.010
G Ds08 0·555 0.0006 0.423 0.011
G ·DS09 -0.247 0.090 -0·329 0.041
G DS10A -0.276 0.066 -0.351 0.031
G DSlOB -0.278 0.44 -0.659 0.00005
G DSlOC -0.284 0.44 +0.456 0.0065
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Table C-14. Correlations of selected pairs of deaoriptiv8
Statistics for processes defined by W4 and QFORMl
(31 processes) or QFORM2 (29 processes)

Variablc pairs QUeries of type Queries of type
QFORMI QFORJ42

Correl. estimated Correl. estimated
signifioance sign if10 anc 0

DSOl DS03 0.571 0.00039 . 0·514 0.0022
DS02 DS04 0.822 < 0.00001 0·904 c 0.00001
DS05 DS06 0.769 < 0.00001 0.888 < 0.00001
G DSOl -0·395 0.014 -0·561 0.0008
G DS02 -0.243 0.094 -0.195 0.16
G DS03 -0·320 0.040 -0.638 0.0001
G DS05 0.101 0.29 0.111 0.28
G DS06 -0.149 0.21 -0.0266 0.45
G DS07 0·394 0.014 0·557 0.0009
G DS08 0.359 0.024 0.703 0.00001
G DS09 -0·311 0.044 -0.379 0.021
G DSIOA -0·317 0.041 -0·364 0.026
G DS10B 0.282 0.062 -0.319 0.045
G DSIOC -0.262 0.077 0·353 0.030
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